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ALL GG&G PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN AMERICA BY MEN AND WOMEN PROUD TO BE AMERICANS!
Designers And Manufacturers Of High Performance Tactical Accessories

26 Years, 320+ Top Quality American Made Products, Over 3.5 Million Products Shipped And We Are Still Going Strong---America Strong, And We Are Damned Proud Of It!!!

During the previous 25 years in business we have learned that armed professionals and American Citizen Shooters will enthusiastically respond to products they feel will legitimately provide them with the all important “EDGE” -- an advantage, in firearms, in accessories, or tactics that can turn the fight over armed opposition in their favor, and not only assist them in surviving the confrontation, but help them DOMINATE THE ENCOUNTER!

To that end, GG&G will continue our dominant leadership role in the design and manufacturing of high performance tactical accessories that provide that “EDGE”. That’s what we do! We also realize that the “How” Is Just As Important!! WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS! We invent, we innovate, we develop, we test, and then we competitively market the broadest line of American Made Tactical Accessories found anywhere!

As we have stated in previous years, it’s hard for our team to believe that over the previous 25 years we supplied our American Warriors with innovative and unique tactical accessories to fight in four wars and countless other “operations” worldwide. Add to that, the hundreds of federal, state and local law enforcement agencies that have selected and continue to select GG&G Tactical Accessories to help them in their tactical encounters. Couple those end users with the countless civilian customers that purchase our products for self defense and shooting sports and you have a customer base that “brings it all to the table”. We are pleased that end users from all categories make product suggestions, offer encouragement and support our company in good economic times and in tough ones. They have truly made a difference in GG&G’s success! Without all of our customers, we wouldn’t be manufacturing the 320+ products in our product line up today.

More than ever we are extremely proud that all of our products are Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans. All of our employees, from management to the men and women who manufacture and assemble our products, are passionately devoted to provide you the highest quality tactical accessories to support the tactical endeavors of our customers worldwide. We stand behind every item sold. If a GG&G product fails due to manufacturing, assembly, or material defect, and you have not altered or abused the item, it will be repaired or replaced, free of charge - for life.

Made In America Deployed Worldwide

3602 E. 42nd Stravenue, Tucson, Arizona 85713 - 800-380-2540 (Fax) 520-748-7583
Website: gggaz.com Email: Sales@gggaz.com
GG&G IS EXTREMELY PROUD TO HAVE SUPPLIED TACTICAL ACCESSORIES to the members of the following federal, state, and municipal law enforcement agencies, military organizations and companies:

Alabama State Troopers
Anchorage Police Dept.
Anaheim Police Dept.
Arizona Dept. of Corrections
Arizona Game & Fish Dept.
Ashbury International
Bend Oregon Police Department
Berwyn Police Dept.
Beverly Hills Police Dept.
Blackhawk
Bloomfield Hills Police Dept.
Broward County S.O.
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms
Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement
California Dept of Justice
Central Intelligence Agency
Chicago Police Department
Christian County Sheriffs Dept.
City of Long Beach Police Dept.
City of South Pasadena
Costa Mesa Police Dept.
Crestrill Illinois Police Dept.
Cumberland Police Dept.
Durham Regional Police
Eagle County Sheriff’s Dept.
East Baton Rouge Parish Police
Escondido Police Dept.
FN
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Protective Services
Hamilton County Park District
Heckler and Koch
Huron-Clinton Metro Authority
Houston Police Dept.
Idaho National Laboratories
ITT Defense Industries
Kentucky State Police
Kentwood Police
L.A. County Sheriff’s Dept. S.E.P.
Los Angeles Police Dept.
Lewisville Police Dept.
Livermore California Police Dept.
Livonia Police Dept.
Louisiana State Police
Mecklenburg County Sheriff’s Dept.
Mesa Police Dept.
Metro Nashville Police Department
Naval Surface Warfare Center
NSW Developmental Group
N.Y.P.D. Special Weapons & Tactics
Oklahoma Co. S.O.
Oro Valley Police Dept.
Oregon State Police
Palm Beach County S.O.
Pennsylvania State Police
Phoenix S.W.A.T.
Phoenix Police Dept.
Picatinny Arsenal
Pima County Sheriff’s Dept.
Pueblo Police Dept.
Rockhill Police Dept.
Sahuarita Police Dept.
San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Dept.
San Francisco Police Dept.
Sandia National Laboratories
Santa Clara Police Dept.
Sierra Vista Police Dept.
Scottsdale Police Dept.
South Carolina State Troopers
Springfield, MO Police SRT
Tempe Police Dept.
Tohono O’Odham Nation
Tucson Police S.W.A.T.
Tucson Airport Authority
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
U.S. Army ARDEC TACOM
U.S. Army Rangers
U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratories
U.S. Army 10th Mountain Division
U.S. Army A.M.U.
U.S. Army SOCOM
U.S. Air Force 55th Rescue Squadron
U.S. Air Force 355th Combat Command
U.S. Border Protection
U.S. Border Protection BORTAC
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Customs
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Marine Corps Commandants
War Fighting Lab
U.S. Marine Corp Designated Marksman Program
U.S. Marine Corp Urban Warrior Program
U.S. Navy
U.S. Park Service
U.S. Secret Service
Wackenhut Corporation
Wilmington North Carolina PD
U.S. Marshall Service
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The GG&G A2 AR-15/M16 rear sight is our number one selling Back Up Iron Sight (BUIS). It provides the operator with an easy-to-install and easy-to-operate flip up rear sight, and includes the all-important locking detent. Besides providing a low profile "ready to go" BUIS when you need it, features include our tactile ergonomic windage knob and counter sunk crossbolt to eliminate the possibility of snags: all of the features are incorporated in a streamlined body. The A2 Back Up Iron Sight is always at the tactical ready once placed in the up position. This is the same back up iron sight used by elite armed forces and law enforcement teams worldwide.

A2 BUIS Back Up Iron Sight Specifications:

- Easy installation.
- Can be used as a True Center co-witness iron sight with most red dot optics, as a stand-alone sight or in conjunction with GG&G interface rails.
- The A2 BUIS features the standard military A2-style double peep aperture allowing for end user known point of impact.
- The BUIS features full windage adjustment with our tactile windage knob.
- Low profile height of .710” when in the down position, allowing clearance for most optics.
- In the up position, sight cannot be folded down without depressing the spring-assisted detent release button located on the left side of the base, eliminating the possibility of accidentally lowering the sight.
- Initial zero set by adjusting the weapon’s front sight post.
- Click value of windage knob provides approximately 0.48” MOA change with a 20” barrel AR-15/M16 and 0.65” MOA change with a 14.5” barrel M4 carbine.
- Options include requesting the XS same plane aperture, or a Trijicon Tritium green aperture that can be factory installed on the BUIS.
- The mount body and sight stem are manufactured from billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
- Weight is approximately 2 oz.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.

A2 BUIS: GGG-1005...$125.45  
A2 BUIS with Trijicon Tritium Aperture: GGG-1005T...$150.45
Many military and law enforcement operators have requested that we manufacture an A2 BUIS that deploys with just the push of a button. The unique and proprietary design of this mechanism allows the actuator spring and mechanical components to be captivated and not exposed to environmental elements.

A2 Spring Actuated BUIS Specifications:
- Easily installs onto MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rail.
- The sight presents a low profile when in the down position, allowing clearance for most optics.
- Solid squeeze rail attachment mechanism with counter sunk crossbolt to eliminate snags.
- The Spring Actuated A2 Back Up Iron Sight quickly springs into an on-target position with just the push of the actuator button, locking solidly into the upright position. Another push of the button and the lock is released allowing the sight to be placed in the down position.
- Spring Actuated A2 BUIS cannot be folded down without depressing the actuator button located on left side of the sight base, eliminating the possibility of accidentally lowering the sight.
- Can be used as a stand-alone sight, in conjunction with GG&G Interface Rails, or as a True Center co-witness iron sight with most red dot optics.
- The A2 Spring Actuated Back Up Iron Sight is compatible with all GG&G Flip Up Front Sights.
- The sight features the standard military A2-style double peep aperture allowing for end user known point of impact.
- The sight has full windage adjustment with a tactile windage knob and windage screw.
- Windage knob click provides approximately 0.48 MOA change when mounted on the 20"AR-15 rifle and about 0.65 MOA on the 14.5" M4 carbine.
- Initial elevation zero on the sight is set by adjusting the weapon’s front sight post.
- Height in the upright position is 1.400” and in the fold down position is .720”.
- The sight body and sight stem are manufactured from billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Weight: 2.4 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

As an option you can request the Trijicon Green Tritium aperture be substituted for the A2 aperture. It will be factory installed when you order the GG&G Spring Actuated A2 BUIS.

Spring Actuated A2 BUIS: GGG-1005SA...$134.60
Spring Actuated A2 BUIS With Trijicon Tritium Aperture: GGG-1005SAT...$159.60
The GG&G MAD (Multiple Aperture Device) BUIS (Back Up Iron Sight) was originally developed to fulfill a request from Naval Surface Warfare for a battle-ready, low profile back up iron sight system that provided both a large and small aperture on the same plane, as well as providing co-witness capability with the majority of red dot optics. The MAD is the lowest profile locking detent BUIS offered, and is used by elite armed forces and law enforcement teams worldwide.

**MAD BUIS Specifications:**

- The GG&G MAD BUIS is easily installed.
- In the deployed position, the sight cannot be folded down without depressing the spring-assisted detent release button located on the left side of the sight base, eliminating the possibility of accidentally lowering the sight.
- The MAD has four apertures; two of each size, so rotating the aperture disc in either direction will bring the next size into view.
- Small aperture diameter is 0.069" and the large aperture diameter is 0.199".
- All apertures are on the same plane and thus zero to the same point of impact.
- The aperture disc is knurled for easier manipulation in combat environments.
- The MAD overhangs the rear of the receiver by 0.200" providing a lip allowing the sight to be easily deployed even with a gloved hand.
- One click of the windage knob provides approximately 0.48 MOA change when mounted on the M16A2E4 rifle and about 0.65 MOA when mounted on the M4 carbine.
- The MAD is lightweight at just over 2 oz.
- The MAD BUIS is compatible with ArmaLite AR-10 and DPMS LR series rifles.
- The body is CNC machined from billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.
- All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide for combat durability.
- All steel components are black manganese phosphated per Mil-Spec.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.
The GG&G MAD BUIS with Ranging Aperture was originally manufactured under contract with Picatinny Arsenal. The MAD BUIS is ammunition and weapon specific. The Ranging Apertures are preset using ballistic calculations for 55 grain through 62 grain ammunition used in the AR-15/M16 16” rifle/carbine length weapon.

MAD Ranging BUIS Specifications:

- Easy-to-install.
- Presents a low profile when in the down position, allowing clearance for most optics.
- In the up position, it cannot be folded down without depressing the spring-assisted detent release button located on the left side of the sight base, eliminating the possibility of accidentally lowering the sight.
- The unique rotating multiple aperture disc has five apertures preset to specific distances, specifically: 0=25 & 200 yards, 3=300 yards, 4=400 yards, 5=500 yards, and 6=600 yards.
- A range indicating window facing the shooter provides a numerical cue for the shooter.
- The 25/200 yd aperture is .158” diameter, all others are .069” diameter.
- The Ranging Apertures are preset using ballistic calculations for 55 grain through 62 grain ammunition used in the AR-15/M16 16” rifle/carbine length weapon.
- The MAD BUIS weighs in at 2.1 oz.
- The mount body is CNC manufactured from billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.
- The MAD BUIS With Ranging Aperture is Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide for combat durability.
- All steel components are milled from solid 4140 steel and are black manganese phosphated per Mil-Spec.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.

MAD BUIS with Ranging Aperture: GGG-1006RA...$144.25
GG&G offers two different Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight models to fulfill different setups shooters are presently using. One for the shooter using railed gas blocks lower than the Mil-Spec flattop upper receivers, and the other manufactured to be installed on a dovetailed gas block or tactical forearm that provides the same sight height as a Mil-Spec flattop upper receiver. This setup provides the same command sight height for the front sight as that of the back up iron sight when it is mounted on the flattop receiver.

Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight Specifications:
- Both sight models provide “True Center” co-witness with most red dot optics.
- The GG&G Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight is easy-to-install.
- With a simple push of the actuator button, the sight can be deployed for fast target acquisition.
- The sight locks securely in both the upright and down positions to aid in preventing the accidental raising or lowering of the sight in tactical positions.
- The easily accessible actuator button allows operation with the left hand, leaving the right hand in the proper position for fire control.
- Both models are compatible with all four models of GG&G Flip Up Rear Sights.
- Options include the installation of a Trijicon Tritium Green Front Sight post.
- Compatible with A1, A2 and most Tritium front posts.
- Both sights constructed from Aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Sand blasted and Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec; providing a corrosion and abrasive resistant non-reflective matte black finish.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.

Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight For Dovetail Gas Blocks: GGG-1281...$102.95
Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight For Dovetail Gas Blocks with Tritium Front Sight Post: GGG-1281T...$154.45
Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight For Tactical Forearms: GGG-1393...$102.95
Spring Actuated Flip Up Front Sight For Tactical Forearms with Tritium Front Sight Post: GGG-1393T...$154.45
Although the GG&G Flip Up Front Sight For Tactical Forearms was specifically designed to provide the correct sight height when mounted on a tactical forearm, this sight can also be installed on gas blocks that are at the same height as the upper receiver. It is manually operated versus spring-actuated and provides a smaller overall profile. Because of fewer sub-components, we can offer a better price to our customers.

Flip Up Front Sight for Tactical Forearms Specifications:

- Easy installation to common dovetails or MIL-STD-1913 dovetails.
- The Flip Up Front Sight For Forearms locks securely in the upright and down positions to aid in preventing the accidental raising or lowering of the sight during tactical operations. After manually deploying the sight, the detent button must be pushed to release the mechanism in order to lower the sight.
- Solid squeeze rail attachment mechanism.
- The sight is compatible with all four models of the GG&G manufactured Rear Back Up Iron Sights.
- The sight comes with a standard A2 front sight post and is adjustable for elevation. This AR -15 front sight is compatible with A1, A2 and most Tritium front posts.
- Options include the installation of a Trijicon Tritium Green Front Sight post.
- Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum and Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Weight: 1.25 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

An optional Trijicon green tritium front sight post can be substituted for the standard front sight post to enhance low light shooting capability. The tritium front sight option is the perfect accessory for police and tactical users who may be moving in and out of darkness in real time. If purchased with the Flip Up Front Sight For Tactical Forearms, we will install the Trijicon tritium sight post for free.

Flip Up Front Sight for Tactical Forearms: GGG-1033...$92.65
Flip Up Front Sight for Tactical Forearms With Green Trijicon Tritium Front Sight Post: GGG-1033T...$144.15
Many shooters feel that the standard AR-15/AR-10 removable front sights are too cumbersome to use, too easily misplaced, and distracting when optical sights are deployed. The GG&G Flip Up Front Sight for AR-15 and AR-10 Dovetailed Gas Blocks has been developed as an easy-to-install, lightweight, rapidly deployable flip up front sight with a mechanical locking detent system.

Flip Up Front Sight for AR-15 and AR-10 Dovetailed Gas Blocks Specifications:
- The sights weigh in at only 3.2 oz.
- The push button mechanical locking detent system allows for instant raising or lowering of the sight, while keeping the stem firmly locked into position.
- Gripping serrations are provided on the protective ears to easily raise or lower the sight assembly in combat environments.
- When used on a lowered railed gas block, the front sight stem provides the same height as the original AR-15/M16 front sight.
- Compatible with A1, A2 and most Tritium front sight posts.
- The AR-10 model is specific to that weapon system and is designed to co-witness with a GG&G MAD BUIS or other back up iron sight.
- The Flip Up Front Sight for AR-15 Dovetailed gas Blocks is compatible with DPMS LR series rifles.
- As an ordering option, a Trijicon Tritium Green Front Sight post can be ordered with the sight.
- The GG&G Flip Up Front Sight for Dovetailed Gas Blocks is manufactured from solid billet 4140 chrome moly steel.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphated to provide a non-reflective, corrosion resistant matte black finish meeting Mil-Spec requirements.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the operator's safety.

Flip Up Front Sight For Dovetail Gas Blocks: GGG-1023...$139.00
Flip Up Front Sight For Dovetail Gas Blocks with Tritium Front Sight Post: GGG-1023T...$190.50
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If you use a magnified scope on your AR, SCAR or other flat-top style carbine or rifle, you know how difficult it can be to engage targets at close range. The GG&G 45 Degree Transition Sights provide you with the ability to quickly transition between long range target engagement and closer target acquisition. These GG&G Transition Sights give you that “Edge” in tactical situations or competition. The 45° offset position makes it easy to transition to the iron sights by simply canting the weapon and engaging the target with the transition iron sights.

45 Degree Transition Sights Specifications:

- Easy installation to common dovetails or MIL-STD-1913 dovetails.
- Solid squeeze rail attachment mechanism.
- Does not interfere with primary optics.
- Perfect for Law Enforcement, Military, Self Defense, or 3-Gun Competition.
- Front sight uses a standard A2 front sight post and is adjustable for elevation. It will accept a standard A2 tritium front sight post if desired.
- Rear sight has a large open aperture for quick target acquisition and is adjustable for windage.
- Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Weight: Each sight component only weighs 0.75 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

45 Degree Transition Sights: GGG-1588...$137.75
Flip To Side Magnifier Mount:
The GG&G Flip To Side Magnifier Mount allows the shooter to go from long range target engagement to CQB engagement distances with just a simple flip to the side motion. The base of the magnifier mount only takes up 1 3/4” of rail surface. Manufactured to take the rigors of combat environments. Check out our Aimpoint 3X Magnifier And Flip To Side Mount Discounted Optics Package.

Flip To Side Magnifier Mount Specifications:
• The overall design provides smooth integrated appearance.
• Allows the user to go from short and long distance shooting with an easy flip of the mount.
• Easily installs on MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rails with solid squeeze rail engagement.
• Fits most magnifiers with 30mm tubes.
• Compatible with most red-dot sights with integral mounts and stand-alone mounts at the proper height.
• Manufactured to “absolute” co-witness height when used on a AR-15/ M4 flat top upper receiver.
• Will clear with most backup iron sights.
• Flips magnifier 90 degrees to primary optic center.
• Attachment screw is countersunk into the sidebar for snag free operation.
• Magnifier attaches with six ring cap screws for a “No Worry” rugged design.
• Hardened steel pivot and lock pin assures a long service life.
• All edges are deburred and rounded for the shooter’s comfort & safety.
• Material: Precision machined from aircraft grade 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
• Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
• Weight: 5 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Flip To Side Magnifier Mount: GGG-1670...$117.20
The Aimpoint Micro T-2 and H-2 scopes are great for tactical encounters—but they have a downside as they come from the factory—the factory mount is too low for an AR or M-16 application and it’s not Quick Detach. GG&G has a super solution, the Aimpoint Accucam Quick Detach T-2 and H-2 Mount. The Aimpoint T-2/H-2 Scope easily and solidly installs onto the lightweight GG&G Aimpoint Accucam Quick Detach T-2 and H-2 Mount with four 3mm screws. The installation wrench is included in the kit.

Aimpoint T-2/H-2 Quick Detach Scope Mount Specifications:

- Easily installed.
- Ergonomic design.
- The GG&G Accucam QD Locking Lever System provides you with a solid method to quickly install or remove the Aimpoint T-2 from the weapon. The scope can quickly be installed on a dovetail rail in seconds by rotating the Accucam Lever to the locked position. It can then be quickly removed by rotating the Accucam Cam Lever to the unlocked position.
- The ergonomic finger loop of the lever is easily operated, even with a gloved hand, and the round design is virtually snag-proof.
- The patented Accucam QD design allows you to adjust the tension to accommodate out of spec or worn dovetails.
- Not recommended for .50 BMG or lightweight machine guns.
- The Aimpoint T-2/H-2 scopes easily install onto the T-2 Mount with four 3mm screws. The installation wrench is included.
- Designed to mount directly to the AR-15/M16 upper receiver’s dovetail. This location places the red dot just above the front sight post.
- The Aimpoint T-2 Mount is low enough to allow “Absolute True Co-Witnessing” with back up iron sights like the GG&G A2 BUIS and MAD BUIS.
- The T-2/H-2 Mount is manufactured from solid billet 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized matte black per mil-spec.
- The Accucam Quick Detach mechanism is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per mil-spec.
- All edges of the Aimpoint mount and QD mechanism have been softened and rounded for the shooter’s comfort and safety.
- Weight: 4.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Aimpoint T-2/H-2 Accucam Quick Detach Mount: GGG-1775...$151.40
The PVS-14 Quick Detach Multi-Flex Night Vision Mount for the Exelis PVS-14 series of night vision monoculars, is designed to go rapidly and easily from a head/helmet mount or hand surveillance mode to a weapon mount. Once the ergonomically designed base is installed on the weapon and the adapter ring is installed to the PVS-14, just the rotation of the grooved locking lever will rigidly lock the PVS-14 into place. Just as quickly, it can be removed and used to meet a tactical situation. Our unique QD PVS-14 adapter ring remains attached to the night vision monocular at all times and interfaces with the weapon’s mount in mere seconds.

**PVS-14 Quick Detach Multi-Flex Night Vision Mount Specifications:**

- A quick and fast quick detach lever allows fast mounting or dismounting of night vision.
- Designed to go rapidly and easily from head, helmet or hand held to weapons mounted.
- The unique QD ring remains attached to the night vision device at all times to interface with the weapon’s mount in mere seconds.
- Easy to manipulate QD lever with a large grooved finger pad.
- Removal of mounting ring is not required to mount the night vision directly to a helmet or head mount.
- The Multi-Flex Base Mounts directly to a Mil-Spec flattop upper receiver.
- The Multi-Flex Base allows optical alignment with most EOTech and Aimpoint scopes when mounting a PVS-14 behind these optics.
- There is enough clearance for the GG&G A2 and MAD BUIS to mount under the Multi-Flex Base and be operational when the night vision is removed.
- Fully compatible with MIL-STD-1913 rails.
- Manufactured from ordnance steel and aerospace 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated matte black. Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized to a matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 3.4 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

PVS-14 Quick Detach Multi-Flex Night Vision Mount:  GGG-1016...$219.00
PVS-14 Quick Detach Mounting Ring:   GGG-1016-R...$61.55
Quick Detach Multi-Flex Base Only:   GGG-1016-B...$157.50
The Aimpoint 3X Magnifier can be used in conjunction with all Aimpoint scopes for long range aiming, but when coupled with the GG&G Quick Detach 3X Adapter and Quick Detach Multi-Flex Mounting Base, it can be removed in just seconds for CQB situations. Not only will this setup work with Aimpoint optics, the GG&G Quick Detach Multi-Flex system also allows the Aimpoint 3X Magnifier to be used effectively behind an EOTech scope as shown in the above photograph. Adding to the overall flexibility of the GG&G system, the Exelis PVS-14 Night Vision Monocular can be installed directly into the QD Multi-Flex Base for night targeting.

The GG&G Quick Detach Multi-Flex Mounting Base is designed to accept both the GG&G Aimpoint 3X Adapter and the GG&G Mounting Ring for the Exelis PVS-14 night vision monocular. The base is fully compatible with MIL-STD-1913 dovetails. As can be seen in the photos, the Quick Detach Multi-Flex Mounting Base and Aimpoint 3x Magnifier set up is best used behind the Aimpoint scopes when they are mounted in a mount such as the GG&G Aimpoint Cantilever Ring or an Aimpoint QRP mounting ring.

The GG&G Quick Detach Multi-Flex Mounting Base is manufactured from 6061-T6 billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. The Aimpoint 3X Adapter as well as all other steel components are manufactured from 4140 ordnance steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

All Components of the GG&G QD Multi-Flex Mounting system can be purchased separately as follows:

- **QD Multi-flex Mounting Base**: GGG-1016-B...$157.50
- **Aimpoint 3X Adapter Plate**: GGG-1233...$35.00
- **ITT PVS-14 Mounting Ring**: GGG-1016-R...$61.55
The Accucam QD System for the EOTech XPS Series is a scaled down version of the Accucam QD System (NSN: 1240-99-696-3341) that we provide to civilian, law enforcement and military users for use with EOTech 512 and 552 optics. The patented GG&G Accucam QD Mounting System is still the only QD lever system available today that does not add height to the EOTech optics, while maintaining proper cheek weld and fast co-witnessing.

Accucam Quick Detach System for the EOTech XPS Series Specifications:
- The Accucam QD lever replaces the factory EOTech socket head screw or thumbnut attachment method, with no other modifications needed.
- Easily installs in under ten minutes and we include the tools required in the kit.
- It is fully adjustable to fit Weaver and MIL-STD-1913 dovetails and easily adjusts as needed for worn and out-of-spec rails.
- Once installed, the optic can be quickly installed or removed on a dovetail rail in seconds by rotating the Accucam Cam Lever to the locked or unlocked position.
- The Accucam QD Locking Lever System has been shown to be repeatable to less than ½ MOA.
- The unique finger loop design is easily operated, even with a gloved hand, and is virtually snag proof.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.
- This system is not recommended for .50 BMG or lightweight machine guns.
- The rugged GG&G XPS Accucam Locking Lever System is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

Accucam Quick Detach System For The XPS Series: **GGG-1269...$87.50**

**PACKAGE DEAL:** We Offer the Accucam and Lens Covers as a package. Please call or visit our website: gggaz.com for information
Having a primary optic with the capability to be quickly attached and detached from a weapon system, while still maintaining “on target” repeatability, provides a degree of tactical flexibility highly valued in urban combat. The rugged EOTech holographic sights are excellent choices for a “red dot” optic. However unless you’re using the Accucam QD Locking Lever System, adding some type of quick detach mechanism means mounting the sight on top of some other mounting platform that raised the EOTech at least another 1/2” above the bore, adversely affecting cheek weld.

EOTech Accucam Quick Detach Locking Lever System Specifications:

- Easily installed.
- Because it replaces the existing screw and thumbnut mounting system, it does not add any height to the optic and maintains an absolute co-witness with back up iron sights.
- Mounts directly to the factory protective hood and interfaces with the scope’s mounting sidebar.
- U.S. and U.K. military adopted, NSN # 1240 99 696 3341.
- The Accucam QD mechanism allows the end user to quickly switch between optics and still maintain 1/2 MOA repeatability.
- The unique finger loop design of the locking lever is virtually snag proof and is fast and easy to operate—even with a gloved hand.
- Accucam QD system is fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rails.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- The Accucam Locking Lever system is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black to Mil-Spec.
- Not recommend for .50 BMG or LMG recoil.
- Weight: 1.9 oz.
- Lifetime warranty.

Accucam For EOTechs: GGG-1190...$87.50

PACKAGE DEAL: We Offer the Accucam and Lens Covers as a Package. Please Call or Visit our Website: gggaz.com for Package Information
With the development of our Accucam Quick Detach Locking Lever System, GG&G is now able to manufacture a full line of QD mounts that allow the primary optic to be attached and detached from the weapons system. This provides the shooter a degree of tactical flexibility highly valued in the urban combat environment. The GG&G Accucam Quick Detach ACOG mount allows the end user the ability to quickly switch between optics and still maintain “on target” repeatability. The Trijicon ACOG is a rugged optic and has an excellent reputation for durability, however should the ACOG fail, end users can quickly remove the ACOG and deploy the weapon’s back up iron sight.

Accucam Quick Detach ACOG Mounting Base Specifications:

- Using the GG&G Accucam QD ACOG Mount, the optic can be quickly installed or removed from your weapon by rotating the Accucam Cam lever to the locked or unlocked position.
- The QD Mount is fully adjustable to fit Weaver and MIL-STD-1913 dovetails.
- The unique design allows you to adjust the tension to accommodate out-of-spec or worn dovetails.
- The Accucam Locking Lever System has shown to be repeatable to ½ MOA.
- The ergonomic finger loop of the lever is easily operated, even with a gloved hand, and the round design is virtually snag proof.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.
- The Accucam Quick Detach ACOG mounting base is manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- The Accucam mechanism is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

Accucam ACOG Mounting Base: GGG-1192...$144.15
Without a doubt the Trijicon ACOG 4x32 series scopes are some of the most rugged and dependable scopes available. However, we think it is missing a very important component — Lens Covers. We at GG&G decided it was time to provide our customers with a method to not only mount the scope, but provide a method to protect the lenses of this expensive optic. This package includes the GG&G Accucam ACOG Quick Detach Mount with integral front lens adapter, the rear lens cover adapter, and a set of custom Butler Creek lens cover that provide weatherproof, dust proof and moisture proof protection for the ACOG lenses.

**Accucam Quick Detach Mount Specifications:**
- Will only fit 4x32, 4x32 BAC and 4x32 LED scopes only.
- Two different models are available. One fits scopes that have threaded square tabs on the rear ocular portion on the scopes body. And one for non-tabbed scope bodies.
- All components are easy to install.
- The scope can be quickly installed on a dovetail rail in seconds by rotating the Accucam lever to the locked position and just as easily removed by rotating the lever to the unlocked position.
- The Accucam ACOG QD Mount is fully adjustable to fit Weaver and MIL-STD-1913 dovetails, even worn or out-of-spec ones.
- The ergonomic finger loop of the lever is easily operated, even with a gloved hand, and the round design is virtually snag proof.
- All hard edges have been deburred and softened for the shooter’s safety.
- The body is manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III anodized to a matte finish per Mil-Spec.
- The Accucam mechanism is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

ACOG Accucam Quick Detach Mount for Non-Tabbed Scopes:  GGG-1240...$197.75
ACOG Accucam Quick Detach Mount for Tabbed Scopes:  GGG-1241...$197.75
The Special Purpose Rifle (SPR) has gained in popularity with shooters in the civilian and law enforcement community. Our technical advisors suggested that the scope most often used on SPR rifles is a 30mm low powered variable optic placed forward on the AR-15/M16 flattop receiver. To meet the specific optic mounting needs of the SPR shooters, we have introduced FLT Scope Mount With 30mm Integral Rings.

To provide flexibility to the end user, we are offering the FLT Scope Mount in two configurations; one is the Accucam QD FLT for those shooters requiring the ability to quickly remove or install their scope and two is the Bolt On FLT Scope Mount.

**FLT Accucam QD Scope Mount Specifications:**
- Designed for Special Purpose Rifles (SPR) or Designated Marksman Rifles (DMR)
- Easily adapts to proper eye relief.
- Dual recoil crossbolt design. Not recommended for 50 BMG calibers.

Continued on the next page.
• Fits 30mm Scopes. One inch ring reducers are available.
• Top of the dovetail rail to centerline of the integral ring is 1.460”.
• The inside ring to inside ring dimension is 3 1/8 inches.
• 5 inches long.
• 2 inches of forward cantilever.
• Dehorned to protect the operator.
• Fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec MIL-STD-1913 dovetailed rails.
• Easy operating finger loop design.
• Materials: Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum and solid bar stock 4140 steel.
• Finish: All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
• Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective black finish per Mil-Spec.
• Weight: 6.8 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

FLT Bolt On Scope Mount Specifications:
• Semi-permanent bolt on installation.
• Mounts to MIL-STD-1913 Dovetail rails.
• Uses standard ½” hex nuts for proper torque setting to tighten to dovetail rail.
• Easily adapts to proper eye relief.
• Fits 30mm Scopes. One inch ring reducers are available.
• Top of the dovetail rail to centerline of the integral ring is 1.460”.
• The inside ring to inside ring dimension is 3 1/8 inches.
• 4.5 inches long.
• 2 inches of forward cantilever.
• Dehorned to protect the operator.
• Materials: Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum and solid bar stock 4140 steel.
• Finish: All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
• Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective black finish per Mil-Spec.
• Weight: 5.5 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

PACKAGE DEAL:
FLT Accucam QD Scope Mount with 30mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1606...$210.20
FLT Bolt On Scope Mount with 30mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1607...$165.95

FLT Accucam QD Scope Mount: GGG-1383...$196.20
FLT Bolt On Scope Mount: GGG-1384...$151.95
30mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1392...$17.00
When in a crouching, sitting or prone position the shooter tends to “creep” up on the scope. In order to provide the shooter with the ability to gain more eye relief when in these positions, GG&G offers the AC-30 Accucam QD Mounting Base with Integral 30mm Scope Rings. The mounting base is tall enough to provide clearance for the latest optics. The integrated Accucam Quick Detach Lever System provides the shooter with the ability to quickly remove the scope in order to utilize other optics as the mission may require, and have the confidence of 1/2 MOA repeatability upon reinstallation.

AC-30 Accucam Quick Detach Mounting Base Specifications:
- Quick detachable.
- Easily adapts for proper eye relief.
- Ideal for long bodied scopes.
- Ring size fits 30mm scope tubes. 1 inch ring reducers are available.
- Height: Centerline of the integral ring to the top of the dovetail is 1.460”.
- The inside ring to ring spacing dimension is 3 3/4 inches.
- Mounting base is 4 inches in length with dual recoil lugs.
- Dehorned to protect the operator.
- Fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec MIL-STD-1913 rails.
- Accucam is repeatable to 1/2 MOA or less.
- Easy operating finger loop design.
- Materials: Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum and solid billet 4140 steel.
- Finish: All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
- Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 6 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

PACKAGE DEAL:
AC-30 Accucam QD Mounting Base With 30mm Integral Rings and 30mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1608...$218.90
AC-30 Accucam QD Mounting Base With 30mm Integral Rings: GGG-1238...$204.90
30mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1392...$17.00
We think every high quality optic should come with "REAL LENS COVERS", so we created a quick detach mount for the Trijicon MRO Optic that includes lens covers. If you want a quick detach mount, why not go with the best?

Quick Detach Trijicon MRO Mount With Lens Covers Specifications:

- Designed and Manufactured by GG&G.
- Sleek, lightweight design.
- GG&G’s Accu-Force Quick Detach Locking Lever System provides a strong & quick method to attach or remove the Trijicon MRO from the weapon.
- Attaches to a MIL-STD-1913 Dovetail rail.
- The built-in flip up lens covers add a great level of protection to the lens that the factory forgot about.
- The slim finger loop is easy to operate, even with a gloved or wet hand. The design is virtually snag-proof.
- The patented Accu-Force QD locking mount is fully adjustable for tension to accommodate out of spec or worn dovetails.
- Not recommended for .50 BMG or lightweight machine guns.
- All mounting hardware is included.
- Height of the mount is machined to a “Absolute True Center Co-Witnessing” with back up iron sights like the GG&G A2 BUIS and MAD BUIS.
- All edges of the mount have been deburred and rounded for the shooters safety.
- Material 1: The scope mount is precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Material 2: The Accu-Force Quick Detach mechanism is manufactured from heat treated 4130 steel.
- Finish: Aluminum Body is Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Steel parts are manganese phosphated a non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 2.9 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Quick Detach Trijicon MRO Mount With Lens Covers: GGG-1788LC...$200.80
The Accucam Scout Length Mounting Base was developed to accommodate “scout” type scopes, long body scope tubes, and night vision compatible red dot sights with night vision monoculars mounted to their rear. It easily mounts onto the integral rail of the AR15/M16 flat top receiver and interfaces with our MAD or both of our A2 Style BUIS flip-up rear sights. Manufactured to MIL-STD-1913, the Accucam Scout Length Mounting Base raises the line of sight by 1/2”, offering a proper cheek weld when optical devices are attached. Once the optic is mounted, the integrated Accucam Quick Detach Lever System provides the shooter with the ability to quickly remove the scope in order to utilize other optics as the mission may require, and have the confidence of 1/2 MOA repeatability upon re-installation.

Accucam Quick Detach Scout Length MIL-STD-1913 Mounting Base Specifications:
- Besides providing a solid scope mounting platform, it protects the receiver’s integral dovetail rail from wear.
- The rail extends 2” forward of the AR-15 flattop upper receiver and over the handguards.
- Quick detach 1/2 MOA repeatability.
- Both male and female dovetail dimension is manufactured to MIL-STD-1913.
- Dual recoil lugs at underside of mount, provide secure attachment under repeated recoil.
- All edges are softened and smoothed to protect the operator.
- Accucam QD system is fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rails.
- The unique finger loop design of the locking lever is virtually snag proof and is fast and easy to operate—even with a gloved hand.
- Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and Type III hard-coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Accucam QD mechanism is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Overall length: 7.0”.
- Overall height: 1/2”.
- Weight: 6.6 oz.
- Lifetime warranty.

Accucam Scout Length MIL-STD-1913 Mounting Base: GGG-1236...$163.75
With the development of our proprietary Accucam Quick Detach Locking Lever System we are now able to fill many Quick Detach mounting requirements. Currently, two models are available: the Accucam Quick Detach Standard Rail and the Accucam Quick Detach Base With Integral 30mm Rings. The Accucam QD Integral Ring Base is available in two different heights to accommodate proper cheek welds. One is specifically for the AR-15/M16 weapon system and one is for bolt guns. The height of the Accucam Ring base for the AR-15/M16 is 1.460” from the top of the rail to the centerline of the integral ring. The height of the Accucam Ring Base for bolt action rifles is 1.060” from the top of the rail to the centerline of the integral ring. The dual recoil lugs insure “on target” performance shot after shot.

The Accucam Standard Rail is five inches long with its rail manufactured to MIL-STD-1913. It adds 1/2 “ to the height of the mounting platform.

Both GG&G bases are designed and manufactured to meet the rigors of combat and professional use. Both are manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and have a Type III hard coat anodized matte black Mil-Spec finish. All edges have been dehorned to protect the operator. The Accucam QD Locking Lever System provides you with a solid method to quickly install or remove the mounting base from the weapon system. The base can be quickly installed on a dovetail rail in seconds by rotating the Accucam Cam Lever to the locked position. It can then be quickly removed by rotating the Accucam Cam Lever to the unlocked position. It is fully adjustable to fit Weaver and MIL-STD-1913 dovetails. The unique design allows you to adjust the tension to accommodate out of spec or worn dovetails. During testing, the Accucam Locking Lever System has shown to be repeatable to 1/2 MOA. The unique finger loop design is easily operated, even with a gloved hand and the rounded design is ergonomic and virtually snag proof. The Accucam mechanism is manufactured from solid billet 4140 steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

**PACKAGE DEAL:**
- Accucam QD Integral Ring Base For The AR-15/M16 with 30mm to 1” Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1609...$209.95
- Accucam QD Integral Ring Base For Bolt Guns with 30mm to 1” Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1610...$201.25
- Accucam QD Standard Rail: GGG-1197...$159.65
- Accucam QD Integral Ring Base For The AR-15/M16: GGG-1198...$195.95
- 30mm to 1” Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1392...$17.00
45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail Specifications:

- Ambidextrous by design for right and left handed shooters.
- The Offset Accessory Rail can also be installed on tactical forearms to mount flashlights and lasers.
- Mounts to a MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rail.
- It is manufactured with 5 cross-slot mounting locations to accommodate most micro red-dot optics.
- Manufactured to MIL-STD-1913 specifications and will accept accessories with a Weaver or MIL-STD-1913 interface.
- The 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail is manufactured with an enclosed recessed sidebar with a full one inch of dovetail engagement for secure mounting.
- Counter sunk locking cross bolt helps eliminate the possibility of snags.
- The geometry of this low profile offset mount allows for Zero Cheek-weld shift while transitioning between primary and secondary offset optics.
- The 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail is 2.5” long but only uses one inch of top rail for mounting.
- Lightweight at only 1.45 oz.
- Manufactured from billet 6061-T6 aluminum. Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective combat finish to meet Mil-Spec.
- Fully deburred for the shooter’s safety.

45º Offset Accessory Rail:  GGG-1526...$31.85
SOCOM II ACCUCAM QUICK DETACH MOUNT WITH 30MM INTEGRAL RINGS

These two GG&G FIRE System rails are designed to mount easily over the integral rails of the AR-15/M16 flat top receiver and work in conjunction with our MAD or A2 Style BUIS flip-up rear sights. As they raise the line of sight by 1/2", they offer a proper cheek weld when optical devices are attached. In addition, they serve to protect the flat top receiver’s integral rails from the wear associated with quick-release-type mounts. The Scout Rail extends 2 inches beyond the end of the receiver and clears the M4 forearm. It was developed to accommodate long-eye-relief “scout”-type scopes and also Aimpoint red dot sights with night vision monoculars mounted to their rear. The Standard length rail is employed mainly as a riser for conventional optics. CNC manufactured from tough billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and matte black Type III hard coat anodized, all of the GG&G FIRE System rails meet MIL-STD-1913. These rails attach to the flat top receiver by means of a full-length side bar and two round head socket head screws. This provides both a positive and perfectly aligned lock-up even on well-worn receiver rails. The socket head wrench required for installation is included.

Standard Rail:   GGG-1002...$77.25       Scout Rail:   GGG-1001...$85.25

Our GS-1 FIRE System rail is designed for mounting a conventional-type scope on the AR-15/M16. It provides significantly longer eye relief for a proper scope/operator interface and the capability of attaching additional optical devices, such as a night vision monocular. The back of the rail has been tapered to blend with the rear of the upper receiver and is not designed to mount a BUIS flip-up rear sight. It extends 3” over the handguards and clears the M4 forearm. CNC manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, and Type III black hard coat anodized, the GS-1 rail meets MIL-STD-1913. As with the other FIRE System rails, it locks onto the flat top receiver by means of a locking side bar and two rounded socket head cap screws. The socket head wrench required for installation is included.

GS-1 Rail:   GGG-1028...$92.65
The SOCOM II M1A Rifle is a compact, powerful close quarter combat battle rifle. However its “Cluster Rail” system makes it difficult to mount a conventional low powered scope. You have to install an additional receiver mounted scope base to the SOCOM II along with a set of scope rings that are tall enough so that the objective lens clears the top rail. If you want Quick Detach capability, you need to mount your scope on top of the receiver mounted scope base with some type of QD mount and ring combo. We think that’s a PIA and has too many interface points that could negatively affect the zero retention of your scope.

**SOCOM II Accucam Quick Detach Mount With 30mm Integral Rings Specifications:**

- The overall design provides smooth integrated appearance.
- The Accucam Quick Detach System provides quick and easy on-off transitions while maintaining 1/2 MOA accuracy.
- The Accucam QD System is fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec dovetails.
- The SOCOM II Accucam Quick Detach Scope Mount has dual recoil lugs that interface with the recoil slots of the top dovetail rail to provide secure recoil resistance.
- 30mm integral rings with four cap screws per ring. Each cap screw threads into stainless steel helicoils.
- 2.5” measurement inside ring face to inside ring face allows for forward/rearward adjustment of different eye relief scopes.
- 1.260” from top of the SOCOM II “Cluster Rail” to center of 30mm integral rings, provides lower scope mounting while still clearing the objective lens of most scopes up to 50mm.
- The cantilever feature of the SOCOM II Scope Base overhangs 3” to allow for additional forward/rearward adjustment for scopes with different eye reliefs.
- The underside of the SOCOM II QD Scope Mount is relief cut for unimpeded cartridge ejection.
- The main body is manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum Type III hard anodized in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- All steel components of the Accucam Quick Detach System are manufactured from 4140 ordnance steel and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Lightweight skeletonized construction – 7.7 oz.
- Length: 6”.

**SOCOM II Accucam Quick Detach Mount With 30mm Integral Rings:**  GGG-1433...$204.76

Add a set of 1” Delrin Ring Reducers for **$17.00:**  GGG-1435...$218.76
**M1A SCOPE MOUNT-SCOUT CONFIGURATION**

**Provides 7” Of MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) Rail To Mount Your Red Dot Or Long Eye Relief Magnified Scope**

The GG&G M1A Scout Scope Mount is perfect for setting up your rifle with a red dot scope or long eye relief magnified scope. It easily installs in the cutout of the upper factory handguard. We cut a large channel in the rail so that the iron sights could be used with the scope in place.

**M1A Scope Mount Specifications:**

- The overall design provides smooth integrated appearance.
- Specifically designed for the M1A “Scout Squad” or “SOCOM 16”, with cutout factory top handguard.
- Easy installation.
- Low profile design.
- No modifications to your weapon are required.
- Center channel reduces weight and allows for the use of the factory iron sights.
- Clamps to the barrel for maximum stability and accuracy with 8 clamping screws vs. the factory 6 screws.
- Provides 7 inches of MIL-STD 1913 “Picatinny” rail.
- Extends rearward to the front of the receiver for mounting “Scout” style scopes.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: CNC Machined from tough but light weight 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: The GG&G M1A Scout Scope Mount weighs 6.8oz. The factory mount that is being replaced weighs 3.3oz. Net increase: 3.5oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**M1A Scout Scope Mount: GGG-1683...$105.00**
AK-47 GHOST RING REAR SIGHTS
Available In 800m And 1000m Configurations.
Both Are Available With Easy To Read Painted Graduations.

Do you want faster and more precise AK rear sight alignment when shooting your AK-47? What a dumb question. Of course you do, and the GG&G AK-47 Ghost Ring Sight can make that happen! It’s a terrific sight upgrade for your AK rear sight and it is easily installed—replacing the rough, factory-furnished U-notch-blade rear sight with a Ghost Ring giving you that faster, more precise sight alignment. Available with or without easy to see painted graduations.

AK-47 Ghost Ring Sight Specifications:
- Easy installation.
- Available with or without easy to see painted graduations.
- The perfect sight upgrade for AK pattern rifles.
- Replaces the factory furnished U-notch rear sight with an AK Ghost Ring aperture for faster, more precise sight alignment.
- Graduated to either 800 or 1000 Meters.
- Rear aperture size of .200”.
- Uses the original elevation slide, and is a direct replacement for the original AK rear sight.
- All edges have been deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- Materials: 4140 chrome moly steel.
- Finish: manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 800 Meter 0.5 oz 1000 Meter 0.6 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

AK-47 800m Ghost Ring Sight (No Color) GGG-1753...$59.95
AK-47 800m Ghost Ring Sight-White Graduations GGG-1986...$70.95
AK-47 800m Ghost Ring Sight-Yellow Graduations GGG-1987...$70.95
AK-47 800m Ghost Ring Sight-Orange Graduations GGG-1988...$70.95
AK-47 1000m Ghost Ring Sight (No Color) GGG-1754...$59.95
AK-47 1000m Ghost Ring Sight-White Graduations GGG-1983...$70.95
AK-47 1000m Ghost Ring Sight-Yellow Graduations GGG-1984...$70.95
AK-47 1000m Ghost Ring Sight-Orange Graduations GGG-1985...$70.95
There is little doubt that the EOTech Holosight is one of the best red dot sights available today. However, our customers have told us that they think it is missing an important element—LENS COVERS. We agree, so we developed a set that is easy to install and operate. The patented GG&G Lens Covers For EOTech Holosights fit between the EOTech hood and the body of the EOTech housing. Both lens covers are spring loaded so that once pressure is applied to release them from the closed position they spring open. The rear cover lays across the top, so as not to interfere with the field of view. The front cover opens and serves as a sun shield. However, if heavy brush etc. is encountered, the front lens will fold back so that it is not damaged. Because of the contours of the EOTech housing, these lens covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses. These unique lens covers can be easily operated with either hand to provide flexibility of operation. The design and methodology is so unique, a patent has been issued. If you like to have a little fun with your tactical accessories, we offer several engraving options at no additional charge; GG&G Logo, "FRONT TOWARD ENEMY", "INFIDEL", or get a set of "ZOMBIE KILLER" Front and Rear Lens Covers at no additional charge.

PACKAGE DEAL: We Offer the Accucam and Lens Covers as a Package.
Please Call or Visit our Website: gggaz.com for Package Information

EOTech Lens Cover for 512 and 552: GGG-1275...$42.25
FRONT TOWARDS ENEMY
EOTech Lens Cover for 512 and 552: GGG-1275FTE...$42.25
INFIDEL
EOTech Lens Cover for 512 and 552: GGG-1275INF...$42.25
ZOMBIE KILLER
Zombie Killer Lens Covers: GGG-1275ZK...$42.25
**EOTECH XPS SERIES LENS COVERS**

Cheap Insurance For Those Expensive Lenses

Folds Conveniently on Top Of Hood.

Front Lens Cover Serves as Sun Shade.

Lens Covers Are Spring Operated For Easy Operation and Are Ambidextrous For Tactical Flexibility.

The Lens Covers can be engraved with the GG&G Logo, “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL”, or get a set of “ZOMBIE KILLER” Front and Rear Lens Covers at no additional charge.

GG&G continues to be the only manufacturer of Lens Covers for the EOTech XPS Scopes. These patented lens covers fit between the EOTech XPS2-0 and 3-0 hood and the body of the EOTech housing. They are spring operated so that once pressure is applied to release them from the closed position, they spring open. The rear cover lies across the top, so as not to interfere with the field of view. The front cover opens and serves as a sun shield. However, if heavy brush etc. is encountered, the front lens cover will fold back so that it is not damaged. Because of the contours of the EOTech housing, these covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses. These unique lens covers can be easily operated with either hand to provide flexibility of operation. The design and methodology is so unique that we were awarded a patent.

Have Some Fun – especially you ZOMBIE KILLERS! We are now offering a ZOMBIE KILLER Lens Cover set along with “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY” or “INFIDEL” engraved on the front lens cover at no additional charge.

**XPS Series Lens Cover with GG&G Logo Engraving:** GGG-1272...$44.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with INFIDEL Front Cover Engraving:** GGG-1272INF...$44.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with FRONT TOWARD ENEMY Front Cover Engraving:** GGG-1272FTE...$44.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with ZOMBIE KILLER Engraving:** GGG-1272ZK...$44.25

Add An Accucam QD Mounting System To Your XPS Lens Cover Order For Only $70.00

**XPS Series Lens Cover with GG&G Logo Engraving and QD Mounting System:** GGG-4816...$114.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with INFIDEL Front Cover Engraving and QD Mounting System:** GGG-4816INF...$114.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with FRONT TOWARD ENEMY Front Cover Engraving and QD Mounting System:** GGG-4816FTE...$114.25

**XPS Series Lens Cover with ZOMBIE KILLER Engraving and QD Mounting System:** GGG-4816ZK...$114.25
EOTECH HOOD AND LENS COVER COMBO

Choose Between Four Different Options

In order to meet the many EOTech protective hood configurations, provide easy installation, we decided to offer our patented lens covers with an enhanced 6061-T6 aluminum hood and lens cover combo package for the EOTech EXPS. For those of you that want to keep the battery retention wire set up, we have pre-drilled the hood in the same location as the original, and have included a new battery cap retention wire and figure 8 wire clamps for your use.

It’s easy to install. Just remove the EOTech hood and install the new GG&G hood and lens cover module. The GG&G hood is Type III hard anodized matte black to Mil-Spec and matches the original EOTech finish. All of the windage and elevation calibration markings are fully engraved and present an off-white appearance to make it easier for the end user to reference.

The lens covers are spring operated so that once pressure is applied to release them from the closed position, they spring open. The rear cover lies across the top, so as not to interfere with the field of view. The front cover opens and serves as a sun shield. However, if heavy brush etc. is encountered, the front lens will fold back so that it is not damaged. Because of the contours of the EOTech body, the lens covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses. These unique lens covers can be easily operated with either hand. The new combo design and methodology is so unique that we were awarded a patent.

Have a little fun. We offer several front lens cover engraving options at no additional charge; GG&G Logo, “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL”, or get a set of “ZOMBIE KILLER” Front and Rear Lens Covers at no additional charge.

Lens Covers are Spring Operated For Easy Operation.

Front Lens Covers can be engraved with the GG&G Logo, “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL”, or get a set of “ZOMBIE KILLER” Front and Rear Lens Covers at no additional charge.

Protects The EOTech EXPS2-0, EXPS2-2, EXPS3-0, EXPS3-2 and EXPS3-4 Lenses. Will Not Fit XPS2-0 or XPS3-0 Series Of Scopes.

EXPS 2-0 & 2-2 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1424…$55.10
EXPS 3-0, 3-2 & 3-4 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1423…$55.10
FRONT TOWARDS ENEMY
EXPS 2-0 & 2-2 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1424FTE…$55.10
EXPS 3-0, 3-2 & 3-4 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1423FTE…$55.10
INFIDEL
EXPS 2-0 & 2-2 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1424INF…$55.10
EXPS 3-0, 3-2 & 3-4 Hood & Lens Cover: GGG-1423INF…$55.10
Zombie Killer
EOtech 2-0 & 2-2 Lens Cover: GGG-1424ZK…$55.10
EOtech 3-2 & 3-4 Lens Cover: GGG-1423ZK…$55.10
EOTECH HOOD AND LENS COVER COMBO
For 516, 517, 553, 555, 556 and 557 Models

RED DOT OPTIC ACCESSORIES

The Lens Covers can be engraved with the GG&G Logo, “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL”, or get a set of “ZOMBIE KILLER” Front and Rear Lens Covers at no additional charge.

In order to meet the many EOTech configurations, provide easy installation, and keep the price point competitive, we decided to offer these super lens covers with an enhanced 6061-T6 aluminum hood in a combo package.

The GG&G EOTech flip up lens cover is easy to install. You only have to remove the EOTech hood and install the new hood and lens cover module. The new GG&G hood is Type III hard anodized matte black to Mil-Spec and matches the original EOTech finish. All of the windage and elevation calibration markings on the new hood are fully engraved and present an off-white appearance to make it easier for the end user to reference.

The lens covers are spring operated so that once pressure is applied to release them from the closed position, they spring open. The rear cover lies across the top, so as not to interfere with the field of view. The front cover opens and serves as a sun shield. However, if heavy brush etc. is encountered, the front lens will fold back so that it is not damaged. Because of the contours of the EOTech body, these rifle scope lens covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses. These unique lens covers for scopes can be easily operated with either hand to provide flexibility of operation. The new combo design and methodology is so unique that we were awarded a patent.

Have some fun. We offer several front lens cover engraving options at no additional charge; GG&G Logo, “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY” and “INFIDEL” or choose the “ZOMBIE KILLER” Package with the ZK Hood with ZK front and rear lens covers.

EOTech 516 & 517 Hood & Lens Cover Combo: GGG-1344...$52.00
EOTech 553 & 555 Hood & Lens Cover Combo: GGG-1345...$52.00
EOTech 556 Hood & Lens Cover Combo: GGG-1346...$52.00

FRONT TOWARDS ENEMY
EOTech 516 & 517 H&L Cover Combo FTE: GGG-1344FTE...$52.00
EOTech 553 & 555 H&L Cover Combo FTE: GGG-1345FTE...$52.00
EOTech 556 H&L Cover Combo FTE: GGG-1346FTE...$52.00

INFIDEL
EOTech 516 & 517 H&L Cover Combo INF: GGG-1344INF...$52.00
EOTech 553 & 555 H&L Cover Combo INF: GGG-1345INF...$52.00
EOTech 556 H&L Cover Combo INF: GGG-1346INF...$52.00

ZOMBIE KILLER
EOTech 516 & 517 Lens Cover: GGG-1344ZK...$52.00
EOTech 553 & 555 Lens Cover: GGG-1345ZK...$52.00
EOTech 556 & 557 Lens Cover: GGG-1346ZK...$52.00
EOTech has many hood configurations. In order to meet those configurations, provide easy installation and keep the price point competitive, we offer our patented EOTech 518 Lens Covers with a new enhanced 6061-T6 aluminum hood in a combo package.

**EOTech 518 Scope Hood And Lens Cover Specifications:**
- Installs easily with provided tools.
- No alteration needed to the EOTech 518 Scope.
- Aids in protecting the optic’s lenses.
- Spring loaded EOTech lens covers are easily operated.
- Front lens cover opens to serve as a sun shade.
- Front lens cover can be folded to lie on top of folded rear cover.
- Four different engraving options are available for the lens covers.
- Rear lens cover folds flat on top of the protective hood.
- Ambidextrous activation tabs on front and rear cover offer tactical flexibility.
- Because of the contours of the EOTech body, these rifle scope lens covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses.
- Material: The EOTech 518 Scope protective hood is manufactured from Aircraft Grade 6061-T6 Aluminum.
- Finish: The protective hood is Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
- All of the windage and elevation calibration markings on the GG&G hood are fully engraved and present an off-white appearance to make it easier for the end user to reference.
- Weight: Adds less than 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

If you like to have a little fun with your tactical accessories, you can have the front lens cover engraved with “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL” or “ZOMBIE KILLER” at no additional charge.

**EOTech 518 Scope Hood Specifications:**
- Add less than 1.0 oz.
- Made In America by Men and Women Proud To Be Americans!

**EOTech 518 Lens Cover With “ZOMBIE KILLER” Engraved On The Special ZOMBIE KILLER Lens Covers:**

**EOTech 518 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With GG&G Logo Engraving:**

2446...$55.10

**EOTech 518 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY” Front Cover Engraving:**

GGG-1446FTE...$55.10

**EOTech 518 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With “INFIDEL” Front Cover Engraving:**

GGG-1446INF...$55.10
EOTech 558 Scope Hood And Lens Cover Specifications:

- Installs easily with provided tools.
- No alteration needed to the EOTech 558 Scope.
- Aids in protecting the optic’s lenses.
- Spring loaded EOTech lens covers are easily operated.
- Front lens cover opens to serve as a sun shade.
- Front lens cover can be folded to lie on top of folded rear cover.
- Four different engraving options are available for the lens covers.
- Rear lens cover folds flat on top of the protective hood.
- Ambidextrous activation tabs on front and rear cover offer tactical flexibility.
- Because of the contours of the EOTech body, these rifle scope lens covers are not 100% waterproof, but they do prevent most dust, debris, rain and snow from accumulating on the lenses.
- Material: The EOTech 558 Scope protective hood is manufactured from Aircraft Grade 6061-T6 Aluminum.
- Finish: The protective hood is Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective black Mil-Spec finish to provide combat durability.
- All of the windage and elevation calibration markings on the GG&G hood are fully engraved and present an off-white appearance to make it easier for the end user to reference.
- Weight: Adds less than 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

If you like to have a little fun with your tactical accessories, you can have the front lens cover engraved with “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY”, “INFIDEL” or “ZOMBIE KILLER” at no additional charge.

EOTech 558 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With GG&G Logo Engraving: GGG-1425...$55.10

EOTech 558 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With “FRONT TOWARD ENEMY” Front Cover Engraving: GGG-1425FTE...$55.10

EOTech 558 Hood & Lens Cover Combo With “INFIDEL” Front Cover Engraving: GGG-1425INF...$55.10

EOTech 558 Lens Cover Combo With “ZOMBIE KILLER” Engraved On The Special ZOMBIE KILLER Lens Covers: GGG-1425ZK...$55.10
There is little doubt that vertical foregrips have become a valued tactical accessory in military, law enforcement and civilian arenas. They provide the operator with several important advantages, from diminishing muzzle climb during burst-fire sequences to simply offering a more stable and comfortable shooting stance. The GG&G Vertical Foregrip has always provided more than other standard vertical grips on the market — the highest quality of course, as well as a core with a waterproof compartment to store batteries and other small items.

**Vertical Foregrip Specifications:**

- Very stable, easy to install.
- Waterproof compartment will accommodate an AR-15/M16 spare bolt.
- “O” ring sealed, waterproof compartment is configured to securely hold a spare bolt in place with NO RATTLING.
- Tool-less access to the compartment.
- Waterproof compartment has a Tri-grip cap designed to be non snag and allowing it to be opened with a gloved hand.
- A separate “O” ring seals the threaded core from the combat environment.
- Without the spare bolt, the compartment is large enough to securely hold two AA batteries or 2 CR123 batteries.
- Firing pins, ejectors, extractors or other small replacement parts can be stored in the compartment, but the user will need to pack additional material so as to eliminate rattling.
- The GG&G Vertical Foregrip does not require any special tools for installation or adjustment in the field.
- The rugged, heavy duty foregrip is 4.5” in length, weighs only 2.7 oz and is 1.250” in diameter.
- This foregrip is manufactured from black acetal polymer.

**Vertical Foregrip: GGG-1169...$34.00**
A vertical grip for the AR-15 and M-16 has become a valued tactical accessory in military, law enforcement and civilian arenas. It provides the operator with several important advantages, from diminishing muzzle climb during burst-fire sequences to simply offering a more comfortable shooting stance. The Short Vertical Grip like the GG&G SFG-1 has become a very popular alternative to our popular Standard Vertical Grip.

**SFG-1 Short Vertical Specifications:**
- Low profile ergonomic design without sacrificing functionality.
- Perfect for keeping CQB style weapons as compact as possible.
- Designed for use with MTL-STD-1913 rails.
- Ideal for M4 carbines and breeching shotguns.
- Excellent for use as a “reference point” or for the “thumb-break” style of shooting.
- Provides for a comfortable, secure grasp for outstanding recoil control and ultra fast pointability.
- No tools required for installation or adjustment in the field.
- Manufactured from solid black acetal cold polymer for durability and low heat absorption.
- Alignment window to aid in installation.
- Lightweight at only 2.8 oz.
- 3 3/16” long.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**SFG-1 Short Vertical Grip:** GGG-1543…$34.55
KeyMod Three Slot Accessory Rail Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- Easy installation.
- Provides three rail slots for the mounting of accessories to a KeyMod handguard.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 1.47” long.
- Weight: 0.6 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod Three Slot Accessory Rail: GGG-1814...$18.75
KEYMOD SEVEN SLOT ACCESSORY RAIL
Great For Mounting Flashlights Or Other Forearm Mounted Accessories

KeyMod Seven Slot Accessory Rail Specifications:
- The KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Mount provides a low profile rail accessory.
- Easy installation of the KeyMod rail accessory.
- Our 3-slot KeyMod rail accessories provide a platform for mounting flashlight or small optics to a KeyMod handguard.
- The KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Rail positions a light or small optic at either 11:00 or 1:00 o’clock positions.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed, rounded and beveled for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- All attachment hardware is included.
- Length: 1.47” long.
- Weight: 0.6 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod Seven Slot Accessory Rail  GGG-1815....$23.00
KEYMOD CANTILEVER LIGHT MOUNT
Great For Mounting Flashlights Or Other Forearm Mounted Accessories

KeyMod Cantilever Light Mount Specifications:

- The KeyMod Cantilever Rail Light Mount is a low profile design.
- The KeyMod Light Mount is easy to install.
- The 3-slat KeyMod Cantilever Light Mount provides a platform for mounting a tactical light or other accessory to a KeyMod handguard.
- Our KeyMod Cantilever Light Mount allows the light to be mounted farther forward to maximize forearm grip surface for you hand.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Overall Length: 3.135”.
- Rail Length: 1.750”.
- Weight: 1 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod Cantilever Light Mount   GGG-1992...$23.00
KEYMOD 45 DEGREE OFFSET ACCESSORY RAIL

Great For Mounting Flashlights Or Other Forearm Mounted Accessories At 11:00 or 1:00 o’clock Positions

KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail Specifications:
- The KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Mount provides a low profile rail accessory.
- Easy installation of the KeyMod rail accessory.
- Our 3-slot KeyMod rail accessories provide a platform for mounting flashlight or small optics to a KeyMod handguard.
- The KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Rail positions a light or small optic at either 11:00 or 1:00 o’clock positions.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed, rounded and beveled for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- All attachment hardware is included.
- Length: 1.47” long.
- Weight: 0.6 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail: GGG-1999...$35.88
KEYMOD QUICK DETACH SLING ATTACHMENT

KeyMod Quick Detach Sling Attachment Specifications:

- Easy installation.
- No-Snag design.
- For use with KeyMod forearms.
- Keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body.
- The QD swivel socket features “Limited Swivel Rotation” to prevent sling wrap-up.
- Optional GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty inch and a quarter (1 1/4”) Rectangular QD sling swivel or Heavy Duty QD Angular Sling Swivel.
- Utilizes a larger quick detach button for an easier and quicker transition and a thicker wire diameter to provide a more robust sling attachment surface.
- All edges have been deburred and rounded to protect the shooter.
- Materials: Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish - Aluminum Parts: Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Finish - Steel Components: Manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.4 oz. with the optional Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Weight: 0.4 oz. without the optional Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In American By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod Quick Detach Sling Attachment:   GGG-1813..$21.75
KeyMod Quick Detach Sling Attachment With HD QD Sling Swivel:   GGG-1865..$32.75
KeyMod Quick Detach Sling Attachment With QD Angular Swivel:   GGG-1866..$32.75

The QD Sling Attachment Can Be Purchased Without A Sling Swivel Or With Either Of The GG&G Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels As A money Saving Package.
KEYMOD BIPOD ADAPTER
Designed And Manufactured By GG&G
To Fit All GG&G Bipods

KeyMod Bipod Adapter Specifications:

- Easy installation.
- Solid and secure GG&G bipod mounting platform.
- Attaches directly to forearms with KeyMod attachment points.
- Designed specifically for GG&G Bipods.
- Stop-block machined into the rear of the adapter to keep the bipod from sliding off during installation.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooters safety.
- Built to meet the high standards of serious professional end users.
- Material: Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 2.95 inches.
- Weight: 1.3 oz. with mounting hardware
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

KeyMod Bipod Adapter:  GGG-1863...$23.00
KeyMod Harris Bipod Adapter Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- Easy installation.
- Allows for a Harris style bipod to be mounted to a KeyMod handguard.
- Adapter makes full surface contact with the Harris bipod interface which assures a tight fit.
- The GG&G KeyMod Harris Bipod Adapter utilizes a standard swivel stud interface that is locked in a stationary position.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 2 ¼” long.
- Weight: 1.6 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!!

KeyMod Harris Bipod Adapter: GGG-1864...$24.00
**M-LOK 45 DEGREE OFFSET RAIL**

Great For Mounting Flashlights Or Other Forearm Mounted Accessories At The 11:00 o’clock or 1:00 o’clock Positions

---

**M-LOK 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail Specifications:**

- Low profile design.
- Easy installation.
- Provides three rail slots for the mounting of accessories to an M-LOK handguard.
- The M-LOK 45 Degree Offset Rail positions a light or small optic at either 11:00 or 1:00 o’clock positions.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed, rounded and beveled for the shooter’s safety.
- All attachment hardware is included.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 1.7” long.
- Weight: 0.8 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**M-LOK 45 Degree Offset Accessory Rail:** GGG-1998...$32.10
M-LOK CANTILEVER RAIL LIGHT MOUNT

Perfect For Mounting Flashlights Or Other Accessories To An M-LOK Forearm.

M-LOK Cantilever Rail Light Mount Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- Easy installation.
- The M-LOK Cantilever Rail Light Mount provides three rail slots for the mounting of a light or other accessories to an M-LOK handguard.
- Our M-LOK Light Mount allows the light to be mounted farther forward to maximize forearm grip surface for you hand.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective combat matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Overall Length: 3.135”.
- Rail Length: 1.750”.
- Weight: 1 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

M-LOK Cantilever Rail Light Mount:  GGG-1991...$23.00
The QD Sling Attachment Can Be Purchased Without A Sling Swivel Or With Either Of The GG&G Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels As A Money Saving Package.

**M-LOK Quick Detach Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Easy installation.
- No-Snag design.
- For use with M-LOK forearms.
- Keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body.
- The QD swivel socket features “Limited Swivel Rotation” to prevent sling wrap-up.
- Optional GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty inch and a quarter (1 1/4”) Rectangular QD sling swivel or Heavy Duty QD Angular Sling Swivel.
- Utilizes a larger quick detach button for an easier and quicker transition and a thicker wire diameter to provide a more robust sling attachment surface.
- All edges have been deburred and rounded to protect the shooter.
- Materials: Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish - Aluminum Parts: Type III hard coat anodized combat matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Finish - Steel Components: Manganese phosphated combat matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.4 oz. with the optional Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Weight: 0.5 oz. without the optional Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In American By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**M-LOK Quick Detach Sling Attachment:** GGG-1798...$21.75
**M-LOK Quick Detach Sling Attachment With Rectangular 1 ¼” Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel:** GGG-1867...$33.50
**M-LOK Quick Detach Sling Attachment With Angular QD Sling Swivel:** GGG-1868...$33.50
M-LOK BIPOD ADAPTER
Designed And Manufactured By GG&G To Fit All GG&G Bipods

M-LOK Bipod Adapter Specifications:
- Easy installation.
- Solid and secure GG&G bipod mounting platform.
- Attaches directly to forearms with M-LOK attachment points.
- Designed specifically for GG&G Bipods.
- Stop-block machined into the rear of the adapter to keep the bipod from sliding off during installation.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooters safety.
- Built to meet the high standards of serious professional end users.
- Material: Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 2.95 inches.
- Weight: 1.3 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

M-LOK Bipod Adapter: GGG-1795...$23.00
M-LOK Harris Bipod Adapter Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- Easy installation.
- Allows for a Harris style bipod to be mounted to a M-LOK handguard.
- Adapter makes full surface contact with the Harris bipod interface which assures a tight fit.
- The GG&G M-LOK Harris Bipod Adapter utilizes a standard swivel stud interface that is locked in a stationary position.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 2 ¼” long.
- Weight: 1.6 oz. with mounting hardware.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

M-LOK Harris Bipod Adapter: GGG-1869...$24.00
Vertical foregrips and other accessories mounted at the 6 o’clock position on shoulder fired weapons are prominent in military, law enforcement and civilian arenas. However, not every agency or individual for that matter, can afford or justify the cost of a tactical multi-rail forearm, when all they want to do is add a vertical grip, flashlight, bipod or other accessory to the weapon at the 6 o’clock position.

**AR-15/M16 Under Forearm Integrated Rail Specifications:**

- Very low profile design.
- Installs easily with just hand tools.
- Mounting system provides rugged 3 point mounting.
- Inexpensive alternative to a quad railed tactical forearm.
- Compatible with Mil-Spec standard carbine or M4 handguard.
- Perfect for mounting a vertical grip, flashlight or bipod.
- No permanent alteration to forearm necessary for installation.
- The UFIR has 11 mounting cross lugs and is machined to MIL-STD-1913 specifications.
- Edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum and Type III hard-coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 4.625”.
- Weight: 1.6 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**UFIR:** GGG-1055…$29.25

**The most cost effective way to mount a vertical foregrip, Bipod, or other weapon accessory.**

Vertical foregrips and other accessories mounted at the 6 o’clock position on shoulder fired weapons are prominent in military, law enforcement and civilian arenas. However, not every agency or individual for that matter, can afford or justify the cost of a tactical multi-rail forearm, when all they want to do is add a vertical grip, flashlight, bipod or other accessory to the weapon at the 6 o’clock position.
COMBAT LIGHT MOUNTS

Although the M4 configured weapon system is extremely popular today, we have had many requests from our customers to manufacture a MIL-STD-1913 Under forearm Integrated Rail for the AR15/M16 Rifle. The GG&G ETI UFIR is in response to those requests. What makes it extremely unique is that it can be installed into the vent holes of the lower handguard without removing it from the weapon. In addition, no backing bushing, nut-serts or miscellaneous fasteners of any kind are required. The unique integral camming attachment system allows the rail to be easily installed and removed with a flat tip screwdriver without any alteration to the handguard.

ETI Under Foregrip Rail For AR-15 Rifle Forearms Specifications:

- Easily installed.
- Ideal to mount vertical grips, bipods and lights.
- Does not require removal of handguard.
- Only fits Rifle length Mil-Spec handguards.
- Unique integral camming attachment system.
- No alteration to handguards required.
- 12 mounting recoil cross slots, machined to MIL-STD-1913 specs.
- Length: 5 inches long.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized Matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.9 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

ETI UFIR: GGG-1120...$45.00
The MIL-STD-1913 Tactical Illuminator Mounting Rail is designed to fit those small flashlight models that are designed to directly interface with a MIL-STD-1913 rail. At a length of under two inches and a weight of just over 1/2 oz. This forearm illuminator mounting rail is as compact and lightweight as the lights themselves.

We recommend that the illuminator rail be attached to the handguard in a location where both the momentary-on (rotate counter-clockwise) and constant-on (rotate clockwise) switch assembly can be reached by the index finger of the support hand. For a right-handed operator this will usually be on the front of the top handguard just to the right of the centerline.

**MIL-STD-1913 Tactical Illuminator Forearm Mounting Rail Specifications:**
- Installs easily with common hand tools and supplied drill bit.
- Low profile design.
- A great alternative to expensive quad rails.
- Compact and lightweight by design.
- Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum and Type III hard-coat anodized black per Mil-Spec.
- Perfect length rail to mount lights or lasers.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter's safety.
- Length: 2”.
- Weight: 5/8 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

MIL-STD-1913 Tactical Illuminator Forearm Mounting Rail: GGG-1239...$26.00
The “Dually” Dual Rail Front Sight Accessory Mount

The “Dually” AR-15 Dual Rail Front Sight Accessory Mount provides the end user with a lightweight, sturdy, versatile and inexpensive mounting system designed to accommodate dual flashlight set ups, or light and laser combinations. Mounted to the AR15/M16 front sight “A-frame” front sight assembly, positions the tactical lights or lasers at eleven and one o’clock. These positions are light and laser positions most preferred by tactical shooters in order to maximize the tactical advantage during dynamic room entries.

- The “Dually” Dual Rail Front Sight Accessory Mount Specifications:
  - Lightweight and versatile.
  - Designed to accommodate flashlight set ups and/or light and laser combinations.
  - Mounts to the factory “A” frame front sight, and is held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
  - Both rails are 2 1/8-inches long and are manufactured to meet MIL-STD-1913.
  - Rail gives the operator room to mount a light or laser in the 1 and 11 o’clock positions.
  - All edges are rounded and softened to protect the shooter.
  - Material: 6061T-6 solid aluminum alloy.
  - Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
  - Weight: 1.9 oz.
  - Warranty: Lifetime.
  - Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Dually Dual Rail Front Sight Accessory Mount: GGG-1268...$43.35
There is also little doubt that the HK USP handgun is one of the ten best handguns manufactured. Unfortunately, HK chose to manufacture the dust cover integral mounting rail to only accept specific flashlights. With the large number of flashlights and lasers that fit on a Picatinny or MIL-STD-1913 rail, GG&G has designed and manufactured an HK USP full size and compact flashlight mounting rail adapter meeting the Picatinny Rail specifications.

**HK USP Flashlight And Laser Picatinny Rail Mount Specifications:**
- Easily installed.
- Picatinny (MIL-STD-1913) dovetail rail mount for lights prepared to mount on this style of dovetail.
- Fits tightly to the USP trigger guard allowing for the rear rocker switches to be activated by the fire control finger or thumb of the off hand.
- Three piece, lightweight mount easily clamps onto the existing USP light rails.
- The rail fits tight enough to retain zero on laser sights.
- Materials: Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: Full Size: .70 oz.
- Compact: .65 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**USP Adapter Full Size:** GGG–1133SP...$53.00
**USP Adapter Compact:** GGG–1134SP...$53.00
HK MK 23 Flashlight And Laser Mount

Modernize Your MK 23 So It Accommodates Current Lights And Lasers

HK MK 23 Flashlight And Laser Mount

One of the most thoroughly tested handguns in history, the MK 23 pistols were first delivered to U.S. SOCOM for operational deployment on May 1, 1996. The MK23 came equipped with a sound suppressor, and a proprietary Laser Aiming Module that cost over $1,500.

GG&G has designed a lightweight rail adapter that allows the MK23 to accept more modern and far less expensive lights and lasers like the Streamlight TLR series and the SUREFIRE X300/X400 series.

HK MK 23 Flashlight And Laser Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily without modification to the firearm.
- Fits Streamlight and Surefire lights and lasers, as well as other L.A.M.’s designed to fit Picatinny rails.
- One piece and lightweight.
- Easily integrates to the existing MK23 light rails.
- Secures to the factory threaded hole in the trigger guard with provided hardware.
- Designed for the harshest of environments and conditions.
- Precise machining of the mount to frame fit allows retaining of zero on laser sights.
- Mount is machined to allow the viewing of the serial number.
- Materials: Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.9 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

HK MK 23 Flashlight And Laser Mount: GGG-1979….$97.00
The owners of 1” diameter lights and the smaller diameter Streamlight TL2, TL3 and other 0.900” diameter flashlights have continually commented to us about the need for a small, lightweight, inexpensive ring to mount their flashlights to AR-15’s or other weapon systems. The GG&G One Inch Mounting Ring provides an inexpensive yet rugged dovetail mounting interface for flashlights or other small accessories that are one inch in diameter. The 0.900” Flashlight Mounting Ring Insert used for the smaller diameter lights can be purchased as a package with the GG&G One Inch Flashlight Mounting Ring or by itself for those who already have our ring. This rugged, inexpensive package is a great way to mount the smaller diameter flashlights.

One Inch Mounting Ring and .900” Flashlight Mounting Ring Insert Specifications:

- Easy-to-install by using a standard flathead screwdriver.
- The Mounting Ring is lightweight at only 1.3 oz.
- The Ring securely holds the light with 2 screws and a J hook top strap.
- Ring base is manufactured from aluminum with a steel top strap.
- The Base has a hardcoat Type III anodized finish and all steel parts are manganese phosphate coated to meet Mil-Spec.
- The .900” Ring Insert allows users to install their flashlights inexpensively.
- The insert easily slips onto the flashlight and then installs into the GG&G One Inch Flashlight Mounting Ring.
- The Mounting Ring Insert is manufactured from Delrin to an inside diameter of .900”.
- Once the ring cap is tightened, the flashlight is solidly mounted in place, and ready to install on the weapon.

One Inch Mounting Ring: GGG-1195...$17.50
.900” Flashlight Mounting Ring Insert: GGG-1248...$11.60
One Inch Mounting Ring And .900” Insert: GGG-1249...$26.19
The GG&G G2 Flashlight Mounting Ring provides an inexpensive yet rugged dovetail mounting interface manufactured specifically for the Surefire G2 and G3 tactical flashlights. The G2 and G3 flashlights have a main tube diameter between 1.015 and 1.030”. The GG&G One Inch Flashlight Mounting Ring is too small and a 30mm scope ring is too large, so GG&G decided to manufacture an inexpensive yet sturdy flashlight mounting ring specifically for the G2 and G3 flashlights. This ring will allow you to mount your flashlight directly to the dovetail on a weapon’s flashlight mount like the GG&G Offset Tactical Flashlight Mount. The body of the G2 Flashlight Mounting Ring is manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. All steel components have a manganese phosphate matte black finish per Mil-Spec. At 1.3 oz, it provides a lightweight method of attaching a Surefire G2 or G3 tactical flashlight to your firearm.

G2 Flashlight Mounting Ring: GGG-1389...$17.50

An Inexpensive and Solid Way to Mount Your Surefire G2 or G3 Flashlight to Your Weapon.
Offset Tactical Flashlight Mount

Flashlights attached to shoulder-mounted weaponry are a necessary requirement for urban warfare. Until now, attempting to use a tactical flashlight in conjunction with a vertical foregrip resulted in two scenarios: 1. Purchase an expensive combination vertical foregrip/light. 2. While trying to maintain a grip on the vertical foregrip, attempt an uncomfortable and dangerous rotation of the grip hand to try to get the thumb high enough to engage the rear of the flashlight typically mounted at the three o’clock or nine o’clock position (strong left shooter).

GG&G’s staff has solved the problem of interfacing a vertical foregrip with a weapon-mounted flashlight by creating the Offset Tactical Flashlight Mount For Use With Vertical Foregrips.

Offset Tactical Flashlight Mount Specifications:
- Easy Installation.
- Ambidextrous.
- Places the flashlight in proper position for thumb activation when using a vertical grip.
- Mounts to a MIL-STD-1913 Dovetailed rail.
- Provides 1 ¾ inches of rail space for the mounting of lights or lasers.
- Accessory dovetail rail machined to MIL-STD-1913 spec.
- Perfect for attaching a Streamlight or other small flashlight by means of a standard mounting ring.
- All edges are de-burred and softened for the shooters safety.
- Materials: Manufactured from 6061-T6 solid billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.45 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Offset Tactical Flashlight Mount:
GGG-1131...$61.50

One Inch Mounting Ring:
GGG-1195...$17.50

G2 Mounting Ring:
GGG-1389...$17.50
AR-15/M16 RECEIVER END PLATE
QD SLING MOUNT WITH ENHANCED
QD SLING SWIVEL

One Swivel to Accommodate Webbing and One for
HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks

If you own or shoot an AR-15 or M16 you have seen what's called a “receiver end plate” at the rear of the receiver. GG&G has decided to turn it into a dual purpose part. We have created a sling attachment so you can replace your factory receiver end plate with one that allows you to mount a sling in this area. Mounting a single point or two point sling at this location balances the weapon more evenly and frees up the stock from sling webbing. We offer two different configurations to accommodate most tactical slings on the market.

AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate QD Sling Mount With Enhanced QD Sling Swivel Specifications:

• Easy to install.
• AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate QD Sling Mount installs directly behind the receiver.
• Provides fast Quick Detach Sling Swivel capability.
• Package includes your choice of either the Custom GG&G Rectangular Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel With Enhanced Tactile Push Button or the Custom GG&G Angular Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel With Enhanced Tactile Push Button.
• GG&G Custom Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel will accommodate 1 1/4" sling webbing.
• GG&G Custom Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel will accommodate HK Style hooks and MASH hooks.
• AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate QD Sling Attachment can be used in a two point sling setup or as a single point sling attachment.
• GG&G Custom Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel is ambidextrous.
• GG&G Custom Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel can be installed for use by left-handed shooters.
• Manufactured from 4140 ordnance steel and manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

Receiver End Plate QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2134...$21.38
Receiver End Plate QD Sling Attachment With Custom HD Rectangular QD Sling Swivel For Web Slings: GGG-1422...$34.48
Receiver End Plate QD Sling Attachment With Custom HD Angular QD Sling Swivel: GGG-1417...$34.48
Our Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel Assemblies include:

**Heavy Duty Quick Detach Rectangular Sling Swivel With Enhanced QD Release Button Specifications:**
- Heavy duty components.
- Large recessed QD release button.
- QD Release button has custom CNC machined concentric tactile grooves for more precise and more positive finger or thumb placement.
- Heavy duty sling retention wire will accommodate webbing up to 1 1/4”.
- Manganese phosphated matte black finish per Mil-Spec.

**Heavy Duty Quick Detach Angular Sling Swivel With Enhanced QD Release Button Specifications:**
- Heavy duty components.
- Large recessed QD release button.
- QD Release button has custom CNC machined tactile grooves for more precise and more positive finger or thumb placement.
- Heavy duty sling retention wire is angular shaped in order to place the HK Style hooks or MASH hooks in the optimum position.
- Manganese phosphated matte black finish per Mil-Spec.

Heavy Duty Quick Detach Rectangular Sling Swivel With Enhanced QD Release Button: GGG-1418...$13.10
Heavy Duty Quick Detach Angular Sling Swivel With Enhanced QD Release Button: GGG-1419...$13.10
It is generally accepted that tactical slings should be mounted on the side of the weapon to prevent rifle roll, and provide the shooter a more comfortable grip for both the fire control hand and support hand.

The GG&G “Sling Things” provide a lightweight, durable, easy-to-install and inexpensive method to provide a rock solid side sling mount. Our Standard Front Sling Thing installs easily onto the AR-15/M16’s “A-frame” front sight assembly, with the swivel on either the right or left side, using socket head cap screws. Mounted high in this manner “rifle roll” is completely prevented. The Rear Sling Thing is designed for easy attachment to the side of the AR-15/M16 collapsible stock including the newer ribbed models. The standard Sling Thing uses 1 1/4” sling swivels. Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum alloy, the Sling Thing is Type III hard coat anodized in a matte black combat finish.

For those individuals who have a GG&G Sling Thing who would also like the flexibility of a mounting rail, the SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 rail can be purchased separately and can be substituted for the non swivel side of the Standard Sling Thing.

**PACKAGE DEAL:** Standard Front Sling Thing and Standard Rear Sling Thing: **GGG-1603...$63.85**
Standard Front Sling Thing: **GGG-1009...$32.90**
Standard Rear Sling Thing: **GGG-1010...$38.05**
SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 Rail: **GGG-1229...$23.70**
It has become generally accepted that tactical slings should be mounted on the side of the weapon to prevent rifle roll, and provide the shooter a more comfortable grip for both the fire control hand and support hand.

The GG&G “Sling Things” provide a lightweight, durable, easy-to-install and inexpensive method to provide a rock solid side sling mount. Our Quick Detach Front Sling Thing installs easily onto the AR-15/M16’s “A-frame” front sight assembly using opposing socket head cap screws and is fully ambidextrous. Mounted high in this manner “rifle roll” is completely prevented. The Quick Detach Rear Sling Thing is designed for easy attachment to the side of the AR-15/M16 collapsible stock including the newer ribbed models and is also ambidextrous. The QD Sling Thing utilizes sturdy enhanced heavy duty 1 1⁄4” QD sling swivels included in the package. The heavy duty QD swivel has a larger quick detach button for an easier and quicker transition and a thicker wire diameter to provide a more robust sling attachment surface. Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum alloy, the QD Sling Thing is Type III hard coat anodized in a matte black combat finish.

For those individuals who have a GG&G Sling Thing who would also like the flexibility of a mounting rail, the SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 rail can be purchased separately and can be substituted for one of the sides of the QD Sling Thing.

**PACKAGE DEAL: QD Sling Thing Front and QD Sling Thing Rear, Each With Enhanced Rectangular Heavy Duty QD Swivel:** GGG-1605HD...$75.00

**PACKAGE DEAL: QD Sling Thing Front and QD Sling Thing Rear, Each With Enhanced Angular Heavy Duty QD Swivel:** GGG-2110HD...$75.00

- QD Sling Thing Front With Rectangular Heavy Duty QD Swivel: GGG-1011HD...$40.10
- QD Sling Thing Front With Angular Heavy Duty QD Swivel: GGG-2108HD...$40.10
- QD Sling Thing Rear With Rectangular Heavy Duty QD Swivel: GGG-1012HD...$43.25
- QD Sling Thing Rear With Angular Heavy Duty QD Swivel: GGG-2109HD...$43.25

SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 Rail: GGG-1229...$23.70
SLING THING For Dovetails

As the use of the tactical forearms has become more prevalent by special operations personnel and law enforcement SWAT teams, the need to easily mount a tactical rifle sling to the dovetail rails of the tactical forearm has become necessary. It was for this reason that GG&G developed the Sling Thing For Dovetails. Although it is now generally accepted that a tactical sling should be mounted on the side of the weapon, ancillary equipment mounted on the sides of the tactical forearms sometimes make this difficult or impossible to do. The GG&G Sling Thing For Dovetails provides the flexibility to mount the front sling attachment anywhere on the tactical forearm rails that meet the mission requirement.

Sling Attachment For Dovetails Specifications:

- Lightweight, easily installed and inexpensive.
- Durable and rugged construction for years of service.
- Fits dovetails manufactured to MIL-STD 1913 and Weaver specifications.
- All edges of the Sling Attachment have been rounded and smoothed to protect the operator.
- When mounted, it keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body.
- Uses a 1 ¼” rubber coated steel Mil-Spec sling swivel that is riveted in place.
- Ambidextrous by design.
- Material: The body of the Sling Attachment For Dovetails is manufactured from tough 7075 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III Hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Sling Thing For Dovetails: GGG-1203...$36.30
QUICK DETACH SLING THING
For Dovetails

Quick Detach Sling Thing Specifications:

- Easy installation.
- No-Snag design.
- For use with tactical quad-rail forearms.
- Keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body.
- The sling mount comes complete with one GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty inch and a quarter (1 1/4") Rectangular QD sling swivel.
- Utilizes a larger quick detach button for an easier and quicker transition and a thicker wire diameter to provide a more robust sling attachment surface.
- The QD swivel socket features “Limited Swivel Rotation” to prevent sling wrap-up.
- All edges have been deburred and rounded to protect the shooter.
- Materials: Manufactured from tough 7075 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.7 oz with the included Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Quick Detach Sling Thing For Dovetails With Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel: GGG-1271HD...$40.75
The Quick Detach Side Sling Attachment For Dovetails provides the flexibility to mount the front sling attachment anywhere on the rails of a tactical forearm or railed upper receiver to meet your mission requirement. This dovetail mounting capability means you can choose between a side mounted QD sling swivel or top mounted QD sling swivel to maximize the use of your tactical sling. As an added feature, it includes the limited swivel rotation feature that helps to keep your sling from twisting.

**Quick Detach Side Sling Attachment for Dovetails Specifications:**
- Installs easily.
- The Quick Detach Sling Mount For Dovetails keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body. The QD swivel socket has limited rotation built in to prevent sling wrap-up.
- Can be mounted on the side rail or top rail for maximum versatility.
- Accepts all Heavy Duty or Standard push button sling swivels.
- Sling attachment comes complete with one GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty Rectangular QD sling swivel.
- Fully ambidextrous.
- Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All steel components are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Weight: 1.35 oz. with the optional Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**QD Side Sling Attachment for Dovetails - No Sling Swivel:** GGG-2159...$36.10
**QD Side Sling Attachment for Dovetails With HD QD Rectangular Swivel:** GGG-1620...$49.20
**QD Side Sling Attachment for Dovetails With HD QD Angular Swivel:** GGG-2160...$49.20
The SLiC Thing (Sling And Light Combo) provides the end user with a lightweight, sturdy, versatile and inexpensive method to attach a sling on one side of the weapon and a 2 1/8“ MIL-STD-1913 rail to mount accessories such as a tactical flashlight, on the other side. The light is positioned at one o’clock, the location preferred by most experienced operators to maximize the tactical advantage during dynamic room entries. In addition, most experienced operators prefer that tactical slings be mounted on the side of the weapon, as high as possible to prevent “rifle roll”. The SLiC Thing solves this issue by easily mounting onto the AR-15/M16 “A-frame” front sight assembly and is fully ambidextrous.

Two models are available, the Standard SLiC Thing and the QD SLiC Thing With Heavy Duty Sling Swivel. The sling swivels on both models will accommodate slings up to 1 1/4 inch wide. The heavy duty QD swivel has a large quick detach button for an easier and quicker transition and a thicker wire diameter to provide a more robust sling attachment surface. Both models are manufactured for rugged use out of 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy and are Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. Robust and rigid, the SLiC Thing is held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.

With the addition of the GG&G one inch mounting ring as shown in the above images, the SLiC Thing will accommodate most of the excellent one inch diameter flashlights available today.

For those individuals who have a GG&G Sling Thing who would also like the flexibility of a mounting rail, the SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 rail can be purchased separately and can be substituted for the nonswivel side of both the Standard Sling Thing and the QD Sling Thing.

- QD SLiC Thing - No Sling Swivel: GGG-2129HD...$36.85
- QD SLiC Thing With Rectangular Heavy Duty Sling Swivel: GGG-1228HD...$49.45
- QD SLiC Thing With Angular Heavy Duty Sling Swivel: GGG-2128HD...$49.45
- SLiC Thing: GGG-1227...$39.00
- SLiC Thing MIL-STD-1913 Rail: GGG-1229...$23.70
- One Inch Flashlight Ring: GGG-1195...$17.50
Tactical Slings attached to the AR-15/M16 Carbine using a single mounting point have become quite popular. These attachment systems permit the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. As a result, during dynamic entries it becomes easier to “slice the pie” at doorways and move around corners, whether they are on the right or left side, without “telegraphing” the operator’s presence. GG&G manufactures the Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter for this purpose. With this innovative accessory the operator can now attach the sling directly behind the receiver, in front of the collapsible buttstock. If you wear body armor, a tactical vest or a jacket, you no longer need to re-adjust the sling length due to the extra apparel.

Receiver End Plate Sling Adapters Specifications:

- GG&G offers five Receiver End Plate Sling Adapters for collapsible stocks.
- These adapters can be easily installed by the operator with the proper tool.
- All surfaces are deburred for the operators’ safety.
- The REP Sling Adapters are available in right hand, left hand or ambidextrous versions.
- The big advantage of this set up is that expanding or collapsing the buttstock does not affect the sling length or functionality.
- This series of Sling Adapters can also be used to attach a two point sling in conjunction with a front sling swivel.
- The GGG-1072 models have a rectangular sling slot that will accept sling webbing up to 1 1/4” wide.
- The GGG-1048 &1049 models feature looped mounting rings for attaching HK Style hooks, Chalker Style Tactical Slings or MASH hook combat-carry-type slings.
- Machined from 4140 ordnance steel and are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec for extreme use.

Right Hand Rectangular Version: GGG-1072...$19.50
Left Hand Rectangular Version: GGG-1072L...$19.50
Ambi Rectangular Version: GGG-1072-A...$21.00
Ambi Looped Version: GGG-1048...$23.65
Right Hand Looped Version: GGG-1049...$23.25
Left Hand Looped Version: GGG-1049L...$23.25
When you look at the 335 products we manufacture, it is easy to see that we provide our customers multiple options and the ability to be flexible in their solutions to tactical encounters. So when our customers requested that we manufacture a receiver end plate sling adapter for collapsible stocks that allows them the ability to use both the standard sling webbing for attachment, or the HK Style hooks for attachment, we were happy to oblige. Our Multi-Use Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter For Collapsible Stocks (MURP) is a result of those requests.

Multi-Use AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter Specifications:
- Right hand, left hand, or ambidextrous versions are available.
- Easy to install.
- Allows the use of web slings up to 1 ¼ inch wide or snap hook attachment.
- Attachment kept low so they don’t interfere with the charging handle or forward assist.
- Single point or 2 point sling attachment points for collapsible stocks.
- Perfect factory replacement receiver end plate.
- Advantage of no sling length change when stock is collapsed or extended.
- All edges have been de-burred to protect the operator.
- Finish: Manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: Right Hand & Left Hand = 0.7 oz., Ambidextrous = 0.8 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Multi-Use AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter Right Hand: GGG-1224...$19.50
Multi-Use AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter Left Hand: GGG-1224L...$19.50
Multi-Use AR-15/M16 Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter Ambi: GGG-1224A...$21.00
AGENCY REAR SLING ATTACHMENTS RECTANGULAR
For AR-15 Collapsible Stock Models
Accommodates AR-15 Slings up to 1 1/4”

No Charging Handle Interference Even With the Gas Buster Charging Handle.

The Agency Rear Sling Attachments Rectangular For AR-15 Collapsible Stocks offer the end user a more consistent fit than our earlier versions. You may not know this, but some of the recoil tubes being produced are smaller in diameter than the originals and smaller than the Mil-Spec units. Our upgraded design easily and securely fastens onto the castle lock nut versus the tube so various size recoil tubes are no longer an issue. The Agency Sling Attachment installs without removing the castle nut and no tools are required except for the included 9/64” wrench to tighten the fastening screw of the Agency Rear Sling Attachment. These are specifically designed to accommodate AR-15 slings up to 1 1/4” wide. The ergonomic design does not interfere with the charging handle operation, even the larger units like the Gas Buster.

Agency Rear Sling Attachments Rectangular Specifications:
• Easy to install.
• Clamps securely to the castle nut.
• Fits commercial or Mil-Spec buffer tubes.
• Does not require removal of the buffer tube to install.
• Does not interfere with the charging handle.
• Accommodates slings up to 1 ¼-inch wide.
• Perfect for single point or 2 point slings.
• All edges have been de-burred to protect the operator.
• Material: Manufactured from 7075 billet aluminum alloy.
• Finish: Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
• Weight: approximately 1 ounce.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Agency Rear Sling Attachment Rectangular Right Hand: GGG-1187...$32.95
Agency Rear Sling Attachment Rectangular Left Hand: GGG-1187L...$32.95
Agency Rear Sling Attachment Rectangular Ambidextrous: GGG-1188...$32.95
The Agency Rear Sling Adapter Looped For AR-15 Collapsible Stocks offers the end user a more consistent fit than our earlier version. You may not know this, but some of the recoil tubes being produced are smaller in diameter than the originals and smaller than the Mil-Spec units. Our upgraded design easily and securely fastens onto the castle lock nut versus the tube so various size recoil tubes are no longer an issue. The AR-15 Agency Sling Attachment Looped installs without removing the castle nut and no tools are required except for the included 9/64" wrench to tighten the fastening screw of the Agency Sling Attachment. The AR-15 Agency Sling Attachments Looped are specifically designed to accommodate HK style hooks or MASH hooks. The ergonomic design does not interfere with the charging handle operation, even the larger units like the Gas Buster.

Agency Rear Sling Attachments Looped Specifications:
- Easy to install.
- Clamp securely to the castle nut.
- Fits commercial or Mil-Spec buffer tubes.
- Does not require removal of the buffer tube to install.
- Does not interfere with the charging handle.
- Looped versions accept HK or MASH hooks.
- Perfect for single point or 2 point slings.
- All edges have been de-burred to protect the operator.
- Material: Standard version is manufactured from 7075 billet aluminum alloy. Heavy Duty version is manufactured from 4140 steel.
- Finish: Standard version, Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. HD version, Manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: Standard versions weigh approximately 1 oz. HD versions weigh approximately 2 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Agency Rear Sling Attachment Looped Right Hand: GGG-1265...$32.95
Heavy Duty Agency Rear Sling Attachment Looped Right Hand: GGG-1265HD...$39.15
Agency Rear Sling Attachment Looped Ambidextrous: GGG-1189...$32.95
Heavy Duty Agency Rear Sling Attachment Looped Ambidextrous: GGG-1189HD...$39.15
The Quick Detach Agency Rear Sling Attachment easily and securely fastens onto the castle lock nut versus the tube so various size recoil tubes are no longer an issue. The QD Agency Sling Attachment installs without removing the castle nut and no tools are required except for the included 9/64” wrench to tighten the fastening screw. The ergonomic design does not interfere with the charging handle operation, even the larger units like the Gas Buster.

Quick Detach Agency Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:

- Hassle-Free installation.
- Weapon disassembly not required for installation.
- Clamps securely onto the buffer tube castle nut.
- No-Snag design.
- The Quick Detach Agency Rear Sling Attachment keeps the weapon slung in the correct position to avoid canting outwards away from your body.
- Will not interfere with charging handle operation.
- Designed for right-handed shooters only.
- The QD swivel socket features “Limited Swivel Rotation” to prevent sling wrap-up.
- Accepts all Heavy Duty or Standard push button sling swivels.
- The sling mount can be purchased without a QD Swivel or comes complete with one GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty (1 1/4”) Rectangular QD Sling Swivel, or it can be purchased with the GG&G Heavy Duty Angular Enhanced QD Swivel.
- Manufactured from tough 7075 billet aluminum and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All steel components are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Weight: 1.6 oz. with the included Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Swivel.
- Lifetime Warranty.

QD Agency Rear Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel: GGG-2143...$40.85
QD Agency Rear Sling Attachment With Heavy Duty Rectangular Sling Swivel: GGG-1441...$53.95
QD Agency Rear Sling Attachment With Heavy Duty Angular Sling Swivel: GGG-1442...$53.95
Tactical slings attached to shoulder-mounted weapons at a single mounting point, without the use of the front sling swivel, are extremely popular in both military and law enforcement special operations. These systems permit the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. As a result, during dynamic entries it becomes easier to “slice the pie” at doorways and to move around corners, whether they are on the right or left side, without “telegraphing” the operator’s presence.

Receiver End Plate Sling Adapter Specifications:

- Easy to install.
- Fits A1 or A2 fixed buttstocks.
- Rectangular right hand or left hand versions available.
- Rectangular version for sling webbing up to 1 ¼-inch wide.
- Looped version for HK or MASH Hook style slings (Right hand only).
- Attachments kept low so they don’t interfere with the charging handle or forward assist.
- Perfect factory replacement receiver end plate.
- Supplied with longer buttstock screw and adapter spacer.
- All edges have been de-burred to protect the operator.
- Material: 7075 billet aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: Less than 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Receiver End Plate For Fixed Stocks: GGG-1130...$39.95
Receiver End Plate For Fixed Stocks Left Hand: GGG-1130L...$39.95
Fixed Stock Receiver End Plate For HK Style Hooks: GGG-1073...$39.15
The popularity of the SCAR rifle has grown along with the need for High Performance Tactical Accessories not included when it left the factory. Our SCAR Tactical Accessories are designed to enhance the capabilities of the SCAR and make it easier to use in both the Tactical and a Sport Shooting environment. Lightweight and easy to install, the GG&G QD Rear Sling Attachment With An Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel is such an accessory. The QD Rear Sling Attachment is the perfect accessory for those shooters who have multiple rifles and like to use one sling on all of them. The Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivels make it easy to transition the sling from weapon to weapon with little or no adjustment.

Scar Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:

- Easy to install.
- Will fit SCAR models: MK16, MK17, MK16S and MK17S.
- Quick Detach swivel socket has limited rotation built in to prevent sling wrap-up.
- Can be used for single point slings, or as a rear attachment for two point slings.
- Can be installed on either side to accommodate both right and left-handed shooters.
- Available with GG&G’s Enhanced HD 1 1/4” QD swivel, or with our Enhanced Angular QD swivel.
- Manufactured from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum and Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All corners have been rounded to protect the shooter.
- Weighs 0.4 oz. without the included Heavy Duty QD swivel, 1.3 oz. with the Heavy Duty QD swivel.

SCAR Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel:  GGG-2157...$29.65
SCAR Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment With Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel: GGG-1583...$42.75
SCAR Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment With Enhanced Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel: GGG-1584...$42.75
The location and configuration of the SCAR reciprocating charging handle can sometimes be a major problem—especially if you are mounting optics with a QD lever system. Your knuckles will take a beating for sure. The GG&G SCAR Enhanced Charging Handle is angled downward so that it saves your knuckles when you charge the SCAR and clears all of the optics mounting hardware that we have tested.

**Scar Enhanced Charging Handle Specifications:**

- Hassle-Free installation.
- Will fit SCAR models: MK16, MK17, MK16S and MK17S.
- No more busted knuckles! The Improved SCAR Charging Handle is angled to move the shooter’s hand away from the top rail and optics mount.
- The SCAR Enhanced Charging Handle can be mounted angle down or angle up. Care should be taken when installing the SCAR Charging Handle in the angle up position. Make sure the charging handle clears all accessories before operating the SCAR.
- Can be mounted on the ejection port side or non-ejection port side.
- Easy to grasp—even with a gloved hand.
- No-Snag design.
- Manufactured from 4130 ordnance steel.
- Manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.

**SCAR Enhanced Charging Handle: GGG-1533...$32.32**
Remington TAC-13 Flashlight Mount

GG&G designed, tested and is now manufacturing the Remington TAC-13 Flashlight Mount that specifically cantilever towards the rear of the TAC-13 to provide enough dovetail rail to mount most flashlights, lasers or other accessories. Besides cantilevering to the rear, the 6 slot dovetail rail is manufactured with a 12 degree inward angle to provide a lower profile and to place the flashlight in the proper position for easy activation with your thumb while maintaining a firm grip on the forearm.

**Remington TAC-13 Flashlight Mount Specifications:**

- Sleek low profile design.
- Installs easily.
- CAN NOT BE USED with GGG-2202 TAC-13 QD Front Sling Attachment, GGG-2203P TAC-13 QD Front & Rear Sling Attachment Package, or GGG-2204P TAC-13 QD Front & Rear Sling Attachment Package With QD Swivels.
- This GG&G TAC-13 Flashlight Mount is not ambidextrous. Designed to mount on the non-ejection port side of the Remington TAC-13 Shotgun.
- The TAC-13 Light Mount provides six rail slots for the mounting of a light or other accessory.
- Designed, texted and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- The TAC-13 Light Mount Rail is manufactured at a 12 degree angle for a lower profile, and to keep the flashlight as close to the centerline of the bore of the Remington shotgun as possible.
- The 12 degree angle places the light in the proper position for easy activation with your thumb as it is mounted on the non-ejection port side of the shotgun.
- MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) configuration.
- All edges have been rounded, smoothed and beveled to protect the shooter.
- Material: Precision machined from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Overall length: 4.25”.
- Dovetail Rail Length: 2.625”.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective combat matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Flashlight Mount: GGG-2214...$36.50
REMINGTON TAC-13 SCOPE MOUNT

Will Fit Remington TAC-13, 1100, And 1187 Shotguns With 6-48 Threaded Holes In The Top Of The Receiver.

The GG&G one piece Remington TAC-13 Scope Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical scope to the factory drilled and tapped receiver of your Remington 1100 and 1187 shotguns. The design of the Remington TAC-13 Scope Mount provides a low-profile factory look.

Remington TAC-13 Scope Mount Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- MIL-STD-1913 configuration.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical scope to your Remington TAC-13, 1100, & 1187 shotguns.
- Easy installation to factory drilled and tapped receivers, or receivers drilled and tapped for 6-48 threads.
- Attaches with four steel Torx head screws. Torx wrench is included.
- The Remington TAC-13 Scope Mount is precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 5.5” long.
- Weight: 1.2 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Scope Mount: GGG-2213...$36.50
Remington TAC-13 Enhanced Charging Handle:

- Hassle free installation. No modifications are needed to your shotgun.
- The Remington TAC-13 Enhanced Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Remington TAC-13 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- Provides light weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- The Remington TAC-13 Enhanced Charging Handle does not rotate.
- Material: Manufactured from 4140 ordnance steel.
- Finish: Manganese phosphate finished non-reflective combat matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: Less than 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Enhanced Charging Handle: GGG-2198...$37.20
Remington TAC-13 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle:
The small factory charging handle that comes with the Remington TAC-13 shotgun is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. Besides our original TAC-13 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle, we now offer the GG&G Remington TAC-13 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle with improved appearance and lighter weight. It’s oversized, knurled, and rotates giving you the tactical advantage.

Remington TAC-13 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Easy installation. No modification needed to the shotgun.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle while charging the weapon during a stress fire situation or when wearing gloves.
- Slotted for additional grip and weight reduction.
- The Remington TAC-13 Slotted Charging Handle Provides light-weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges for snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: CNC machined from 4140 ordnance steel.
- Finish: Manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: .6oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle  GG-2199...$45.95
Remington TAC-13 Tactical Bolt Release Pad:

High stress tactical encounters can happen to all of us. When it does it can be extremely difficult to locate by feel the small bolt release button found on the Remington TAC-13 Shotgun. To improve tactile recognition, GG&G developed an oversize TAC-13 Tactical Bolt Release Pad. It’s easy to locate by touch and easy to manipulate, with or without gloves. The Remington TAC-13 Tactical Bolt Release Pad is coupled with a new slightly modified Remington TAC-13 bolt release mechanism.

Remington TAC-13 Tactical Bolt Release Pad Specifications:

- Installs with common hand tools. No modifications needed to the Remington TAC-13 shotgun.
- Over-sized serrated pad for ease of operation with wet or gloved hand in a stress fire situation.
- Includes a modified Remington TAC-13 factory manufactured feed latch.
- All parts and instructions are included in the Tactical Bolt Release kit.
- The price includes a new factory Remington carrier latch, modified for the new tac pad. You do not have to drill and tap any item in this kit.
- The edges of the Tactical Bolt Release Pad have been softened and deburred to protect the shooter’s fingers.
- Material: The GG&G TAC-13 Tactical Bolt Release Pad is manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Finish: Matte black in a non-reflective combat finish.
- Dimension: The release pad measures 1 ¼” long by 5/8” wide.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Tactical Black Bolt Release Pad: GGG-2201...$98.30
SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES

REMINGTON TAC-13 FOLLOWER
Will Also Fit The Remington V3 Tactical
12ga Shotgun

High Visibility Aluminum Insert.

Standard factory Remington followers often leave much to be desired. It is unreliable and does not offer the necessary features tactical shooters are looking for. It is one of the first TAC-13 shotgun components to be upgraded. The GG&G Remington TAC-13 12ga Follower is manufactured with the tactical shooter in mind.

Remington TAC-13 Magazine Follower Specifications:
• Installs just like the factory TAC-13 follower.
• The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
• The GG&G Remington TAC-13 Follower is CNC precision machined from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The slotted stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminants imbedding into the body of the follower. These are the two major contributors to aftermarket followers malfunctioning.
• Material 1: The body of the follower is precision machined from 300 series stainless steel.
• Material 2: The high visibility red insert is 6061 T6 aluminum and is manufactured so that you can not only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
• Finish 1: The body of the follower is polished stainless.
• Finish 2: The aluminum insert is anodized an eye catching bright rocket red.
• Weight: 1.6 oz.
• Lifetime Warranty.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Follower: GGG-2200…$29.35
The GG&G Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle Shell Holder (Five Shot) provides fast access to your rounds at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber. Additionally, you have the option of purchasing your TAC-13 Side Saddle with the TAC-13 QD Sling Attachment.

Remington TAC-13 Five Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The TAC-13 Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver's finish. The Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15 degrees to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Remington Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter's style of reloading.
- The TAC-13 Side Saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per mil-spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz
- Overall Length: 6.5”
- All edges have been rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!
Remington TAC-13 QD Rear Sling Attachment Option:

- **IMPORTANT:** Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Remington TAC-13 QD Sling Attachment does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
- Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- The TAC-13 Sling Mount protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington TAC-13 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼” HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
- Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Remington receiver.
- Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
- Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your Remington TAC-13.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz. with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle Without QD Swivel Capability:  **GGG-2210**...$93.60
Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Rectangular QD Sling Swivel:  **GGG-2211**...$106.70
Remington TAC-13 Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Angular QD Sling Swivel:  **GGG-2212**...$106.70
Remington TAC-13 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install. Fits 12ga TAC-13 Shotguns only.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand rigors of professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- Available with or without the GG&G Enhanced HD QD Rectangular or Angular Sling Swivels.
- The HD QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" web slings.
- The HD QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates mash hooks or HK Style snap hooks.
- Provides a side QD front sling mount.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your TAC-13 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for shooter's safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough ASTM A36 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in non-reflective matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2.0 oz. with QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-13 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install.
- IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G TAC-13 QD Rear Sling Attachment does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount that places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- The TAC-13 QD Rear Sling Attachment Cup protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Remington receiver.
- Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
- Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz. with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!
The Remington TAC-14 12ga shotgun is an exciting and popular addition to the Remington shotgun lineup. It is short, compact and reliable. Shotgunners today like the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for those shooters with the Remington TAC-14, the Remington TAC-14 Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment. This QD rear sling attachment provides an excellent single point sling set up. The GG&G TAC-14 QD Sling Mount comes equipped with your choice of either our Enhanced Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel that accommodates 1 1/4” webbing, or the GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel that will accommodate HK style quick clips and/or Mash Hooks. The package is as rugged as the Remington 870 and of course it comes with the GG&G Lifetime Warranty.

Remington 870 12ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:

- Compact and easy to install.
- IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Remington TAC-14 does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw as shown in the image above.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
- Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- The 870 TAC 14 protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington TAC-14 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼” HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
- Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Remington 870 receiver.
- Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
- Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your TAC-14.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooters safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 12ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment - No QD Swivel: GGG-2154…$19.90
Remington 12ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Rectangular QD Swivel: GGG-1995…$33.00
Remington 12ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Angular QD Swivel: GGG-1996…$33.00
The Remington TAC-14 12ga shotgun is an exciting and popular addition to the Remington shotgun lineup. It is short, compact and reliable. Shotgunners today like the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for those shooters with the Remington TAC-14, The Remington TAC-14 Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment. This QD rear sling attachment provides an excellent single point sling set up. The GG&G TAC-14 QD Sling Mount comes equipped with your choice of either our Enhanced Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel that accommodates 1 1/4" webbing, or the GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel that will accommodate HK style quick clips and/or Mash Hooks. The package is as rugged as the Remington 870 and of course it comes with the GG&G Lifetime Warranty.

**Remington 870 20ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Manufactured specifically for the 20ga TAC-14.
- Compact and easy to install.
- IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Remington Tac-14 does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw as shown in the image above.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
- Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- The 870 TAC 14 protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington TAC-14 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼” HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
- Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Remington 870 receiver.
- Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
- Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your TAC-14.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooters safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 20ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2156...$19.90
Remington 20ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Rectangular QD Swivel: GGG-2097...$33.00
Remington 20ga TAC-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Angular QD Swivel: GGG-2098...$33.00
The GG&G Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle Shell Holder (Five Shot) provides fast access to your rounds at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber. Additionally, you have the option of purchasing your TAC-14 Side Saddle with the TAC-14 QD Sling Attachment.

**Remington Tac-14 Five Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:**

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The TAC-14 Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish. The backing plate is cut out to view weapon’s serial number. The Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15 degrees to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter’s style of reloading.
- The Tac-14 Side Saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per mil-spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz
- Overall Length: 6.5”
- All edges have been rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Continued on the next page.
Remington Tac-14 QD Rear Sling Attachment Option:

- IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Remington Tac-14 QD Sling Attachment does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
- Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- The Tac-14 Sling Mount protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington Tac-14 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼" HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" slings.
- QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
- Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Remington receiver.
- Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
- Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your Remington Tac-14.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle Without QD Swivel Capability:   GGG-2004...$89.12
Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Rectangular QD Sling Swivel:   GGG-2005...$102.22
Remington TAC-14 Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Angular QD Sling Swivel:   GGG-2006...$102.22
Flashlight And Sling Mount For The Remington 870

The unique design of the GG&G Remington 870 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Flashlight And Sling Mount For The Remington 870 Specifications:

- Installs easily. Fits 12ga 870 only.
- Right and left hand models available.
- On a right handed model 870, this part should be installed on the non-ejection port side of the 870 shotgun. On a left handed model 870, this part should be installed on the ejection port side of the 870 shotgun.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Remington 870 shotgun.
- The Remington 870 looped sling attachment accepts the HK style snap hook or MASH hook sling attachments.
- Manufactured with a stainless steel ball bearing detent to secure the unit behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail is positioned facing forward.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter's safety.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Rail Dimension: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 870 Flashlight And Sling Mount For Right Handed Shooter: GGG-1617...$31.35
Remington 870 Flashlight And Sling Mount For Left Handed Shooter: GGG-1617L...$31.35
Flashlight Mount For The Remington 870
The unique design of the GG&G Remington 870 Flashlight Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight on your 12 ga. 870 shotgun.

Flashlight Mount For The Remington 870 Specifications:
- Installs easily. Fits 12ga 870 only.
- On a right-handed model 870, this part should be installed on the non-ejection port side of the 870 shotgun. On a left-handed model 870, this part should be installed on the ejection port side of the 870 shotgun.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Remington 870 shotgun.
- Manufactured with a stainless steel ball bearing detent to secure the unit behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail is positioned facing forward.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Rail Dimension: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 870 Flashlight Mount: GGG-1617R...$30.85
Remington 870 Flashlight Mount: GGG-1617RL...$30.85
The unique design of the GG&G Remington 1100/1187 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Remington 1100/1187 Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:

- Installs easily.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Remington 1100/1187 shotgun.
- The looped sling attachment accepts the HK Style hook or MASH hook sling attachments.
- Ambidextrous.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail is positioned facing rearward.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter's safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4" long.
- Weight 1.7 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount for Remington 1100/1187: GGG-1618...$31.35
The GG&G one piece Remington 870 Receiver Scope Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical scope to the factory drilled and tapped receiver of your Remington 870 shotgun.

Remington 870 Scope Mount Specifications:
- Low profile design.
- MIL-STD-1913 configuration.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical scope to your Remington 870 shotgun.
- Easy installation to factory drilled and tapped receivers, or receivers drilled and tapped for 6-48 threads.
- Attaches with four steel Torx head screws. Torx wrench is included.
- Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 5.5” long.
- Weight: 1.2 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Remington 870 Scope Mount: GGG-1068...$36.50
**Remington 870 Magazine Tube Extensions**

No Mod Remington 870 Magazine Extensions

They also fit 1100 and 1187 12ga Shotguns

**Important:** The Barrel Clamp For The Remington 870 Shotgun Will Only Fit Remington 870 12ga Shotguns In Current Production From The Factory.

**Important Notice for Barrel Clamp Purchasers:** The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Remington 870 Magazine Tube Extensions:

- **Unique Steel Magazine Tube Extension Nut Helps To Eliminate Ball Detent Wear**
- **Removable End Cap**
- **Optional Barrel Clamp**

As a money-saving package, the Remington Mag Tube can be purchased with the GG&G Enhanced High Visibility Follower.

Two Shot Mag Tube Extension – 6.25”

Three Shot Mag Tube Extension – 8.5”

Continued on the next page.
The GG&G Remington 870 Mag Extension is easy to install as long as you have a working knowledge of how to break down your shotgun to perform maintenance procedures. These 870 Mag Tube Extensions attach easily without modification to the shotgun. The only exception is those shotguns that have a factory magazine tube crimp that needs to be removed prior to installation of the new follower. These two shot and three shot Magazine Extensions use the factory follower or you can save 10% and purchase Remington 870 Mag Tube Extensions and the GG&G Remington 870 Enhanced High Visibility Follower as a money saving package. In addition, you can purchase either mag tube extension in a 10% discounted package with the GG&G Barrel Clamp.

Remington 870 Magazine Tube Extension Specifications:
• Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
• Fits 12ga Remington 870, 1100 and 1187 shotguns only.
• The two shot extension adds two additional rounds without increasing the overall length of the shotgun.
• The front of the GG&G Remington 870 Two Shot Mag Tube Extension does not protrude beyond the barrel of a standard 18 1/2” model.
• The three shot extension adds three additional rounds and protrudes approximately 2 1/4” beyond the barrel of an 18 1/2” model. IMPORTANT: It’s important that you realize that having your Mag Tube Extension protrude past the muzzle may cause carbon build-up, scoring or discoloring to the mag tube extension, especially if you are using a ported choke tube. GG&G does not warranty this type of finish damage to the extension.
• Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus aluminum.
• When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Remington 870 mag tube extension nut, securely retains the barrel under recoil.
• The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
• The end cap of the magazine extension tube can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.
• Both magazine extension tubes are machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
• Package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.
• Two Shot Length: 6 1/4”.
• Weight: 5.5 oz.
• Three Shot Length: 8 1/2”
• Weight: 6.1 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime - See bullet point 5 regarding an important warranty consideration.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 870 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1546…$92.65
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1587…$109.80
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1960…$119.30
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1972…$145.70

Remington 870 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1546-3…$93.65
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1736…$110.70
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1961…$120.15
SAVE 10%! Remington 870 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1973…$146.60
IMPORTANT: The Barrel Clamp For The Remington 870 Shotgun Will Only Fit Remington 870 12ga Shotguns In Current Production From The Factory.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Remington 870/1100 Barrel Clamp Specifications:
- Installs easily. Fits 12ga 870 only.
- Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
- Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
- Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 870/1100 12ga Barrel Clamp: GGG-1810...$39.90
Remington 870 Magazine Follower Specifications:

- The GG&G Enhanced 870 Follower fits the Remington 870, 1100 and 1187 12ga. shotguns.
- We have manufactured it specifically for 870 12ga. shotguns with dimples in the magazine tube. These include the Remington Express with a one piece extended magazine tube, 870 Express Magpul Edition and the 870 Express Blackhawk Edition.
- Installs just like the factory 870 follower.
- Slots have been machined in the body of the follower to ease installation in shotguns with dimpled magazine tubes.
- The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
- The GG&G Remington Follower is manufactured from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminants imbedding into the body of the follower. These are two major contributors to aftermarket followers malfunctioning.
- Material 1: The body of the follower is precision machined from 300 series stainless steel.
- Material 2: The high visibility red insert is 6061-T6 aluminum and is manufactured so that you cannot only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
- Finish 1: The body of the follower is machined stainless.
- Finish 2: The aluminum insert is anodized an eye catching bright rocket red.
- Weight: .5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 870-1100-1187 Enhanced Magazine Follower: GGG-1437...$29.35
The unique design provides quick access to your ammunition at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Remington Side Saddle facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber. Compatible with the short tactical length forearms only. Longer length sporting forearms will need to be replaced prior to installation of the Remington Side Saddle.

**Remington Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:**

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The Remington Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish. The backing plate is cut out to view weapons serial number.
- Holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15° to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Remington Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on the shooter’s reloading style.
- The side saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black a non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz.
- Overall length: 6.5”.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**Remington 870 Six Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder:** GGG-1525…$89.12
REMINGTON 870 FRONT & REAR
RECTANGULAR SLING ATTACHMENTS
Will also Fit 1100 & 1187 12ga Shotguns

Remington 870 Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- The Remington 870 Front Sling Attachment solidly mounts behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- Manufactured with a stainless steel ball bearing detent to secure the unit behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- The 870 Sling Attachment provides the preferred front side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- Besides the Remington 870, the GG&G 870 Front Sling Attachment fits 12 gauge Remington 1100’s and 1187’s.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooters safety.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime

Remington 870 Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- The Remington 870 Rear Sling Attachment mounts just behind the receiver.
- The GG&G Remington 870 Rear Sling Mount provides the preferred rear side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- This Rear Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- When used as a Remington 870 Single Point Sling Attachment, it allows the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. As a result, during dynamic entries it becomes easier to “cut the pie” at doorways and move around corners, whether they are on the right side or left side, without telegraphing the operator’s position. In addition, slings attached to a single point mount work especially well when operators are deployed wearing body armor or are involved in breaching operations.
- Will also fit 12 gauge Remington 1100’s and 1187’s.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooters safety.
- Material: Manufactured from solid billet 7075-T6 aluminum.
- Finish: Bead blasted and Type III Hard coat anodized in non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.

PACKAGE DEAL: Remington 870/1100/1187 Front & Rear Sling Attachments: GGG-4353...$41.63
Remington 870/1100/1187 Front & Rear Sling Attachments For Left Handed Shooters: GGG-4353L...$41.63
Remington 870/1100/1187 Front Sling Attachment: GGG-1084...$14.85
Remington 870/1100/1187 Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1129...$31.40
Remington 870/1100/1187 Rear Sling Attachment For Left Handed Shooters: GGG-1129L...$31.40
REMINGTON 870 FRONT & REAR LOOPED SLING ATTACHMENTS

Designed For HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks. Will Also Fit 1100 and 1187

The Remington 870 Looped Front Sling Attachment was developed to be used in combination with the GG&G Remington Looped Rear Sling Attachment in a conventional dual point sling setup to fill this specific need. It is an easy to install rugged alternative to clipping into the standard rectangular sling swivel or front sling plate and is ambidextrous. The 870 Looped Front Sling Attachment is machined in our facility from AS-35 Geneva steel. This famous Swiss steel features molecular structure with elongated grains for added toughness. The corners have been rounded and dehorned for your safety. A ball bearing detent on the Sling Attachment helps secure the unit behind the magazine tube’s end cap. It is finished in a non-reflective manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.

The Remington 870 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling setups as well as single point sling set ups. The Remington Looped Rear Sling Attachment will also fit the Remington 1100 and 1187 shotguns and is easy to install. It is precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade solid billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. All edges have been dehorned and softened for your safety and to protect your equipment.

The Remington 870 Ambidextrous Looped Rear Sling Attachment fills the requirement for an ambi-sling attachment and works great for left handed shooters. The manufacturing specs are the same as the 870 Looped Rear Sling Attachment.

PACKAGE DEAL: Save 10% on Remington 870 Front & Rear Sling Attachments: GGG-1461...$41.62
PACKAGE DEAL: Save 10% on Remington 870 Front & Rear Sling Attachments for Left Handed Shooters:
GGG-1467...$41.62
Remington 870/1100/1187 Front Sling Attachment: GGG-1400...$14.85
Remington 870/1100/1187 Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1283...$31.40
Remington 870/1100/1187 Ambi Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1380...$31.40
REMINGTON 870 QUICK DETACH FRONT AND REAR SLING ATTACHMENTS
Fits Remington 1100 and 1187 Shotguns


Remington 870 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
• Compact & easy to install.
• Ambidextrous.
• Provides a side QD sling mount.
• With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington 870 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
• Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
• QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
• Remington 870 Sling Attachment includes Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
• Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
• All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
• Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Remington 870 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
• Compact & easy to install.
• Can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
• Provides a side Quick Detach Remington 870 sling mount.
• With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Remington 870 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
• Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
• QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
• Remington 870 Sling Attachment includes Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
• Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
• All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
• Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Remington 870 QD Front - No Swivel:   GGG-2145…$21.90
Remington 870 QD Front With Rectangular Swivel:   GGG-1397…$35.00
Remington 870 QD Front With Angular Swivel:   GGG-2149…$35.00
Remington 870 QD Rear - No Swivel:   GGG-2146…$29.55
Remington 870 QD Rear With Rectangular Swivel:   GGG-1399…$42.65
Remington 870 QD Rear With Angular Swivel:   GGG-2150…$42.65
Remington 1100/1187 Enhanced Charging Handle:

- Hassle free installation. No modifications are needed to your shotgun.
- The Remington Enhanced Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Remington 1100/1187 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- Provides light weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- The Remington 1100/1187 Enhanced Charging Handle does not rotate.
- Material: Manufactured from 4140 ordnance steel.
- Heat treated to Rockwell 45 C to sustain the punishment of professional use.
- Finish: Manganese phosphate finished non-reflective combat matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: Less than an oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington 1100/1187 Standard Charging Handle: GGG-1531...$29.35
Remington Versa Max Tactical Charging Handle:
The small factory charging handle that comes with Remington VERSA MAX shotgun is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. To help prevent this, we designed one of the most practical VERSA MAX accessories on the market, the Remington VERSA MAX Tactical Charging Handle. It’s oversized, knurled, and rotates-giving you the tactical advantage.

Remington Versa Max Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Easy installation. No modification needed to the shotgun.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle while charging the weapon during a stress fire situation or when wearing gloves.
- Provides light-weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges for snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- Rotates freely 360 degrees for fast action cycling in any hand position.
- Material: CNC machined from 4140 ordnance steel and heat treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
- Body Finish: Manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: .8oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington Versa Max Standard Tactical Charging Handle: GGG-1672...$28.35
Remington VERSA MAX Slotted Tactical Charging Handle:
The small factory charging handle that comes with the Remington VERSA MAX shotgun is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. Besides our original Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle, we now offer the GG&G Remington VERSA MAX Slotted Tactical Charging Handle with improved appearance and lighter weight. It's oversized, knurled, and rotates giving you the tactical advantage.

Remington VERSA MAX Slotted Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Easy installation. No modification needed to the shotgun.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle while charging the weapon during a stress fire situation or when wearing gloves.
- Slotted for additional grip and weight reduction.
- Provides light-weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges for snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooters safety.
- Rotates freely 360 degrees for fast action cycling in any hand position.
- Material: CNC machined from 4140 ordnance steel and heat treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
- Finish: Manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: .6oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington Versa Max Slotted Tactical Charging Handle   GGG-2015…$35.00
Remington Versa Max Tactical Bolt Release Pad:
During the high stress encountered in most tactical environments, it’s extremely difficult to locate by feel the small bolt release button found on the Remington VERSA MAX Shotgun. To improve tactile recognition, GG&G developed an oversize VERSA MAX Tactical Bolt Release Pad for these Remington shotguns that’s easy to locate by touch and easy to manipulate, with or without gloves. The Tactical Bolt Release Pad is coupled with a new slightly modified VERSA MAX bolt release mechanism.

Remington Versa Max Tactical Bolt Release Pad Specifications:
- Installs with common hand tools. No modifications needed to the Remington shotgun.
- Over-sized serrated pad for ease of operation with wet or gloved hand in a stress fire situation.
- Includes a modified Remington manufactured feed latch.
- An absolute must on any competition or Tactical Versa Max.
- All parts and instructions are included in the Tactical Bolt Release kit.
- The price includes a new factory Remington carrier latch, modified for the new tac pad. You do not have to drill and tap any item in this kit.
- The edges of the Tactical Bolt Release Pad have been softened and deburred to protect the shooters fingers.
- Material: The GG&G Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad is manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Dimension: The release pad measures 1 ¼” long by 5/8” wide.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Remington Versa Max Tactical Black Bolt Release Pad: GGG-1671...$123.60
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Magpul Mossberg Shockwave Forearm-Improved by GG&G:
The Standard Magpul 590 Forearm Has Been Modified By GG&G to Fit Your Shockwave. This Forearm Will Not Fit The 20ga Shockwave. Available in Black, Gray and Dark Earth.

Magpul Forearm For Mossberg Shockwave-Improved By GG&G:
The Mossberg 590 Shockwave is a big success, and most shooters are happy with its current forearm configuration. However, some of our customers have told us that they do not like the factory provided forearm with the hand retaining strap, and would prefer the Magpul Forearm. Unfortunately, the current Magpul 590 forearm does not fit because Mossberg supplied the Shockwave with their short slide arm tube and the Magpul forearm just doesn’t fit — UNTIL NOW! The design team at GG&G has answered the call and are now offering the Magpul Mossberg 590 Forearm modified by GG&G to easily fit the Shockwave. Yes it fits tight and right! No modifications are required to your Shockwave to install the modified Magpul Forearm.

Magpul Forearm For Mossberg Shockwave-Improved By GG&G Specifications:
• No modifications are required to your Mossberg Shockwave for installation.
• Manufactured Specifically For The 12ga Shockwave.
• Reinforced polymer construction.
• Increased length for improved pump manipulation.
• Does not overlap receiver for sidesaddle compatibility.
• M-LOK slots for direct attachment of GG&G M-LOK Accessories.
• Installation wrench included.
• Weight: 6.3 oz.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Magpul Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Black: GGG-2020...$54.75
Magpul Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Gray: GGG-2020GY...$54.75
Magpul Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Dark Earth: GGG-2020DE...$54.75
Magpul Forearm For 12ga Shockwave With Black Aces Quad Rail

The Magpul 590 Forearm has been modified by GG&G to fit your 12ga Shockwave equipped with the Black Aces Quad Rail. This forearm will not fit the 12ga Shockwave without the Black Aces Quad Rail! Available in Black, Gray and Dark Earth.

Magpul Forearm For Mossberg Shockwave Equipped With The Black Aces Quad Rail - Improved By GG&G:
The Mossberg 590 Shockwave is a big success, and most shooters are happy with its current forearm configuration. However, some Shockwave Shooters want more -- Much More! Like the Black Aces Quad Rail for the Mossberg 12ga Shockwave Shotgun. The current Magpul 590 forearm does not fit with the Black Aces Quad Rail installed UNTIL NOW! The design team at GG&G has answered the call and are now offering the Magpul Mossberg 590 Forearm modified by GG&G to easily fit the Shockwave with the Quad Rail. Yes it fits tight and right! No modifications are required to your Shockwave.

Magpul Forearm For Mossberg Shockwave - Improved By GG&G Specifications:
- No modifications are required to your Mossberg Shockwave for installation.
- Manufactured Specifically For The 12ga Shockwave With The Black Aces Quad Rail.
- Reinforced polymer construction.
- Increased length for improved pump manipulation.
- Does not overlap receiver enough to interfere with Black Aces side saddle.
- M-LOK slots for direct attachment of GG&G M-LOK Accessories.
- Installation wrench included.
- Weight: 6.3 oz.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Magpul Shockwave Forearm For Black Aces Quad Rail Improved By GG&G, Black: GGG-2020BA...$54.75
Magpul Shockwave Forearm For Black Aces Quad Rail Improved By GG&G, Gray: GGG-2020BAGY...$54.75
Magpul Shockwave Forearm For Black Aces Quad Rail Improved By GG&G, Dark Earth: GGG-2020BADE...$54.75
Mossberg Shockwave Flashlight Mount:
GG&G developed the Shockwave Flashlight Mount specifically for the Shockwave because the foregrip of the Mossberg Shockwave is a reconfigured version of Mossberg’s 590 foregrip. Our 590 flashlight mount which is similar, is a hair too close to the foregrip, so if you own one of the new Mossberg’s and need a flashlight mount, this is the one to get!

Mossberg Shockwave Flashlight Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily.
- Manufactured specifically for the 12ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 20ga Shockwave.
- Designed, tested and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous Design. Can be mounted on either side of the Mossberg Shockwave to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg Shockwave shotgun.
- All edges have been rounded, smoothed and beveled to protect the shooter.
- Length: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- Weight 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 12ga Shockwave Flashlight Mount: GGG-2007...$34.30
KEEP CHECKING WWW.GGGAZ.COM FOR MORE INNOVATIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE, AMERICAN MADE TACTICAL SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES!
MOSSBERG SHOCKWAVE QUICK DETACH REAR SLING ATTACHMENT

Besides The Shockwave, It Fits The Following Models: 590, 590A1, 500 and 835. This Product Will Not Fit The 20ga Shockwave.

Mossberg Shockwave Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment:
The Mossberg Shockwave 12ga shotgun is an exciting and popular addition to the Mossberg shotgun lineup. It is indeed a “Modern Day Six-Shooter”. Shotgunners today like the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for those shooters with the Mossberg Shockwave, The Mossberg Shockwave Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment. This QD rear sling attachment provides an excellent single point sling set up. The GG&G Shockwave QD Sling Mount comes equipped with your choice of either our Enhanced Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel that accommodates 1 1/4” webbing, or the GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel that will accommodate HK style quick clips and/or Mash Hooks. The package is extremely rugged.

Mossberg Shockwave QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
• Compact and easy to install.
• Manufactured specifically for the 12ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 20ga Shockwave.
• IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Mossberg Shockwave QD Sling Attachment does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw as shown in the image above.
• Complete installation instructions included.
• No modification to shotgun required.
• Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
• Ambidextrous.
• Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
• Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
• Mossberg Shockwave Sling Mount protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
• With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg Shockwave shotgun for tactical flexibility.

Available With Or Without A Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel.
• Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼" HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
• QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" slings.
• QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
• Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Mossberg receiver.
• Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
• Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your Shockwave.
• All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
• Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
• Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
• Weight: 2 oz with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg Shockwave Rear Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel   GGG-2153....$17.90
Mossberg Shockwave Rear Sling Attachment With HD Rectangular Sling Swivel   GGG-1981....$31.00
Mossberg Shockwave Rear Sling Attachment With HD Angular Sling Swivel   GGG-1982....$31.00
The GG&G Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle Shell Holder (Five Shot) provides quick access to your ammunition at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber.

Check out all our other Shockwave Accessories.

**Mossberg Shockwave Five Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:**

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- Manufactured specifically for the 12ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 20ga Shockwave.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish. The backing plate is cut out to view weapon’s serial number.
- The Mossberg Side Saddle holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15 degrees to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Mossberg Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter’s style of reloading.
- The Shockwave Side Saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per mil-spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz
- Overall Length: 6.5”
- All edges have been rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!
Mossberg Shockwave Five Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- Manufactured specifically for the 12ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 20ga Shockwave.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish. The backing plate is cut out to view weapon’s serial number.
- The Mossberg Side Saddle holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15 degrees to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Mossberg Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter’s style of reloading.
- The Shockwave Side Saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per mil-spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz
- Overall Length: 6.5”
- All edges have been rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle Without QD Swivel Capability: GGG-2001...$89.12
Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Rectangular QD Sling Swivel:
GGG-2002...$102.22
Mossberg Shockwave Side Saddle With QD Swivel Capability And HD Angular QD Sling Swivel: GGG-2003....$102.22
MOSSBERG 20GA SHOCKWAVE QUICK DETACH REAR SLING ATTACHMENT

This Product Will Not Fit The 12ga Shockwave Shotgun.

Mossberg 20ga Shockwave Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment:
The Mossberg Shockwave 20ga shotgun is a great and popular lightweight addition to the Mossberg Shockwave shotgun lineup. The 20ga version like the 12ga model is indeed a “Modern Day Six-Shooter”. Most shotgunners today like the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. As we did with the 12ga Shockwave model, GG&G has developed a solution for those shooters with the Mossberg 20ga Shockwave; The Mossberg 20ga Shockwave Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment. This QD rear sling attachment provides an excellent single point sling set up. You have the choice of either our Enhanced Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Swivel that accommodates 1 1/4" webbing, or the GG&G Enhanced Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Swivel that will accommodate HK style quick clips and/or Mash Hooks. The Shockwave QD sling attachment package is extremely rugged.

Mossberg 20ga Shockwave QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install.
- Manufactured specifically for the 20ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 12ga Shockwave.
- IMPORTANT: Unlike other similar products on the market, the GG&G Mossberg Shockwave QD Sling Attachment does not incorporate an attachment nut on the side opposite the sling swivel. GG&G uses a smooth button head cap screw as shown in the image above.
- Complete installation instructions included.
- No modification to shotgun required.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side mounted QD sling mount.
- Places the sling attachment out onto the receiver reducing the possibility of hand contact under recoil.
- Mossberg Shockwave Sling Mount protrudes just .53 of an inch from face of receiver.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg Shockwave shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with either the GG&G 1 ¼" HD Sling Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" slings.

Available With Or Without A Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivel.
• QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
• Package includes two Delrin washers to protect both faces of the Mossberg receiver.
• Once installed, the button head is the only thing visible on the side of the receiver opposite the sling swivel.
• Both the swivel cup and the screw are parkerized to closely match the receiver finish of your Shockwave.
• All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
• Material: Manufactured from tough 4140 steel.
• Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
• Weight: 2 oz with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Shockwave QD Rear Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel:  GGG-2155...$17.90
Shockwave QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD QD Rectangular Sling Swivel:  GGG-2082...$31.00
Shockwave QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD QD Angular Sling Swivel:  GGG-2083...$31.00
Mossberg 20ga Shockwave Flashlight Mount:
GG&G developed the 12ga Shockwave Flashlight Mount specifically for the Shockwave because the foregrip of the Mossberg Shockwave is a reconfigured version of Mossberg’s 590 foregrip. Well, that’s the same situation for the Mossberg Shockwave in 20ga so we designed tested and are now manufacturing a Flashlight Mount specifically for Mossberg 20ga Shockwave.

Mossberg 20ga Shockwave Flashlight Mount Specifications:
• Installs easily.
• Manufactured specifically for the 20ga Shockwave. Will not fit the 12ga Shockwave.
• Designed, tested and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
• Ambidextrous Design. Can be mounted on either side of the Mossberg Shockwave to accommodate both right handed or left-handed shooters.
• The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
• Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 20ga Shockwave shotgun.
• All edges have been rounded, smoothed and beveled to protect the shooter.
• Length: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
• Material: Manufactured from bullet proof AS-35 Geneva steel and 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
• Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
• Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
• Weight 1.3 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

20ga Shockwave Flashlight Mount: GGG-2085...$29.95
MAGPUL FOREARM FOR 20GA MOSSBERG SHOCKWAVE-IMPROVED BY GG&G

The Standard Magpul 590 Forearm Has Been Modified By GG&G to Fit Your 20ga Shockwave. This Forearm Will Not Fit The 12ga Shockwave. Available in Black, Gray and Dark Earth.

Magpul Forearm For 20ga Mossberg Shockwave-Improved By GG&G:
The 20ga Mossberg 590 Shockwave is a big success, and most shooters are happy with its current forearm configuration. However, some of our customers have told us that they do not like the factory provided forearm with the hand retaining strap, and would prefer the Magpul Forearm. Unfortunately, the current Magpul 590 forearm does not fit because Mossberg supplied the Shockwave with their short slide arm tube and the Magpul forearm just doesn’t fit — UNTIL NOW! The design team at GG&G has answered the call and are now offering the Magpul Mossberg 590 Forearm modified by GG&G to easily fit the 20ga Shockwave. Yes it fits tight and right! No modifications are required to your 20ga Shockwave to install the modified Magpul Forearm.

Magpul Forearm For 20ga Mossberg Shockwave-Improved By GG&G Specifications:
• No modifications are required to your 20ga Mossberg Shockwave for installation.
• Manufactured Specifically For The 20ga Shockwave.
• Reinforced polymer construction.
• Increased length for improved pump manipulation.
• Does not overlap receiver for sidesaddle compatibility.
• M-LOK slots for direct attachment of GG&G M-LOK Accessories.
• Installation wrench included.
• Weight: 6.3 oz.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Magpul 20ga Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Black: GGG-2021...$63.00
Magpul 20ga Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Gray: GGG-2021GY...$63.00
Magpul 20ga Mossberg Shockwave Forearm Improved By GG&G, Dark Earth: GGG-2021DE...$63.00
Mossberg 590 Flashlight Mount

The unique design of the GG&G Mossberg 590 Flashlight Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 590 12 ga shotgun.

Mossberg 590 Flashlight Mount Specifications:

- Installs easily.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous Design. Can be mounted on either side of the Mossberg 590 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 590 shotgun.
- All edges have been rounded and smoothed to protect the shooter.
- Accessory rail is manufactured per MIL-STD-1913.
- Length: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 590 Flashlight Mount: GGG-1655R...$30.85
GG&G’s unique design of the Mossberg 590 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Mossberg 590 Sling And Flashlight Mount Specifications:

- Installs easily.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous. When used by a right handed shooter the accessory rail will point rearward. When used by a left handed shooter the accessory rail will point forward.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 590 shotgun.
- The looped sling attachment accepts HK style hooks and MASH hook sling attachments.
- All edges have been rounded and smoothed to protect the shooter.
- Accessory rail is manufactured per MIL-STD-1913.
- Length: Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- Weight 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 590 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount: GGG-1655...$32.89
MOSSBERG 590 MAGAZINE TUBE EXTENSIONS

Two Shot And Three Shot Tubes Available. Quick To Install – No Mod Mossberg 590 Magazine Extensions

As A Money Saving Package, The Remington Mag Tube Can Be Purchased With The GG&G Enhanced High Visibility Follower.

Two Shot Mag Tube Extension – 6.25”

Three Shot Mag Tube Extension – 8.5”

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR BARREL CLAMP PURCHASERS: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Mossberg 590 Magazine Tube Extensions:
The GG&G Mossberg 590 Magazine Extensions are easy to install as long as you have a working knowledge of how to break down your shotgun to perform maintenance procedures. No modification to the shotgun required. These two shot and three shot Magazine Extensions use the factory follower or you can save 10% and purchase Mossberg 590 Mag Tube Extensions and the GG&G Mossberg 590 Enhanced High Visibility Follower as a money saving package. In addition, you can purchase either mag tube extension in a 10% discounted package with the GG&G Mossberg 590 Barrel Clamp.

Mossberg 590 Magazine Tube Extension Specifications:
• Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
• Fits 12ga Mossberg 590 shotguns only.
• The two Shot Mag Tube Extension adds two additional rounds and protrudes 2 1/4” beyond the end of an 18 1/2” barrel.

Continued on the next page.
IMPORTANT: It’s important that you realize that having your Mag Tube Extension protrude past the muzzle may cause carbon build-up, scoring or discoloring to the mag tube extension, especially if you are using a ported choke tube. GG&G does not warranty this type of finish damage to the extension.

- The three Shot Mag Tube Extension adds three additional rounds and protrudes 4 1/2” beyond the end of an 18 1/2” barrel.
- Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus aluminum.
- When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Mossberg 590 mag tube extension nut, securely retains the barrel under recoil.
- The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- The end cap of the magazine extension tubes can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.
- Both magazine extension tubes are machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- The package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.
- Two Shot Length: 6 1/4”
  - Weight: 5.5 oz.
- Three Shot Length: 8 1/2”
  - Weight: 6.1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime—See Bullet point three regarding an important warranty consideration.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 590 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1624…$92.65
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1625…$109.80
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1962…$119.35
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1974…$145.70

Mossberg 590 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1624-3…$93.65
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1737…$110.20
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1963…$120.15
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 590 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1975…$146.60
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Mossberg 590 Barrel Clamp Specifications:
- Installs easily. Fits 12ga Mossberg 590 only.
- Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
- Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
- Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard anodized per mil-spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 590 12ga Barrel Clamp: GGG-1870...$39.90
Mossberg 590 Shotgun Shooters want the best for their shotguns. The standard Mossberg 590 follower does not offer the upgraded features tactical shooters are looking for. It's one of the first 590 shotgun components to be upgraded. The GG&G Mossberg 590 Follower for 12ga. shotguns is an enhanced follower manufactured with the Mossberg Tactical Shotgun Shooter in mind.

Enhanced Mossberg 590 Follower Specifications:
- Installs just like the factory 590 follower. No modification to the shotgun is required.
- Slots have been machined in the body of the follower to ease installation in shotguns with dimpled magazine tubes.
- The GG&G Mossberg Follower is manufactured from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminants imbedding into the body of the follower. These are the two major contributors to aftermarket follower malfunctions.
- The high visibility red insert is aluminum and is manufactured so that you cannot only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
- The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
- Weight: .5 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 590 Enhanced Follower: GGG-1439...$29.35
The GG&G one piece Mossberg 500/590 Receiver Scope Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical scope to the factory drilled
and tapped receiver of your Mossberg 500 and 590 shotguns. The design of the Mossberg 500/590 Scope Rail provides that low-profile
factory look.

Mossberg 500/590 Scope Mount Specifications:

- Low profile design.
- MIL-STD-1913 configuration.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical scope to your Mossberg 500 and Mossberg 590 shotguns.
- Easy installation to factory drilled and tapped receivers, or receivers drilled and tapped for 8-40 threads.
- Attaches with four steel Torx head screws. Torx wrench is included.
- Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for shooter’s safety.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 5.9” long.
- Weight: 1.4 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 500/590 Scope Mount: GGG-1074...$37.05
MOSSBERG 500/590 SIDE SADDLE SHELL HOLDER

500 and 590 12ga Tactical Shotguns

The GG&G unique design provides quick access to your ammunition at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Mossberg 500/590 Side Saddle Shell Holder facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber. Compatible with the short tactical length forearms only. Longer length sporting forearms will need to be replaced prior to installation of the Mossberg Side Saddle.

Mossberg 500/590 Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The Mossberg 500/590 Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin and the ejector replacement bolt.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish.
- Holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15° to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Mossberg 500 Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter’s style of reloading.
- The side saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per Mil-Spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz.
- Overall length: 6.5”.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 500/590 Six Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder: GGG-1515...$89.12
Mossberg 500 Flashlight Mount
The unique design of the GG&G Mossberg 500 Flashlight Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 500 12 ga shotgun.

Mossberg 500 Flashlight Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous. When used by a right-handed shooter the accessory rail will point rearward.
- When used by a left-handed shooter the accessory rail will point forward.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 500 shotgun.
- All edges have been rounded and smoothed to protect the shooter.
- The Accessory Rail dovetail is manufactured per MIL-STD-1913.
- Length: The Accessory Rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 500 Flashlight Mount: GGG-1619R...$30.85
The unique design of the GG&G Mossberg 500 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Mossberg 500 Sling And Flashlight Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily.
- Designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use.
- Ambidextrous. When used by a right handed shooter the accessory rail will point rearward. When used by a left handed shooter the accessory rail will point forward.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 500 shotgun.
- The looped sling attachment accepts HK style hooks and MASH hook sling attachments.
- All edges have been rounded and smoothed to protect the shooter.
- The Accessory Rail dovetail is manufactured per MIL-STD-1913.
- Length: The Accessory Rail measures 1 3/4" long.
- Finish: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 500 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount: GGG-1619...$31.35
MOSSBERG 500 FRONT AND REAR LOOPED SLING ATTACHMENTS
Designed for HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks

Low Profile Front and Rear Loop Sling Attachments Will Accommodate HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks

All Edges Are Rounded And Fully Deburred For The Shooter’s Safety

The Mossberg 500 Looped Front Sling Attachment is an easy to install rugged alternative to just clipping into the standard sling swivel or front sling plate with a quick clip or MASH hook. It is ambidextrous too. The Mossberg 500 Front Sling Attachment is machined in our facility from tough AS-35 Geneva steel. The corners have been rounded and dehorned for the operator’s safety. Many competing products are manufactured from insubstantial stamped sheet metal and have rather sharp edges that not only can cut you, but can cut your equipment, including your sling. As with all of our tactical products, this one has been designed for the rigors associated with professional use. It is finished in a non-reflective manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.

The Mossberg 500 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling setups as well as single point sling set ups. This Mossberg 500 Rear Sling Attachment will also fit the Mossberg 590. Models for right and left-handed shooters are available.

Single point slings using HK Style hooks or MASH hooks attached to shotguns such as the Mossberg 500, are very popular in military and law enforcement special operations circles. Because of the lack of an alternative method, most shooters have just clipped their single point sling with a snap hook into a standard sling swivel. Although this works, it is noisy and provides a loose and sloppy sling attachment. The Mossberg 500 Looped Rear Sling Attachment is the best alternative to clipping into the standard sling swivel or rear sling plate. Precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade solid billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec, it has been designed to withstand tough professional use. All edges have been dehorned and softened for your safety and to protect your equipment. The Mossberg 500 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can easily be installed by the operator.

Mossberg 500 Front and Right Hand Rear Loop Sling Attachment Combo: GGG-1523...$41.62
Mossberg 500 Front Loop Sling Attachment: GGG-1468...$14.85
Mossberg 500 Right Hand Rear Loop Sling Attachment: GGG-1284...$31.40
The Mossberg 500 Front Sling Attachment: We have manufactured a front sling attachment for the Mossberg 500 for some time, but our good friends at Specter Gear suggested a new design that worked better and saved manufacturing costs, which in turn means a lower price for you, our valued customer. Thanks Specter Gear!

The GG&G Mossberg 500 Front Sling Attachment easily installs by removing the barrel and star washer, sliding the GG&G sling adapter on top of the barrel extension, reinstalling the barrel and tightening the attachment screw through the new sling attachment. Besides providing a sturdy mounting position, it aids in satisfying one of the critical factors in a tactical equation, the ability to make a smooth, rapid and safe transition to your sidearm. It is designed to fit most 500 models such as the Persuader, Cruiser, Combo, and model numbers 500a and 88.

As with our other shotgun front sling attachments, this one is fully ambidextrous. The GG&G Mossberg 500 Shotgun Front Sling Attachment is machined from AS-35 Geneva Steel and manganese phosphated matte black to Mil-Spec. All corners and edges have been rounded and dehorned for the operator’s safety.

The GG&G Mossberg 500 Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling set ups or in a single point sling set up. This rear sling attachment will not only fit the Mossberg 500 shotgun, but will also fit the Mossberg 590 as well.

GG&G was one of the first to introduce a Single Point Rear Sling Attachment for the Mossberg 500 combat shotgun. Precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black, this shotgun sling attachment has been designed for the rigors associated with professional use. The GG&G Single Point Rear Sling Attachment will accommodate slings up to 1 1/4” in width and can easily be installed by the operator. This model is available for left handed shooters. The “L” after the part number signifies the model for left handed shooters.

PACKAGE DEAL: Save 10% on Mossberg 500 Front & Rear Sling Attachments: GGG-1613...$41.62
PACKAGE DEAL: Save 10% on Mossberg 500 Front & Rear Sling Attachments For Left Handed Shooters: GGG-1613L...$41.62
Mossberg 500 Front Sling Attachment: GGG-1223...$14.85
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1132...$31.40
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Sling Attachment For Left Handed Shooters: GGG-1132L...$31.40
The Mossberg 500 Shotgun is a very popular Mossberg shotgun. Not every shotgunner likes to use slings outfitted with the HK Style hooks or MASH hooks, yet they would still like to have the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for these shooters; The Mossberg 500 Quick Detach Front & Rear Sling Attachments. Both front and rear attachments are easy to install, feature limited sling swivel rotation, and come equipped with our Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels that accommodate 1 1/4” webbing. If you are an avid Mossberg 500 shooter, we think you’ll like these 500 QD Sling attachments.

Mossberg 500 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side QD sling mount.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 500 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- The Mossberg 500 Quick Detach Front Sling Attachment includes the Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Mossberg 500/590 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install. Also fits the Mossberg 590 shotgun.
- Can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Provides a QD rear side sling mount for the Mossberg 500/590.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 500/590 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- The Mossberg 500/590 Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment includes the Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
- Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooters safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Mossberg 500 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2163…$20.85
Mossberg 500 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1469…$33.95
Mossberg 500 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2164…$33.95
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2137…$29.05
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1429…$42.15
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2140…$42.15
The Mossberg 590 Front Sling Attachment is easy to install, is ambidextrous and provides a stable and rugged front mounting point for your standard sling. Unlike some competing products that are manufactured from insubstantial stamped sheet metal and have rather sharp edges that not only can cut the sling, but can cut you as well, the GG&G Shotgun Front Sling Attachment for the Mossberg 590 is machined in our facility from AS-35 Geneva steel. Of exceptionally high quality, this famous Swiss steel features molecular structure with elongated grains for added toughness. The corners have been rounded and dehorned for your safety. The rectangular slot will accommodate slings up to 1 1/4” wide. A ball bearing detent on the Mossberg Sling Attachment helps secure the unit behind the magazine tube’s end cap. After being dehorned it is manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

The GG&G Mossberg 590 Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling setups or in a single point sling setup. This rear sling attachment will not only fit the Mossberg 590 shotgun, but will also fit the Mossberg 500 as well. GG&G was one of the first to introduce a Single Point Rear Sling Attachment for the Mossberg 590 combat shotgun. Precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black, this shotgun sling attachment has been designed for the rigors associated with professional use.

The GG&G 590 Rear Sling Attachment will accommodate slings up to 1 1/4” in width and can easily be installed by the operator. This model is available for left handed shooters, and the “L” after the part number signifies the left handed model.

PACKAGE DEAL: Mossberg 590 Front & Rear Sling Attachments:
GGG-1466...$41.63
PACKAGE DEAL: Mossberg 590 Front & Rear Sling Attachments
For Left Handed Shooters: GGG-1466L...$41.63
Mossberg 590 Front Sling Attachment: GGG-1084-2...$14.85
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1132...$31.40
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Sling Attachment For Left Handed Shooters:
GGG-1132L...$31.40
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The Mossberg 590 Shotgun is one of the most popular Mossberg shotguns in the marketplace. Not every shotgunner likes to use slings outfitted with the HK Style hook or MASH hook, yet they would still like to have the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for those shooters: The Mossberg 590 Quick Detach Front & Rear Sling Attachments. Both front and rear attachments are easy to install, feature limited sling swivel rotation, and come equipped with our Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels that accommodate 1 1/4” webbing. If you are an avid Mossberg 590 shooter, we think you’ll like these 590 QD Sling attachments.

Mossberg 590 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side QD sling mount.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 590 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- Mossberg 590 Sling attachment includes Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap-up.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Mossberg 590 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact and easy to install. Also fits the Mossberg 500 shotgun.
- Can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Provides a side Quick Detach Mossberg 590 sling mount.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 590 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- Mossberg 590 Rear Sling attachment includes Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap-up.
- Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Front and Rear QD Sling Attachments Feature
Limited QD Swivel Rotation To Help Eliminate Sling Wrap Up.

Mossberg 590 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2136...$23.10
Mossberg 590 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1428...$36.20
Mossberg 590 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2139...$36.20
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2137...$29.05
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1429...$42.15
Mossberg 500/590 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2140...$42.15
MOSSBERG 590 FRONT & REAR LOOPED SLING ATTACHMENTS

Mossberg Sling Attachments are Designed for HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks

Use of HK Style hooks or MASH hooks on slings for shotguns such as the Mossberg 590 have become very popular in military, law enforcement special operations circles and for shotguns used in home defense. Because of the lack of an alternative method, most shooters have just clipped their slings with HK style hooks into a standard sling swivel. Although this “kinda” works, it is noisy and provides a loose and sloppy sling attachment.

The Mossberg 590 Looped Front Sling Attachment was developed to be used in combination with the GG&G Mossberg Looped Rear Sling Attachment in a conventional dual point sling setup to fill this specific need. It is an easy to install rugged alternative to clipping into the standard rectangular sling swivel or front sling plate and is ambidextrous. The 590 Looped Front Sling Attachment is machined in our facility from AS-35 Geneva steel. This famous Swiss steel features molecular structure with elongated grains for added toughness. The corners have been rounded and dehorned for your safety. A ball bearing detent on the Sling Attachment helps secure the unit behind the magazine tube’s end cap. It is finished in a non-reflective manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec. The Mossberg 590 Looped Sling Attachment WILL NOT fit the Mossberg 500 shotgun.

The Mossberg 590 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling setups as well as single point sling set ups. The Mossberg Looped Rear Sling Attachment will also fit the Mossberg 500 shotgun and is easy to install. It is precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade solid billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. All edges have been dehorned and softened for your safety and to protect your equipment.

The Mossberg 590 Ambidextrous Looped Rear Sling Attachment fills the requirement for an ambi-sling attachment and works great for left handed shooters. The manufacturing specs are the same as the Mossberg 590 Looped Rear Sling Attachment.

PACKAGE DEAL: Save 10% on Mossberg 590 Front & Rear Sling Attachments:
GGG-1462...$41.62
Mossberg 590 Front Sling Attachment:   GGG-1434...$14.85
Mossberg 590 Rear Sling Attachment:   GGG-1284...$31.40
Mossberg 590 Ambi Rear Sling Attachment:   GGG-1293...$31.40
Mossberg 930 Flashlight Mount

The unique design of the GG&G Mossberg 930 Flashlight Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight on your Mossberg 930 12gauge shotgun.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Mossberg has increased the barrel diameter on some of the 930 model shotguns. GG&G manufactures two different size Front Sling & Flashlight Mount Attachments to accommodate the different size barrels. Before you purchase this product, please measure your barrel’s diameter or circumference at a place ½” in front of the forearm to determine if this part will fit your shotgun. The small diameter barrel when measured with dial calipers is .860” or 2 ¾” in circumference when measured with a tape measure. The large barrel diameter is .925” when measured with dial calipers and 3” in circumference when using a tape measure. GGG-1622R only fits the large barrel.

Mossberg 930 Flashlight Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily.
- Great for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 930 shotgun.
- Ambidextrous Design. Can be mounted on either side of the Mossberg 930 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 930 Flashlight Mount: GGG-1622R...$30.85
The unique design of the GG&G Mossberg 930 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Mossberg 930 Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:
- Installs easily.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Mossberg 930 shotgun.
- Can be mounted on either side of the Mossberg 930 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The looped sling attachment accepts HK hooks and MASH hook sling attachments.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- The Mossberg 930 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides two sling attachment points: one high position and one low position. This allows for a sling attachment that best accommodates your shooting style and flashlight placement.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 930 Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount: GGG-1622...$32.95

For those customers with a small diameter barrel, please call GG&G at 800-380-2540 or visit the GG&G website to get the correct information regarding ordering the right product.
ALL GG&G PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN AMERICA BY MEN AND WOMEN PROUD TO BE AMERICANS!
MOSSBERG 930
MAGAZINE TUBE EXTENSIONS

Two Shot And Three Shot Tubes Available Quick To Install – No Mod Mossberg 930 Magazine Extensions

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR BARREL CLAMP PURCHASERS: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Mossberg 930 Magazine Tube Extensions:
The GG&G Mossberg 930 Magazine Extensions are easy to install as long as you have a working knowledge of how to break down your shotgun to perform maintenance procedures. No modification to the shotgun required. These two shot and three shot Magazine Extensions use the factory follower or you can save 10% and purchase Mossberg 930 Mag Tube Extensions and the GG&G Mossberg 930 Enhanced High Visibility Follower as a money saving package. In addition, you can purchase either mag tube extension in a 10% discounted package with the GG&G Mossberg 930 Barrel Clamp.

Mossberg 930 Magazine Tube Extension Specifications:
- Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
- Fits 12ga Mossberg 930 shotguns only.
- The two shot extension adds two additional rounds without increasing the overall length of the shotgun.

Continued on the next page.
• The front of the GG&G Mossberg 930 Two Shot Mag Tube Extension does not protrude beyond the barrel of a standard 18.1/2” model.

• The three shot extension adds three additional rounds and protrudes approximately 2 3/4” beyond the barrel of an 18 1/2” model. IMPORTANT: It’s important that you realize that having your Mag Tube Extension protrude past the muzzle may cause carbon build-up, scoring or discoloring to the mag tube extension, especially if you are using a ported choke tube. GG&G does not warranty this type of finish damage to the extension.

• Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus aluminum.

• When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Mossberg 930 mag tube extension nut, securely retains the barrel under recoil.

• The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.

• The end cap of the magazine extension tube can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.

• Both magazine extension tubes are machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.

• Package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.

• Two Shot Length: 6.5”.

• Weight: 5.5 oz.

• Three Shot Length: 8.785”

• Weight: 6.1 oz.

• Warranty: Lifetime - See bullet point 5 regarding an important warranty consideration.

• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 930 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1626...$92.65
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1627....$109.80
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1964....$119.25
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1976....$145.70

Mossberg 930 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1626-3....$93.65
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1738....$110.70
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1965....$120.18
SAVE 10%! Mossberg 930 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1977....$146.60
**MOSSBERG 930**

**12GA BARREL CLAMP**

The GG&G 12ga Shotgun Barrel Clamps Are Made Specifically For The Current GG&G Mag Tube Extensions With A Relief Cut

**IMPORTANT NOTICE:** The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

**Mossberg 930 Barrel Clamp Specifications:**
- Installs easily. Fits 12ga Mossberg 930 only.
- Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
- Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
- Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard anodized per mil-spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Mossberg 930 12ga Barrel Clamp:** GGG-1811....$39.90
Mossberg 930 Shotgun Shooters want the best for their shotguns. The standard Mossberg 930 follower does not offer the upgraded features tactical shooters are looking for. It’s one of the first 930 shotgun components to be upgraded. The GG&G Mossberg 930 Follower for Mossberg 12ga. shotguns is an enhanced follower manufactured with the Mossberg Shotgun Shooter in mind.

Enhanced Mossberg 930 Follower Specifications:

- Installs just like the factory 930 follower. No modification to the shotgun required.
- The GG&G Mossberg Follower is manufactured from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminants imbedding into the body of the follower. These are the two major contributors to aftermarket follower malfunctions.
- The high visibility red insert is aluminum and is manufactured so that you cannot only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
- The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 930 Enhanced Follower: GGG-1440...$29.35
The GG&G unique design provides quick access to your ammunition at an angle that matches your hand. The GG&G Mossberg 930 Side Saddle Shell Holder facilitates loading the mag tube and the chamber.

**Mossberg 930 Side Saddle Shell Holder Specifications:**

- As easy to install as changing a car tire.
- No modifications are required to the weapon for installation.
- The Mossberg 930 Side Saddle mounts solidly to receiver using provided steel trigger pin and ejector replacement bolts.
- Non-marring backing plate will not damage the receiver’s finish.
- Holds 12ga ammunition at a unique angle of 15 degrees to facilitate the speed of bottom loading the magazine tube or top loading of the chamber.
- With the Mossberg 9360 Side Saddle Shell Holder, shotshells can be retained in base up or base down position depending on shooter’s reloading style.
- The side saddle features a durable, oil resistant, replaceable shotshell retention system.
- Manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Type III hard anodized black per Mil-Spec.
- Ergonomic design including lightning cuts for weight reduction.
- Weight: 5.5 oz.
- Overall length: 6.5”.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 930 Six Shot Side Saddle Shell Holder: GGG-1516...$89.12
Mossberg 930 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle:
A catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal could occur if there is a failure to retract the bolt handle completely in a stress fire situation. Don’t risk it!!! Replace the Mossberg 930 factory charging handle with one that not only is easily grabbed in tactical encounters, but one that personalizes your shotgun; The GG&G Mossberg 930 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle.

Mossberg 930 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Easy to install. No modifications are needed to your shotgun.
- The Mossberg 930 Slotted Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Mossberg 930 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- Provides light weight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooters safety.
- The Mossberg 930 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle does not rotate.
- Material: Manufactured from ordnance steel.
- Heat treated to Rockwell 45 C to sustain the punishment of professional use.
- Finish: Manganese phosphate finished non-reflective matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: .6oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 930 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle   GGG-2014...$36.00
Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle:
A catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal could occur if there is a failure to retract the bolt handle completely in a stress fire situation. Don’t risk it!!! Now you can replace the Mossberg 930 factory charging handle with one that is easily grabbed and looks great. The GG&G Mossberg Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle.

Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Easy to install. No modifications are needed to your shotgun.
- The Mossberg 930 Custom Color Enhanced Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Mossberg 930 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- Provides lightweight, consistent reliable functioning.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- The Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle does not rotate.
- Material Body: Manufactured from ordnance steel.
- Heat treated to Rockwell 45 C to sustain the punishment of professional use.
- Body Finish: Manganese phosphate finished non-reflective matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: Less than 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle: GGG-1532....$29.35
SAVE 10% When You Purchase The Mossberg 930 Charging Handle With The Mossberg 930 Tactical Bolt Release Pad: GGG-1759....$76.00
MOSSBERG 930 TACTICAL BOLT RELEASE PAD
Increase Your Mossberg’s Performance!

Mossberg 930 Tactical Bolt Release Pad:
The small Mossberg factory button is tough to locate by feel during the high stress encountered in most tactical environments. To improve tactile recognition, GG&G developed an oversize tactical bolt release pad for the Mossberg 930 shotgun. This is an accessory that could very well save your life in a fire fight.

Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Bolt Release Pad Specifications:

- The knurled pad is easy to locate by touch and manipulate, even with a gloved hand.
- Although not difficult to install, the Mossberg 930 Bolt Release Pad requires that you be familiar with the technical dis-assembly of the shotgun and be mechanically inclined. If not, the component should be installed by a competent gunsmith. Installation requires basic tools.
- All parts and instructions are included in the Tactical Bolt Release kit.
- We use a new factory Mossberg carrier latch, modified for the new tac pad.
- All edges have been rounded and de-burred for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: The GG&G Mossberg 930 Tactical Bolt Release Pad is manufactured from 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Size: 1 1/4” x 5/8”.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Mossberg 930 Enhanced Tactical Bolt Release Pad: GGG-1756....$54.30
SAVE 10% When You Purchase The Mossberg 930 Tactical Bolt Release Pad And 930 Charging Handle: GGG-1759....$74.40
The GG&G one piece Mossberg 930 Receiver Scope Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical scope to the factory drilled and tapped receiver of your Mossberg 930 shotgun.

Mossberg 930 Scope Mount Specifications:
- Low profile design.
- MIL-STD-1913 configuration.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical scope to your Mossberg 930 shotgun.
- Easy installation to factory drilled and tapped receivers, or receivers drilled and tapped for 8-40 threads.
- Attaches with four steel Torx head screws. Torx wrench is included.
- Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter's safety.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 5.9"
- Weight: 1.2 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Mossberg 930 Scope Mount: GGG-1069...$39.95
The Mossberg 930 semi-auto shotgun has a strong following and many 930 shooters have asked us to "get with it" and manufacture a front sling attachment and a rear attachment (installed right behind the receiver) for this formidable shotgun. We are proud to announce that we "got with it" and are now offering ambidextrous front and rear sling mounts for the Mossberg 930 shotgun.

The Mossberg 930 Front Sling Attachment is manufactured from AS-35 Geneva steel. Of exceptionally high quality, this famous Swiss steel features molecular structure with elongated grains for added toughness. The rectangular design will accommodate 1 1/4" sling webbing. As an added feature all corners and edges have been rounded and dehorned for the operator's safety. After being dehorned the sling mount is manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec. A ball bearing detent on the Front Sling Attachment has a built in floating hardened steel ball that aides in keeping the extended magazine tube from backing off under recoil.

The Mossberg 930 Rear Sling Mount is designed to be used both as a single point sling attachment or in a more traditional sling set up when used in conjunction with the front sling mount. It will accommodate 1 1/4" inch webbing and easily installs directly behind the receiver. When used as a single point set up, it allows the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. As a result, during dynamic entries it is easier to "cut the pie" at doorways and move around corners, whether they are on the right side or left side, without telegraphing the operator's position. In addition, slings attached to a single point mount work especially well when operators are deployed wearing body armor or are involved in breaching operations.

The GG&G Rear Sling Attachment has been designed and manufactured to withstand the rigors associated with professional use. It is precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. All corners and edges have been rounded and dehorned for the operator's safety.

**PACKAGE DEAL:** Save 10% on Mossberg 930 Front & Rear Sling Attachments:
- GGG-1349...$27.55
- Mossberg 930 Front Sling Attachment: GGG-1347...$14.85
- Mossberg 930 Rear Sling Attachment: GGG-1348...$15.75

For those customers with a small diameter barrel, please call GG&G at 800-380-2540 or visit the GG&G website to get the correct information regarding ordering the right product.
MOSSBERG 930 FRONT & REAR LOOPED SLING ATTACHMENTS

Mossberg 930 Sling Attachments are Designed for HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks

The Mossberg 930 Looped Front Sling Attachment was developed to be used in combination with the GG&G Mossberg Looped Rear Sling Attachment in a conventional dual point sling setup.

Use of HK Style hooks or MASH hooks on slings for shotguns such as the Mossberg 930 have become very popular in military, law enforcement special operations circles and for shotguns used in home defense. Because of the lack of an alternative method, most shooters have just clipped their slings with snap hooks into a standard sling swivel. Although this “kinda” works, it is noisy and provides a loose and sloppy sling attachment.

The Mossberg 930 Looped Front Sling Attachment is an easy to install rugged alternative to clipping into the standard sling swivel or front sling plate and is ambidextrous. The 590 Front Sling Attachment is machined in our facility from AS-35 Geneva steel. Of exceptionally high quality, this famous Swiss steel features molecular structure with elongated grains for added toughness. The corners have been rounded and dehorned for the operator’s safety. Many competing products are manufactured from insubstantial stamped sheet metal and have rather sharp edges that not only can cut you, but can cut your equipment, including your sling. As with all of our tactical products, this one has been designed for the rigors associated with professional use. A ball bearing detent on the Sling Attachment helps secure the unit behind the magazine tube’s end cap. It is finished in a non-reflective manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.

The Mossberg 930 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can be used in conventional dual point sling setups as well as single point sling set ups. Single point slings using HK Style hooks or MASH hooks attached to shotguns such as the Mossberg 930, are very popular in military and law enforcement special operations circles. Because of the lack of an alternative method, most shooters have just clipped their single point sling with a snap hook into a standard sling swivel. Although this works, it is noisy and provides a loose and sloppy sling attachment.

The Mossberg 930 Looped Rear Sling Attachment is the best alternative to clipping into the standard sling swivel or rear sling plate. Precision machined from 7075 aircraft grade solid billet aluminum alloy and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec, it has been designed to withstand tough professional use. All edges have been dehorned and softened for your safety and to protect your equipment. The Mossberg 930 Looped Rear Sling Attachment can easily be installed by the operator.

PACKAGE DEAL: SAVE 10% on Mossberg 930 Front & Rear Looped Sling Attachments:  GGG-1464...$28.82
Mossberg 930 Looped Front Sling Attachment:  GGG-1427...$14.85
Mossberg 930 Rear Sling Attachment:  GGG-1426...$17.17

For those customers with a small diameter barrel, please call GG&G at 800-380-2540 or visit the GG&G website to get the correct information regarding ordering the right product.
The Mossberg 930 Shotgun is a favorite with Mossberg shotgunners. Not every shotgunner likes to use slings outfitted with the HK style hook or MASH hook, yet they would still like to have the tactical flexibility that a quick detach sling provides. GG&G has developed a solution for these shooters: The Mossberg 930 Quick Detach Front & Rear Sling Attachments. Both front and rear attachments are easy to install, feature limited sling swivel rotation, and come equipped with our Enhanced Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels that accommodate 1 1/4" webbing. If you are an avid Mossberg 930 shooter, we think you’ll like these 930 QD Sling attachments.

**Mossberg 930 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact and easy to install.
- Ambidextrous.
- Provides a side QD sling mount.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 930 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- The Mossberg 930 QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" slings.
- The Mossberg 930 QD Front Sling Attachment includes our Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap-up.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

**Mossberg 930 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact and easy to install.
- Can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Provides a QD rear side sling mount for the Mossberg 930 shotgun.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Mossberg 930 for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4" slings.
- The Mossberg 930 Rear Sling Attachment includes the Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap-up.
- Model available for left handed shooters.
- Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

For those customers with a small diameter barrel, please call GG&G at 800-380-2540 or visit the GG&G website to get the correct information regarding ordering the right product.

**Price List:**
- Mossberg 930 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2168...$21.90
- Mossberg 930 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1535...$35.00
- Mossberg 930 Front Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2172...$35.00
- Mossberg 930 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment - No Swivel: GGG-2169...$23.79
- Mossberg 930 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Rectangular Swivel: GGG-1534...$36.89
- Mossberg 930 Rear Heavy Duty QD Sling Attachment With Angular Swivel: GGG-2173...$36.89
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR BARREL CLAMP PURCHASERS: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Benelli M1 Magazine Tube Extensions:
The GG&G Benelli M1 Magazine Extensions are easy to install as long as you have a working knowledge of how to break down your shotgun to perform maintenance procedures. No modification to the shotgun required. These two shot and three shot Magazine Extensions use the factory follower or you can save 10% and purchase Benelli M1 Mag Tube Extensions and the GG&G Benelli Enhanced High Visibility Follower as a money saving package. In addition, you can purchase either mag tube extension in a 10% discounted package with the GG&G Benelli M1 Barrel Clamp.
Benelli M1 Magazine Tube Extension Specifications:

- Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
- Fits 12ga Benelli M1 shotguns only.
- Both the two shot and three shot Benelli M1 Mag Tube Extensions do not protrude beyond the barrel of a standard 18.5” model.
- Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus aluminum.
- When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Benelli M1 mag tube extension nut, securely retains the barrel under recoil.
- The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- The end cap of the magazine extension tube can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.
- The magazine extension tube is machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.

Two Shot Tube Length: 6.690”
- Weight: 6.8 oz.
Three Shot Tube Length: 8.962”
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M1 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1674...$92.65
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1684...$109.80
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1954...$119.30
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1966...$145.70

Benelli M1 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1674-3...$93.35
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1698...$110.40
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1955...$119.90
SAVE 10%! Benelli M1 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1967...$146.30
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Benelli M1 Barrel Clamp Specifications:
- Installs easily. Fits 12ga Benelli M1 only.
- Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
- Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
- Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard anodized per mil-spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 1.3 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!!

Benelli M1 12ga Barrel Clamp: GGG-1871…$39.90
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, INSTAGRAM & PINTEREST FOR ALL THE LAST SALES & PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS!
Benelli Shotguns are some of the quickest shotguns in the market today. The standard Benelli follower however does not offer the upgraded features tactical shooters are looking for. The GG&G Benelli Follower for the Benelli M1, M2, M3, and M4 12 ga. shotguns is an enhanced follower manufactured with the Benelli Tactical Shotgun Shooter in mind.

**Benelli Enhanced Follower for M1, M2, M3, & M4 12ga Shotguns**

**Features Wear And Corrosion Resistant Stainless Steel Construction With A High Visibility Red Insert**

Stainless Steel Body Not Only Provides Smooth Operation, But Eliminates Corrosion Issues.

The Stainless Body Resists Galling And Contaminant Imbedding, The Two Major Contributors To After Market Follower Malfunctions.

High Visibility Aluminum Insert.

Benelli Shotguns are some of the quickest shotguns in the market today. The standard Benelli follower however does not offer the upgraded features tactical shooters are looking for. The GG&G Benelli Follower for the Benelli M1, M2, M3, and M4 12 ga. shotguns is an enhanced follower manufactured with the Benelli Tactical Shotgun Shooter in mind.

**Benelli Enhanced Follower for M1, M2, M3, & M4 12ga Shotguns Specifications:**

- The Enhanced Benelli Follower fits the Benelli M1, M2, M3, and M4 12ga. shotguns.
- Installs just like the factory Benelli follower. No modification to the shotgun is required.
- The GG&G Benelli Follower is manufactured from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminants imbedding into the body of the follower. These are the two major contributors to aftermarket followers malfunctioning.
- The high visibility red insert is aluminum and is manufactured so that you cannot only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
- The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**Benelli Enhanced Follower for M1, M2, M3, and M4 12 ga. Shotguns: GGG-1509...$29.35**
Benelli Tactical Charging Handle For M1, M2 And M3 Benelli Shotguns:
The retracting bolt handle issued with the popular Benelli M1 Super 90, M2, and M3 fighting shotguns is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. To prevent this, our engineering staff has designed one of the most practical Benelli shotgun accessories on the market. It is an oversized, knurled, rotating Benelli Tactical Charging Handle for the Benelli law enforcement series shotguns. Just remove the small factory retracting handle and replace it with our superior Benelli M1 charging handle.

Benelli M1, M2 And M3 Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
- Important: This Benelli Charging Handle is specifically designed, tested and manufactured for the Benelli M1, M2, and M3 shotguns.
- The Benelli Tactical Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Benelli M1 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- Material: Benelli Charging Handle is made from 4140 ordnance steel, heat-treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- Body Finish: non-reflective combat matte black, mil-spec manganese phosphate finish.
- Weight: 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M1, M2, and M3 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle:  GGG-1031....$26.75
SAVE 10% When You Purchase The Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad And
Benelli Tactical Charging Handle:  GGG-1760...$135.30
Benelli Slotted Tactical Charging Handle For M1, M2 And M3 Benelli Shotguns:
The factory retracting bolt handle found on the Benelli M1 Super 90, M2, and M3 fighting shotguns is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Your failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. We have improved the appearance and lightened our standard Benelli M1 Charging Handle with the GG&G Benelli Slotted Tactical Charging Handle For M1, M2 And M3 Benelli Shotguns. Just remove the small factory retracting handle and replace it with our superior Benelli Slotted Tactical Charging Handle.

Benelli M1, M2 And M3 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
• Important: This Benelli Slotted Charging Handle is specifically designed, tested and manufactured for the Benelli M1, M2, and M3 12ga shotguns.
• The Benelli Slotted Tactical Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Benelli M1 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
• Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
• Material: Benelli Charging Handle is made from 4140 ordnance steel, heat-treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
• Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
• All edges are deburred for the shooters safety.
• Finish: non-reflective combat matte black, mil-spec manganese phosphate finish.
• Weight: .6 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli Slotted Charging Handle For M1, M2, and M3 Benelli Shotguns   GGG-2012...$34.00
Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad For M1, M2 And M3 Benelli Shotguns:

During the high stress encountered in most tactical environments, it’s extremely difficult to locate by feel the small bolt release button found on the Benelli M1 Super 90, M2, M3 and the M3 Super 90. To improve tactile recognition, we developed an oversize tactical Benelli bolt release pad for these popular shotguns. The Benelli bolt release is an accessory that could very well save your life in a fire fight.

Benelli M1, M2 And M3 Tactical Bolt Release Pad Specifications:

- The knurled pad is easy to locate by touch and manipulate, even with a gloved hand.
- The GG&G Benelli Tac Pad is manufactured to not rotate as other pads in the market place do.
- The Benelli Bolt Release Pad is very easy to install. Installation only requires basic tools and mechanical skills.
- All parts and instructions are included in the Tactical Bolt Release kit.
- The price includes a new factory Benelli carrier latch, modified for the new tac pad. You do not have to drill and tap any item in this kit.
- All edges have been rounded and de-burred for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: The GG&G Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad is manufactured from 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum
- Size: 1 1/4” x 5/8”.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M1, M2, and M3 Enhanced Tactical Bolt Release Pads: GGG-1030....$124.65

SAVE 10% When You Purchase The Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad And Benelli Tactical Charging Handle: GGG-1760....$135.30
The unique design of the GG&G Benelli M2 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

Benelli M2 Sling & Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:

- Installs easily.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Benelli M2 shotgun.
- Can be mounted on either side of the Benelli M2 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The Benelli M2 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides two sling attachment points: one high position and one low position. This allows for a sling attachment that best accommodates your shooting style and flashlight placement.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight 1.7 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

Benelli M2 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount: GGG-1621...$31.35
The ambidextrous design of the GG&G Benelli M2 Flashlight Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight on either side of the shotgun to accommodate your shooting style.

**Benelli M2 Flashlight Mount Specifications:**
- Installs easily.
- Excellent for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Benelli M2 shotgun.
- This ambidextrous flashlight mount can be mounted on either side of the Benelli M2 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America by Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Benelli M2 Flashlight Mount**: GGG-1621R...$30.85
The Benelli M2 Shotgun is renowned for providing accurate fire and a fast cycling action in both competition and tactical situations. Loyal M2 shooters have asked us to take a hard look at the Benelli and design and manufacture accessories for this shotgun. A full line of sling attachments were the first products you requested, so we are now manufacturing three different setups. The standard Benelli M2 Front and Rear Sling Attachments shown here, a set of Front And Rear Looped Sling Attachments for HK style hooks and MASH hooks, and a set of Benelli M2 Quick Detach Front And Rear Sling Attachments with heavy duty QD sling swivels.

**Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment solidly mounts behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- Manufactured with a ball bearing detent to help secure it in place.
- Ambidextrous.
- The M2 Front Sling Attachment provides the preferred front side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

**Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli Rear Sling Attachment mounts just behind the receiver.
- The Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment provides the preferred front side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- The M2 Rear Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Ambidextrous.
- Manufactured from solid billet 7075-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Both Front And Rear Sling Attachments Solidly Mount To The Shotgun And Are Large Enough To Accommodate 1 1/4” Slings.

The Benelli M2 Shotgun is renowned for providing accurate fire and a fast cycling action in both competition and tactical situations. Loyal M2 shooters have asked us to take a hard look at the Benelli and design and manufacture accessories for this shotgun. A full line of sling attachments were the first products you requested, so we are now manufacturing three different setups. The standard Benelli M2 Front and Rear Sling Attachments shown here, a set of Front And Rear Looped Sling Attachments for HK style hooks and MASH hooks, and a set of Benelli M2 Quick Detach Front And Rear Sling Attachments with heavy duty QD sling swivels.

**Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment solidly mounts behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- Manufactured with a ball bearing detent to help secure it in place.
- Ambidextrous.
- The M2 Front Sling Attachment provides the preferred front side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

**Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:**
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli Rear Sling Attachment mounts just behind the receiver.
- The Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment provides the preferred front side sling mounting position for 1 1/4” slings.
- The M2 Rear Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Ambidextrous.
- Manufactured from solid billet 7075-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

---

**Benelli M2 Front And Rear Sling Attachment Combo:**  GGG-1508...$41.17  
**Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment:**  GGG-1505...$14.85  
**Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment:**  GGG-1506...$30.90
The Benelli M2 Shotgun is renowned for providing accurate fire and a fast cycling action in both competitive and tactical situations. Loyal M2 shooters have asked us to take a hard look at the Benelli and design and manufacture accessories for this shotgun. A full line of sling attachments were the first products you requested, so we are now manufacturing three different sling attachment options: The Benelli M2 Front and Rear Looped Sling Attachments For HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks as shown here, a set of Standard Front And Rear Sling Attachments, and a set of Benelli M2 Quick Detach Front And Rear Sling Attachments With Heavy Duty QD Sling Swivels.

Benelli M2 Front Looped Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli M2 Front Looped Sling Attachment mounts behind the end cap of the shotgun’s magazine tube.
- Manufactured with a ball bearing detent to help secure it in place.
- Ambidextrous.
- The M2 Front Sling Attachment provides a front side sling mount for HK Style hooks and MASH hooks.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel to withstand the rigors of combat.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli M2 Rear Looped Sling Attachment mounts just behind the receiver.
- The M2 Looped Rear Sling Attachment provides a looped rear sling mount in the preferred side mount position.
- The M2 Rear Looped Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- Ambidextrous.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel to withstand tough professional use.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Both Front And Rear Sling Attachments Solidly Mount To The Shotgun And Accommodate HK Style Hooks And MASH Hooks.

All Edges Are Rounded And Fully Deburred For The Shooter’s Safety.
The Benelli M2 Shotgun is renowned for providing accurate fire and a fast cycling action in both competitive and tactical situations. Loyal M2 shooters have asked us to take a hard look at the Benelli and design and manufacture accessories for this shotgun. A full line of sling attachments were the first products you requested, so we are now manufacturing three different sling attachment options: The Benelli M2 Quick Detach Front and Rear Sling Attachments shown here, a set of Standard Front And Rear Sling Attachments, and a set of Benelli M2 Front And Rear Looped Sling Attachments For HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks.

Front and Rear QD Sling Attachments Feature Limited QD Swivel Rotation To Help Eliminate Sling Wrap Up.

The Benelli M2 Shotgun is renowned for providing accurate fire and a fast cycling action in both competitive and tactical situations. Loyal M2 shooters have asked us to take a hard look at the Benelli and design and manufacture accessories for this shotgun. A full line of sling attachments were the first products you requested, so we are now manufacturing three different sling attachment options: The Benelli M2 Quick Detach Front and Rear Sling Attachments shown here, a set of Standard Front And Rear Sling Attachments, and a set of Benelli M2 Front And Rear Looped Sling Attachments For HK Style Hooks and MASH Hooks.

Benelli M2 QD Front Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- Ambidextrous.
- The Benelli M2 QD Front Sling Attachment provides the preferred side sling mount position.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Benelli M2 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- The Benelli M2 QD Front Sling Attachment includes our Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
- Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Benelli M2 QD Rear Sling Attachment Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli M2 QD Rear Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- The Benelli M2 QD Rear Sling Mount provides the preferred side sling mount position.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Benelli M2 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Includes Enhanced Heavy Duty Quick Detach Sling Swivel.
- QD Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- The Benelli M2 Sling Attachment includes our Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
- Manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Bead blasted and Type III hard anodized in matte black per Mil-Spec.

Benelli M2 Front Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel: GGG-2176…$21.40
Benelli M2 Front Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Attachment: GGG-1540…$34.50
Benelli M2 Front Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Attachment: GGG-2180…$34.50
Benelli M2 Rear Sling Attachment - No Sling Swivel: GGG-2177…$29.05
Benelli M2 Rear Heavy Duty Rectangular QD Sling Attachment: GGG-1541…$42.15
Benelli M2 Rear Heavy Duty Angular QD Sling Attachment: GGG-2181…$42.15
The GG&G one piece Benelli M2 Receiver Scope Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical scope to the factory drilled and tapped receiver of your Benelli M2 shotgun. The Benelli M2 Scope Rail fits just in front of the factory rear sight for that low-profile factory look. The Benelli M2 Scope Rail will also fit the Benelli M4 Scope Rail if the factory rail is damaged or is missing from a used Benelli M4.

**Benelli M2 Scope Mount Specifications:**
- Low profile design.
- MIL-STD-1913 configuration.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical scope to your Benelli M2 shotgun.
- Easy installation to factory drilled and tapped receivers, or receivers drilled and tapped for 8-40 threads.
- Attaches with four steel Torx head screws. Torx wrench is included.
- Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
- Length: 4.5”.
- Weight: 1.2 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**Benelli M2 Scope Mount:**  GGG-1077...$36.50
**IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR BARREL CLAMP PURCHASERS:** The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

**Benelli M2 Magazine Tube Extensions:**

- Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
- Fits 12ga Benelli M2 shotguns only.
- If you are going to install the GG&G two shot or three shot magazine tube extensions on your Benelli Tactical Shotgun you...
must first remove the factory one shot magazine extension tube. The addition of the GG&G two shot magazine tube extension will allow you to keep a total of 6 rounds in the magazine. If you use the GG&G three shot magazine tube extension you will now have a 7 round capacity in the magazine.

- Both the two shot and three shot Benelli M2 Mag Tube Extensions do not protrude beyond the barrel of a standard 18.5” model.
- Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus aluminum.
- When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Benelli M2 mag tube extension nut, securely retains the barrel under recoil.
- The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- The end cap of the magazine extension tube can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.
- The magazine extension tube is machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.
- Two Shot Tube Length: 6.690”.
- Weight: 6.8 oz.
- Three Shot Tube Length: 8.962”
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M2 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1628...$92.65
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1629...$109.80
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1955...$119.90
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1968...$145.60

Benelli M2 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1628-3...$93.65
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1739...$110.40
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And Barrel Clamp Package: GGG-1957...$119.90
SAVE 10%! Benelli M2 Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension With Barrel Clamp And High Visibility Follower Package:
GGG-1969...$146.30
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Benelli M2 Barrel Clamp Specifications:
• Installs easily. Fits 12ga Benelli M2 only.
• Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
• Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
• Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
• All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
• Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
• Finish: Type III hard anodized per mil-spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
• Weight: 1.3 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M2 12ga Barrel Clamp: GGG-1812....$39.90
The unique design of the GG&G Benelli M4 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy and inexpensive way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point.

**Benelli M4 Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:**
- Installs easily.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Benelli M4 shotgun.
- Can be mounted on either side of the Benelli M4 to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The Benelli M4 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides two sling attachment points: one high position and one low position. This allows for a sling attachment that best accommodates your shooting style and flashlight placement.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Benelli M4 Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount:** GGG-1689...$31.35
One of the hottest shotguns in tactical circles is the Benelli M4. However, many tactical shotgun shooters want a single point sling attachment located at the rear of the receiver. Not only did they want that requirement, but “Make It Quick Detach” is what we heard. That’s why we designed, developed and tested our Benelli M4 Quick Detach Sling Attachment. It comes with your choice of GG&G Heavy Duty Quick detach Sling Swivels; rectangular or angular. Setting up the Benelli M4 QD sling attachment’s single point/receiver end plate in this manner makes it easier to “cut the pie” at doorways and corners without telegraphing your position. If you want a non-QD Rear Sling Attachment that accepts HK style snap hooks or Mash Hooks check out the GG&G Benelli M4 Looped Rear Sling Attachment.

Benelli M4 Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:

- Rugged and compact.
- Can be installed in about 30 minutes.
- Designed, tested and manufactured for professional use.
- The Benelli M4 QD Rear Sling Attachment can be used with a two-point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment.
- With just a push of the QD button, unsling your Benelli M4 shotgun for tactical flexibility.
- Available with or without either the GG&G 1 ¾” HD Sling Rectangular Swivel or the GG&G Angular QD Sling Swivel.
- QD Rectangular Sling Swivel accommodates up to 1 1/4” slings.
- QD Angular Sling Swivel accommodates HK Style Quick Clips or Mash Hooks.
- The Benelli M4 Quick Detach Rear Sling Attachment includes the Limited Rotation Sling Swivel feature to help eliminate sling wrap up.
- All edges have been dehorned for shooters safety.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2 oz. with the HD QD Sling Swivel installed.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M4 QD Rear Sling Attachment - No QD Swivel:  GGG-2161...
Benelli M4 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Rectangular QD Swivel:  GGG-1994...
Benelli M4 QD Rear Sling Attachment With HD Angular QD Swivel:  GGG-1993...
The Benelli M4 shotgun is one of the hottest shotguns in tactical circles. However, many tactical shotgun shooters including the United States Marine Corp, contacted us and commented that as good as the M4 is, American tactical shooters needed improved Benelli accessories such as a single point sling attachment located just behind the receiver that accepts HK Style hooks or MASH hooks. Our Benelli M4 Rectangular Sling Attachment works great for standard slings that feed through the attachment, but not so well for slings with HK Style clips or MASH hooks. That’s why we developed our Benelli M4 Looped Sling Attachment. Fully ambidextrous, the sling attachment allows the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. Setting up the Benelli M4 sling attachment’s single point/receiver end plate in this manner makes it easier to “cut the pie” at doorways and corners without telegraphing your position. In addition, single point setups that use HK Style hooks or MASH hooks are used a great deal by door breachers, so to fill this tactical gap, the GG&G team has done it again with the looped ambidextrous single point sling attachment for the Benelli M4 Tactical Shotgun.

Designed and manufactured for professional use, The Benelli M4 Looped Sling Attachment is machined from 4140 ordnance steel and is manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec. The low profile loop will accommodate almost all of the current hooks and clips. Installation does require removal of the rear stock. A special patent pending tool designed, developed and manufactured by GG&G is required for this procedure and is included in the package along with complete instructions. In field tests, installation took between 15 and 22 minutes to complete.

Benelli M4 Rear Looped Sling Attachment: GGG-1460...$36.55
Benelli M4 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle:
The factory M4 bolt charging handle of the Benelli M4 Tactical shotgun is difficult to grasp during the stress and high anxiety
associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that could be fatal.
For years GG&G has offered one of the most practical Benelli shotgun accessories on the market, an oversized, knurled, rotating
Benelli Tactical Charging Handle. We have improved the appearance and lightened our standard M4 Charging Handle with the GG&G
Benelli M4 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle. Just remove the small factory retracting handle and replace it with our superior Benelli
M4 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle.

Benelli M4 Slotted Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:
• Important: The M4 Charging Handle is specifically designed, manufactured and tested for the Benelli M4 shotgun.
• The Benelli Slotted Tactical Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Benelli M4 charging handle providing a more
  positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
• Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or
  when wearing gloves.
• All edges are deburred for the shooters safety.
• Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
• Material: The Benelli M4 Tactical Charging Handle is made from 4140 ordnance steel, heat-treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
• Finish: A non-reflective combat matte black mil-spec manganese phosphate finish.
• Weight: .6 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!
The retracting bolt handle issued with the popular Benelli M4 Tactical shotgun is difficult to grasp during the high anxiety associated with a gunfight. Failure to retract the bolt handle completely could lead to a catastrophic malfunction that is potentially fatal. To prevent this, our engineering staff has designed one of the most practical Benelli shotgun accessories on the market. It is an oversized, knurled, rotating Benelli Tactical Charging Handle for the Benelli law enforcement series shotguns. Just remove the small factory retracting handle and replace it with our superior Benelli M4 charging handle.

**Benelli M4 Tactical Charging Handle Specifications:**
- Important: The M4 Charging Handle is specifically designed, manufactured and tested for the Benelli M4 shotgun.
- The Benelli Tactical Charging Handle is much larger than the factory Benelli M4 charging handle providing a more positive method of charging, especially in stress fire situations.
- Heavy knurling reduces the chance of your fingers or hand slipping off the charging handle during stress fire situations or when wearing gloves.
- All edges are deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- Rounded edges provide a snag free operation.
- Material: The Benelli M4 Tactical Charging Handle is made from 4140 ordnance steel, heat-treated to Rockwell 45 C hardness.
- Body Finish: a non-reflective combat matte black mil-spec manganese phosphate finish.
- Weight: 1.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Benelli M4 Enhanced Tactical Charging Handle:**  GGG-1032...$26.75

**SAVE 10% You Purchase The Benelli Tactical Charging Handle And Benelli Tactical Charging Handle As A Package:**  GGG-1762-M4...$135.30
Benelli M4 Tactical Bolt Release Pad:
During the high stress encountered in most tactical environments, it’s extremely difficult to locate by feel the small bolt release button found on the Benelli 1014/M4. To improve tactile recognition, we developed an oversize tactical Benelli bolt release pad for these popular shotguns. The Benelli bolt release is an accessory that could very well save your life in a fire fight.

Benelli M4 Tactical Bolt Release Pad Specifications:
- The knurled pad is easy to locate by touch and manipulate, even with a gloved hand.
- The GG&G Tac Pad is manufactured to not rotate as other pads in the market place do.
- The Benelli Bolt Release Pad is very easy to install. Installation only requires basic tools and mechanical skills.
- All parts and instructions are included in the Tactical Bolt Release kit.
- The price includes a new factory Benelli carrier latch, modified for the new tac pad. You do not have to drill and tap any item in this kit.
- All edges have been rounded and de-burred for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: The GG&G Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad is manufactured from 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
- Size: 1 1/4” x 5/8”.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli M4 Enhanced Tactical Bolt Release Pad:  GGG-1030-M4....$124.65

SAVE 10% When You Purchase The Benelli Tactical Bolt Release Pad And Benelli Tactical Charging Handle
As A Package:  GGG-1762-M4....$135.30
Benelli Nova and Super Nova Magazine Tube Extensions:
The GG&G Benelli Nova And SuperNova Magazine Extensions are easy to install as long as you have a working knowledge of how to
break down your shotgun to perform maintenance procedures. They attach without modification to the shotgun. These two shot and three
shot Magazine Extensions use the factory follower or you can save 10% and purchase Benelli Mag Tube Extensions and the GG&G Benelli
Enhanced High Visibility Follower as a money saving package.

Benelli Nova and Super Nova Magazine Tube Extension Specifications:
- Perfect for Military, Law Enforcement and Home Defense use.
- Fits 12ga Benelli Nova/SuperNova shotguns only.
- Two Shot Extension adds two additional rounds without increasing overall length of the shotgun.
- The front of the GG&G Benelli Nova/SuperNova 2 Shot Mag Tube Extension extends .175 beyond the barrel of a standard
  18.5” model. The front of the tube will extend farther beyond the muzzle if a sling attachment is installed with
  the mag tube extension.
- Three Shot Mag Tube Extension adds three additional rounds.
- The front of the GG&G Benelli Nova/SuperNova 3 Shot Mag Tube Extension will protrude beyond the barrel of a standard
  18.5” model. See dimensions in the image above.
- Unlike the competition, the magazine extension tube nut is CNC machined from wear resistant solid steel bar stock versus
  aluminum.
- When installed properly, the solid steel ratchet base on the Benelli Nova/SuperNova mag tube extension nut, securely retains
  the barrel under recoil.

Continued on the next page.
• The unique magazine tube extension nut is manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
• The end cap of the magazine extension tube can be removed separately to facilitate cleaning and the use of a magazine plug.
• Both magazine extension tubes are machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
• Package includes a new extended length magazine spring to insure proper function.
• Two Shot Tube Length: 6.418”.
• Weight: 5 oz.
• Three Shot Tube Length: 8.730”
• Weight: 6.1 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli Nova SuperNova Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1630...$92.65
SAVE 10%! Benelli Nova SuperNova Two Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1631...$109.80

Benelli Nova SuperNova Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension: GGG-1630-3...$93.70
SAVE 10%! Benelli Nova SuperNova Three Shot Magazine Tube Extension And High Visibility Follower Package: GGG-1634...$110.40
The unique design of the GG&G Benelli Nova/SuperNova Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount provides an easy way to mount a tactical flashlight without interfering with the front sling attachment point. Designed, manufactured and tested to meet the rigors of professional use.

Benelli Nova/SuperNova Sling and Flashlight Combo Mount Specifications:

- Installs easily.
- Perfect for mounting a tactical flashlight to your Benelli Nova and SuperNova shotgun.
- Designed, manufactured and tested to meet the rigors of professional use.
- Can be mounted on either side of the Benelli Nova to accommodate both right handed or left handed shooters.
- The MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail can be positioned facing forward or rearward.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Accessory rail measures 1 3/4” long.
- Finish 1: Steel components are manganese phosphated in a non-reflective combat finish per Mil-Spec.
- Finish 2: Aluminum components are Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli Nova/SuperNova Sling And Flashlight Combo Mount: GGG-1691....$30.85
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The GG&G Barrel Clamp makes contact with your barrel and the GG&G Magazine Tube Extension. This contact may damage/wear the finish on your barrel or mag tube during usage. We recommend using masking tape applied to the inside of the GG&G Barrel Clamp where it makes contact with the barrel. It is not advised to apply any tape to the inside of the barrel clamp that makes contact with the Mag Tube Extension. Since GG&G Inc. cannot control the installation of this product, GG&G will not be responsible for any wear, blemishes, marks or damage that may occur to your shotgun.

Benelli Nova/SuperNova Barrel Clamp Specifications:
• Installs easily. Fits 12ga Benelli Nova/Super Nova only.
• Provides additional support for extended magazine tubes.
• Designed specifically for the GG&G magazine tubes that have a relief cut.
• Held in place by counter pressure steel socket head cap screws.
• All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
• Material: 6061-T6 solid aluminum alloy.
• Finish: Type III hard anodized per mil-spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
• Weight: 1.3 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!!

Benelli Nova/SuperNova 12ga Barrel Clamp: GGG-1872...$39.90
Benelli Nova/SuperNova Front looped Sling Attachment

Specifications:
- Compact & easy to install.
- The Benelli Nova-SuperNova Front looped Sling Attachment mounts behind the end cap of the shotgun’s magazine tube.
- Manufactured with a stainless steel ball bearing detent to secure the unit behind the end cap of the magazine tube.
- Ambidextrous.
- The Nova/SuperNova Front Sling Mount provides a front side sling mount for HK style quick clips and mash hooks.
- All edges have been dehorned and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel to withstand the rigors of combat.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli Nova/SuperNova rear Sling Attachment:
- Compact & easy to install.
- Ambidextrous.
- The Benelli Nova/SuperNova Rear looped Sling Mount installs just behind the receiver.
- The looped Rear Sling Attachment For The Benelli Nova/SuperNova provides a looped rear sling mount in the preferred side mount position.
- The Rear looped Sling Attachment can be used with a two point sling set up or as a single point sling attachment. When used as a Benelli Single Point Sling Attachment, it allows the operator to mount the weapon on either the primary or offside shoulder. As a result, during dynamic entries it becomes easier to “cut the pie” at doorways and move around corners, whether they are on the right side or left side, without telegraphing the operator’s position. In addition, slings attached to a single point mount work especially well when operators are deployed wearing body armor or are involved in breaching operations.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
- Material: Manufactured from tough AS-35 Geneva steel to withstand tough professional use.
- Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphate finished in non-reflective matte black per mil-spec.
- Weight: 2.0 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

SAVE 10% Benelli Nova/SuperNova Front And Rear looped Sling Attachment Combo Package: GGG-1695....$41.17
Benelli Nova/SuperNova Rear Looped Sling Attachment:   GGG-1693....$30.90
Benelli Shotguns are some of the quickest shotguns in the market today. The standard Benelli Nova follower however does not offer the upgraded features tactical shooters are looking for. The GG&G Benelli Follower for the Benelli Nova/Super Nova 12 ga. shotguns are manufactured with the Benelli Super Nova Tactical Shotgun Shooter in mind.

Enhanced Follower for Benelli Nova/Super Nova Specifications:

- The Enhanced Benelli Follower fits the Benelli Nova And Super Nova 12 ga. shotguns.
- Installs just like the factory Benelli follower. No modification to the shotgun required.
- The GG&G Benelli Follower is CNC precision machined from stainless steel for corrosion and wear resistance. The stainless steel body provides smooth operation and resists galling and contaminant imbedding into the body of the follower. These are the two major contributors to aftermarket followers malfunctioning.
- The follower is manufactured with a deep spring pocket to better control spring movement.
- Material 1: The body of the follower is precision machined from 300 series stainless steel.
- Material 2: The high visibility red insert is 6061 T6 aluminum and is manufactured so that you cannot only quickly see that the magazine tube is empty, but in low light conditions, feel the difference between the face of the follower and the rear of a shotgun shell.
- Finish 1: The body of the follower is polished stainless.
- Finish 2: The aluminum insert is anodized an eye catching bright rocket red.
- Weight: 1.7 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Benelli Nova/SuperNova Enhanced Follower: GGG-1690...$29.35
CHECK THEM OUT!

STOEGER M3000
TACTICAL ACCESSORIES

- TACTICAL BOLT RELEASE
- TACTICAL CHARGING HANDLE
- TACTICAL SLOTTED CHARGING HANDLE
- STAINLESS FOLLOWER
- QD REAR SLING ATTACHMENT
- LOOPED REAR SLING ATTACHMENT
- SCOPE MOUNT
The Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle is an excellent all around carbine. Our customers have found it to be suitable for tactical applications and have repeatedly asked us to manufacture a red dot scope mount for this terrific carbine.

We think one of the hottest short range scope set ups for the Ruger is utilizing one of the many mini-red dot scopes in the market place today, so we designed and manufactured a Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 scope mount specifically to accommodate mini-red dots from Burris, Leupold DeltaPoint, JP and Trijicon. The low profile design affords a great cheek weld. It measures 5.8” long, and as can be seen in the photos, places the mini-red dot forward for long eye relief and quick target acquisition. This GG&G Mini-14/Mini-30 rail interfaces with factory Ranch Rifle integral mounts and has a relief cut beneath the rail for unimpeded cartridge ejection.

The mount is precision machined from rugged 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. Designed and manufactured to meet the rigors associated with professional use.

Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle Red Dot Scope Mount: GGG-1381...$51.95
The Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle has been in service for over 20 years, and is an excellent all around carbine. Over the past ten years, our customers have found it to be suitable for tactical applications and have repeatedly asked us to manufacture a scope mount for this terrific carbine. We decided that this was a good time to introduce a high quality scope mount for the Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle.

The mount is a MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rail version that also offers a low profile mounting platform for conventional red dot optics or powered scope and ring combinations.

The rail is 5.7” long to provide ample mounting space. The rail integrates with factory Ranch Rifle integral mounts, and also has relief cuts beneath the rail for unimpeded cartridge ejection. The mount is precision machined from rugged 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec. Designed and manufactured to meet the rigors associated with professional use.

Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 MIL-STD-1913 Scope Mount: GGG-1382...$51.95
MINI-14/MINI-30 RANCH RIFLE SCOPE MOUNT-SILVER

One Manufactured To MIL-STD-1913 Specs And One Specifically For Mini-Red Dots, Both In A Silver Finish

Manufactured To MIL-STD-1913 Specifications 5.7” Long.

Low Profile Design
Manufactured Specifically For Mini-Red Dot Sights.

If you have a stainless steel Mini-14 or Mini-30 Ranch Rifle, the GG&G Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle Scope Mounts-Silver will do the trick for you.

Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle Scope Mount-Silver Picatinny Rail Version Specifications:
- Will fit all Mini-14 and Mini-30 Ranch Rifle models.
- No gunsmithing required.
- The Mini-14 Ranch Rifle Scope Mount-Silver with MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rail, offers a low profile mounting platform for red dot optics or conventional scope and ring combinations.
- Places the optic forward for long eye relief and quick target acquisition.
- Rail machined on the bottom for unimpeded cartridge ejection.
- Design keeps optic close to bore and low for a good cheek weld.
- Installation does not require removal of the rear iron sight.
- Mounting rail has been smoothed and rounded for shooter’s comfort and safety.
- Material: Precision machined from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Anodized in a silver non-glare finish.
- Length: 5.7”
- Weight: 1.9 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

GGG-1382BD...$51.95

Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle MIL-STD-1913 Model:

Ruger Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle Mini-Red Dot Model:  GGG-1381BD...$51.95

Mini-14/Mini-30 Ranch Rifle Scope Mounts-Silver Red Dot Rail Version Specifications:
- Compatible with Mini-14 Ranch Rifles and Mini-30’s only.
- The Ruger Mini-30 Scope Mount-Silver is easy to install.
- Platform will accommodate mini-red dot scopes like the JPoint, Doctor, Burris FastFire’s, Leupold Delta Point, and the Trijicon Red Dot (non-RMR).
- The Mini-14 Ranch Rifle Scope Mount places the mini-red dot forward for quick target acquisition.
- Relief cut beneath the rail for unimpeded cartridge ejection.
- Low Profile design keeps optic close to centerline of bore.
- Can be installed without removing rear iron sight.
- All edges are smoothed and rounded for shooter’s comfort and safety.
- Material: Precision machined from tough 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
- Finish: Anodized in a non-reflective silver finish.
- Length: 5.8”
- Weight: 1.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!
The series 181 and newer Ruger Mini-14 rifle has remained a very popular rifle with hunters, outdoorsmen and women, and for home defense. Adding a scope mount and magnified scope or red dot sight is a great addition to your Mini-14. The GG&G Mini-14 Side Mounted Scope Mount provides a solid and rugged mounting base for your optic.

Mini-14 Scope Mount Specifications:
- Fits Mini-14 series 181 and newer Non RANCH RIFLE models.
- Easy installation.
- No gunsmithing or modification needed to your Ruger Mini-14.
- Bolts to the side of the receiver with a new replacement bolt stop cover plate.
- The mounting rail is adjustable allowing for alignment with barrel and receiver.
- Includes the all-important extended bolt hold open button.
- Features a dual locking screw leveling system.
- Package includes all necessary mounting hardware and tools.
- Mounting rail is manufactured to MIL-STD-1913 specifications.
- Mounting rail is 5 ¼" long.
- The Mini-14 Scope Mount is designed as a “See –Under” type allowing use of iron sights.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: Precision CNC machined from 6061 T6 Aircraft Grade Aluminum.
- Finish: All aluminum parts are Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black mil-spec finish to provide outstanding durability.
- Weight: 3.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Ruger Mini-14 Scope Mount: GGG-1519...$121.50
MINI-14 SCOPE MOUNT - SILVER
For Series 181 And Newer Non-Ranch Rifle Models.
Does Not Fit 180 Series Rifles

Features Include An Extended Bolt Hold Open Button And Dual Locking Screw Leveling System.

Mounting Rail Is 5 1/4” Long.

The 181 Ruger Mini-14 rifle is a very popular home defense rifle with hunters, outdoorsmen and women. Adding a Mini-14 Scope Mount and a magnified scope or red dot sight is a great addition to your Ruger Mini-14. The GG&G Ruger Mini-14 Scope Mount provides a solid and rugged mounting base for your optic.

Mini-14 Scope Mount-Silver Specifications:
- Fits Mini-14 series 181 and newer Non RANCH RIFLE models.
- Easy installation.
- No gunsmithing or modification needed to your Ruger Mini-14.
- Bolts to the side of the receiver with a new replacement bolt stop cover plate.
- The mounting rail is adjustable allowing for alignment with barrel and receiver.
- Includes the all important extended bolt hold open button.
- Features a dual locking screw leveling system.
- Package includes all necessary mounting hardware and tools.
- Mounting rail is manufactured to MIL-STD-1913 specifications.
- Mounting rail is 5 ¾” long.
- The Mini-14 Scope Mount is designed as a “See –Under” type allowing use of iron sights.
- All edges have been deburred and softened to protect the shooter.
- Material: Precision CNC machined from 6061 T6 Aircraft Grade Aluminum.
- Finish: All aluminum parts are silver anodized and provide outstanding durability.
- Weight: 3.5oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Ruger Mini-14 Scope Mount — Silver: GGG-1519BD...$121.50
It’s no secret that it is darn near impossible to properly clean the Ruger Mini-14 Chamber. A few years ago we came up with a simple and inexpensive way to keep that all-important area clean on the M14 & Garand. We now manufacture a Mini-14 Chamber Cleaning Tool for the Mini-14 Shooters. Each package includes a cleaning patch jag and a bronze brush. This gives you the option to quickly remove the cleaning patch jag and install a chamber cleaning brush that’s included in the kit. This tool is a “must have” item for any Mini-14 shooter.

**Mini-14 Chamber Cleaning Tool Specifications:**
- The rugged poly-steel universal joint allows you the ability to easily get into the chamber area for thorough chamber cleaning.
- Additional chamber cleaning brushes are sold separately when needed.
- The chamber brush is 1.5” long and manufactured from phosphor bronze.
- The overall length of the Mini-14 Chamber Cleaning Tool is approximately 13.00” and weighs only 5.1 oz.
- The slotted jag is precision machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and slotted 1.3” deep to accept a cleaning patch.
- The shaft of the Chamber Cleaning Tool is steel with an ergonomic rubber handle.
- All parts that come in contact with the chamber are manufactured from non-marring material.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men and Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Ruger Mini-14 Chamber Cleaning Tool:** GGG-1443…$34.58
**Add An Extra Chamber Cleaning Brush To Your Order For Just $2.00 More:** GGG-1443EB…$36.58

The Slotted Jag is Easily Removed and Replaced with the Supplied Chamber Cleaning Brush.

The Universal Joint Aids in Proper Cleaning of That Hard-To-Get Chamber.
Like the Mini-14, it is darn near impossible to properly clean the chamber of the Mini-30. We developed a simple and inexpensive way to keep that all-important area clean on your Ruger Mini-30 – The Ruger Mini-30 Chamber Cleaning Tool. Each package includes a cleaning patch jag and a bronze brush. This gives you the option to quickly remove the cleaning patch jag and install a chamber cleaning brush that’s included in the kit. This tool is a “must have” item for any Mini-30 shooter.

Mini-30 Chamber Cleaning Tool Specifications:
- The rugged poly-steel universal joint allows you the ability to easily get into the chamber area for thorough chamber cleaning.
- Additional chamber cleaning brushes are sold separately when needed.
- The chamber brush is 1.750” long and manufactured from phosphor bronze.
- The overall length of the Mini-30 Chamber Cleaning Tool is approximately 13.00” and weighs only 5.1 oz.
- The slotted jag is precision machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and slotted 1.3” deep to accept a cleaning patch.
- The shaft of the Chamber Cleaning Tool is steel with an ergonomic rubber handle.
- All parts that come in contact with the chamber are manufactured from non-marring material.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men and Women Proud To Be Americans!

Ruger Mini-30 Chamber Cleaning Tool: GGG-1778...$34.58
Add An Extra Chamber Cleaning Brush To Your Order For Just $2.00 More: GGG-1778EB...$36.58
The B-COMP 30mm mounting system was developed to fill the need expressed to us by long range tactical shooters. Although positioned for a long range engagement, the shooter may encounter short range targets requiring life-saving fast action. The B-COMP 30mm Red-Dot Optics Platform Ring provides a lightweight scope ring that includes a removable and ambidextrous red dot mounting platform. The mounting platform will accommodate most light weight mini-red dot scopes.

**B-Comp 30MM Ring Specifications:**

- Attaches to a 30mm diameter scope tube.
- Low profile design for a proper cheek well height.
- The red dot platform will accommodate mini-red dot scopes like the JPoint, Doctor, Burris FastFire’s, Leupold Delta Point, and the Trijicon Red Dot (non-RMR).
- Mounted at 45 degrees, the platform allows the mini red dot to be positioned in such a way that the shooter needs only to slightly roll the rifle to acquire a close-range target.
- The B-COMP 30mm Red-Dot Optics Platform can be mounted behind or forward of the scope turrets.
- Includes all mounting hardware.
- All edges are fully de-burred and smoothed for shooter safety.
- Material: Manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.
- Finish: Type III hard coat anodized in a non-reflective matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weight: 1 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

The B-COMP 30mm Ring With Mini Red Dot Mounting Platform: **GGG-1327...$56.60**
Even though the trend has been towards rifle scopes with 30mm tubes, there are still many high quality rifle scopes with one inch tubes in the marketplace. Many of our customers have asked us to manufacturer a non-marring, 30mm to 1 inch scope ring reducer to fit 5/8” wide sniper grade 30mm scope rings or 30mm integral ring bases, like the ones offered by GG&G. To meet our customers’ requests, we decided to offer 1 inch reducers manufactured from solid Delrin. Nothing fancy, just a rugged, non-marring, quality machined 1 inch ring insert that not only fits tight to your 1 inch scope, but is priced competitively.

30 mm to 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer Specifications:
- Both halves of each reducer have a recoil flange on one side that keeps the reducer in the correct position during installation and recoil.
- Each package includes 4 components; enough parts to do two scope rings.
- These reducers are manufactured from non-marring, non-slip Delrin and are very easy to install.

30mm To 1 Inch Delrin Scope Ring Reducer: GGG-1392...$17.00
GG&G PROUDLY MANUFACTURES NINE DIFFERENT TACTICAL BIPODS TO MEET YOUR MISSION REQUIREMENTS
STANDARD XDS SWIVEL BIPOD
FULLY ADJUSTABLE
Includes a Full 25° Of Swivel Cant and Tool-Less Installation Selected By the US Army Soldiers Weapons Program
NSN: 1005-01-563-0152

25° of Cant in Either Direction of Center.

Legs Extend From 7" to 9.5".

The Standard XDS Bipod offers a greater range than previous versions. In addition to a stronger pivot mechanism, the GG&G folding XDS AR-15 bipod design affords 25 degrees of cant in either direction of center. Not only does this increase better rough terrain adjustability, but this pivoting capability allows the deployed bipod leg to be used as a vertical foregrip if required for rapid transition. In addition, a tension mechanism and adjustment knob has been added so that the operator does not need tools to make tension adjustments to the swivel.

The GG&G Standard XDS Bipod Specifications:
• The XDS bipod attaches to any MIL-STD-1913 or Weaver dovetail rail without an adapter.
• The Bipod features 25 degrees of cant to the left and right that is tension adjustable.
• The height of the XDS bipod can be adjusted from 7" to 9.25" when measured from the bottom of the dovetail to the bottom of the foot pads.
• Fully adjustable legs with thumb nut adjustments and silent deployment.
• Grip tight foot pads.
• Tool-less cant tension adjustment.
• Deployed legs can be used as a vertical grip.
• Manufactured to meet current Military specifications for extreme weather and drop tests.
• Material: All aluminum components are manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminum.
• Material: All steel components are manufactured from 4130 steel.
• Finish: All aluminum components are Type III hard anodized in a non-reflective matte black finish per Mil-Spec.
• Finish: All steel components are manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.
• Weight: 11.5 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

Standard XDS Swivel Bipod: GGG-1125...$186.45

The following adapters are available for the Standard XDS Swivel Bipod:
XDS PSS Adapter: GGG-1246...$36.55
XDS T-Slot Adapter: GGG-1242...$36.55
The GG&G Quick Detach Standard XDS Bipod has become very popular with competitive shooters who may need a bipod during certain shooting stages but want the ability to remove it quickly without using any tools. Its rugged Mil-Spec quality and features make it an excellent choice for all shooters looking for a quick detach bipod. The canting capability aids in keeping the rifle vertical on uneven terrain so the shooter can stay on target easier.

Quick Detach Standard XDS Bipod Specifications:

- The QD Bipod features 25° of cant in either direction for rough terrain adjustability.
- The Quick Detach XDS Bipod height adjusts from 7” to 9.25” when measured from the bottom of the dovetail to the bottom of the foot pads.
- Silent deployment, fully adjustable legs with thumb nut adjustments.
- Grip tight foot pads.
- Deployed leg can be used as vertical grip.
- Tool-less swivel tension adjustment.
- All connection points are designed and manufactured for extreme duty.
- Manufactured to meet current military requirements for extreme weather and drop tests.
- All aluminum components are manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminum.
- Accu-Force QD System provides ergonomic QD lever system for quick and rock solid on-off transitions.
- Accu-Force QD Mechanism is fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec dovetails.
- All steel components are manufactured from 4130 steel.
- All aluminum components are Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All steel components are manganese phosphate matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weighs in at 13 oz.

Quick Detach Standard XDS Bipod: GGG-1407...$208.00
Our customers have asked us to develop a new Extreme Duty Bipod that had all of the standard features of the XDS Bipod that we supply to the United States Military—and add a few more features. Specifically, a head that pans or swivels, integrate a system that would allow the bipod legs to lock forward at a 45° angle for difficult terrain, and provide rubber feet that would grip more surfaces and be replaceable. We listened, and are now manufacturing the GG&G XDS-2 Tactical Bipod with those specific additional features and a few more.

**XDS-2 Tactical Bipod Specifications:**

- Extremely rugged construction, with tool-less installation.
- The XDS-2 Tactical Bipod has 20° of panning capability to the left and right of the center position. Panning mechanism has an easy to operate thumbnut tension adjustment.
- The Tactical Bipod has 25° of canting capability each side of center. Canting mechanism has an easy to adjust thumbnut tension adjustment.
- Easy to operate elliptical thumbnuts are used at all adjustment points.
- The Bipod legs can be folded and locked in a full forward position, deployed and locked in a 45° forward position, or deployed and locked in the standard straight down position. Silent spring lock leg deployment capability.
- When the XDS-2 Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the 45° forward position to accommodate terrain conditions, the Bipod is 6” tall.
- When the Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the straight down position they can be independently adjusted from 8” to 10.25”, and the legs of the XDS-2 Bipod can be used as a vertical grip.
- The XDS-2 comes standard with tough rubber all weather and all terrain feet and are replaceable.
- Manufactured from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with extreme duty connection points and fasteners.
- All aluminum components are bead blasted and Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 15 oz.

**XDS-2 Tactical Bipod:** GGG-1527...$207.00
**XDS-2 Replacement Rubber Bipod Feet (2):** GGG-1548...$15.45
**XDS-2 Bipod With Extra Set Of Feet:** GGG-1549...$222.45
Our customers asked for a Quick Detach XDS-2 Tactical Bipod that had all of the standard features of the XDS Bipod that we supply to the United States Military, plus a few more—and we delivered. Specifically, this QD Tactical Bipod has a quick detach head that cants 25°, pans 20° (swivels left to right 20°), a leg locking system that allows the bipod legs to lock forward at a 45° angle for difficult terrain, and rubber feet that grip more surfaces and are replaceable.

**XDS-2 QD Tactical Bipod Specifications:**
- Accu-Force Quick Detach System provides an ergonomic QD lever system for quick and rock solid on-off transitions.
- Extremely rugged construction.
- Tool-Less installation.
- The XDS-2 QD Tactical Bipod has 20° of panning capability to the left and right of the center position. The panning mechanism has an easy to operate thumbnut tension adjustment.
- The Tactical Bipod has 25° of canting capability each side of center. Canting mechanism has an easy to adjust thumbnut tension adjustment.
- Easy to operate elliptical thumbnuts are used at all adjustment points.
- Features a silent spring lock leg deployment capability.
- The Bipod legs can be folded and locked in a full forward position, deployed and locked in a 45° forward position, or deployed and locked in the standard straight down position.
- When the XDS-2 Quick Detach Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the 45° forward position to accommodate terrain conditions, the bipod is 6” tall.
- When the QD Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the straight down position, they can be independently adjusted so that the overall height of the bipod ranges from 8” to 10.25”.
- The legs of the XDS-2 QD Bipod can be used as a vertical grip.
- The XDS-2 QD comes standard with tough rubber all weather and all terrain feet, which are replaceable.
- Manufactured from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with extreme duty connection points and fasteners.
- All aluminum components are bead blasted and Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 15.4 oz.
- Lifetime Warranty.

**XDS-2 Quick Detach Bipod:** GGG-1557…$227.65  
**Extra Set of Feet for XDS-2 Quick Detach Tactical Bipod:** GGG-1548…$15.45  
**XDS-2 Quick Detach Tactical Bipod with Extra Set of Feet:** GGG-1555…$243.10
HEAVY DUTY XDS SWIVEL BIPOD
FULLY ADJUSTABLE
Includes A Full 25° Of Swivel Cant
And Tool-Less Installation

The GG&G Heavy Duty XDS Tactical Bipod with swiveling capability is more versatile and offers a greater range than previous versions. The Heavy Duty XDS Tactical Bipod works great on most rifles of various calibers and is specifically designed and manufactured to meet current military requirements.

Heavy Duty XDS Swivel Bipod Fully Adjustable Specifications:
• The very rugged and strong pivoting mechanism affords 25° of cant in either direction of center.
• Because of the pivoting capability, a bipod leg can be used as a vertical foregrip if required for rapid transition.
• External tension adjustment knob has been added to adjust swivel cant.
• Ruggedly built to withstand and operate in extreme environmental conditions from -55 degrees Fahrenheit to + 155 degrees Fahrenheit.
• Easy to install onto any MIL-STD-1913 dovetail rail.
• Bipod weighs in at 17 oz., remarkably light compared to other bipods on the market.
• Thumbnuts adjust the height between 8”-10.5” when measured from the dovetail attachment.
• Legs can be silently deployed and the bipod can be installed on the weapon with the legs facing forward or backwards and are ready for use in either position.
• The built in MIL-STD-1913 rail adapter does not require tools for installation.
• Optional adapters can be purchased to fit the Bipod onto various rifles. Adapters are available for: T-Slots, Remington PSS, AR30/AR50 and M14/M1A. (The PSS adapter part# GGG-1246 can be used for most universal two sling swivel holes in the forearm)
• Manufactured from aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, all of the Heavy Duty Swivel XDS bipod’s aluminum parts are bead blasted and Type III hard coat anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.

Heavy Duty XDS Swivel Bipod: GGG 1245...$217.35
XDS PSS Adapter: GGG-1246...$36.55
XDS T-Slot Adapter: GGG-1242...$36.55
XDS M1A/M14 Adapter: GGG-1243...$36.55
XDS AR-30/AR-50 Adapter: GGG-1244...$36.55
Quick Detach Heavy Duty XDS Bipod Specifications:

- The QD Heavy Duty XDS Bipod features 25° of cant in either direction for rough terrain adjustability.
- The QD Heavy Duty XDS Bipod height adjusts from 8” to 10.5” when measured from the bottom of the dovetail to the bottom of the foot pads.
- Quiet deployment, fully adjustable legs with thumb nut adjustments.
- Grip tight foot pads.
- Deployed leg can be used as vertical grip.
- Tool less swivel tension adjustment.
- All connection points are designed and manufactured for extreme duty.
- Manufactured to meet current military requirements for extreme weather and drop tests.
- All aluminum components are manufactured from 6061 T-6 aluminum.
- Accu-Force QD System provides ergonomic QD lever system for quick and rock solid on-off transitions.
- Accu-Force QD Mechanism is fully adjustable to fit worn or out of spec dovetails.
- All steel components are manufactured from 4130 steel.
- All aluminum components are Type III hard anodized matte black per Mil-Spec.
- All steel components are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.
- Weighs in at 18.5 oz.

Quick Detach Heavy Duty XDS Bipod: GGG-1409...$238.90
Large caliber rifle shooters have indicated that they don’t want a bipod that swivels or pans. They just want a Heavy Duty Tactical Bipod that will provide a rock solid stable platform. That’s what the LCB-3 Heavy Duty Tactical Bipod provides. Check out the specs below.

**LCB-3 Heavy Duty Tactical Bipod Technical Specifications:**
- Designed and manufactured to accommodate large caliber firearms including .50BMG.
- Extremely rugged construction.
- No panning or canting ability for the most rock solid shooting platform available.
- Tool-Less installation, alignment window added to aid in installation.
- Silent deployment, fully adjustable legs with thumb nut adjustments.
- All connection points are designed and manufactured for extreme duty.
- Design incorporates fully enclosed locking engagements and enlarged rail interface.
- Manufactured to meet current military requirements for extreme weather and drop tests.
- When the Tactical Bipod legs are deployed, they can be independently adjusted from 7 7/8" to 10 1/2".
- Replaceable grip tight foot pads.
- Material: Manufactured from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with extreme duty connection points and fasteners.
- Finish: All aluminum components are bead blasted and Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 16.5 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**LCB-3 Heavy Duty Tactical Bipod: GGG-1776...$203.95**
Designed and manufactured so you could get in a lower position when shooting from the prone position or from a bench. We’re pleased to announce that we’ve done it. The GG&G XDS-2C Tactical Bipod has all of the features of the XDS-2 Tactical Bipod. Specifically; a head that pans or swivels, ahead that cants from side to side, bipod legs that lock forward at a 45 degree angle for difficult terrain, and durable grippy rubber feet that would grip more surfaces and be replaceable. In addition we designed and manufactured the XDS-2C to accommodate the M14, AR-10, AR-30 and other large caliber rifles and carbines. Please note that this bipod is not yet rated for .50 firearms.

XDS-2C Compact Tactical Bipod Technical Specifications:
- Extremely rugged construction.
- Designed and manufactured to accommodate the M14, AR-10, and other larger caliber rifles and carbines.
- Tool-Less installation.
- The XDS-2C Tactical Bipod has 20° degrees of panning capability to the left and right of the center position. Panning mechanism has an easy to operate thumbnut tension adjustment.
- The Tactical Bipod has 25° degrees of canting capability each side of center. Canting mechanism has an easy to adjust thumbnut tension adjustment.
- Easy to operate elliptical thumbnuts are used at all adjustment points.
- Silent spring lock leg deployment capability.
- The Bipod legs can be folded and locked in a full forward position, deployed and locked in a 45° degree forward position, or deployed and locked in the standard straight down position.
- When the XDS-2C Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the 45° degree forward position to accommodate terrain conditions, the Bipod is 5 1/4” tall.
- When the Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the straight down position they can be independently adjusted from 6 5/8” to 8 1/4”.
- The legs of the XDS-2C Bipod can be used as a vertical grip.
- All connection points are designed and manufactured for extreme duty.
- Manufactured to meet current military requirements for extreme weather and drop tests.
- The XDS-2C comes standard with tough rubber all weather and all terrain feet.
- The feet are replaceable.
- Material: Manufactured from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with extreme duty connection points and fasteners.
- Finish: All aluminum components are bead blasted and Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
- Weight: 17 oz.
- Warranty: Lifetime.
- Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

XDS-2C Compact Tactical Bipod: GGG-1721...$207.00
Extra Set of Feet for XDS-2C Compact Tactical Bipod: GGG-1548...$15.45
XDS-2C Compact Tactical Bipod with Extra Set of Feet: GGG-1722...$222.50
The GG&G QD XDS-2C Tactical Bipod has all of the features of the XDS-2C Tactical Bipod. Specifically: lower positioning to accommodate shooting from the prone position or bench, a head that pans or swivels, a head that cant to side to side, bipod legs that lock forward at a 45 degree angle for difficult terrain, and durable grippy rubber feet that grip more surfaces and are replaceable. In addition we designed and manufactured the Quick Detach XDS-2C to accommodate the M14, AR-10, AR-30 and other large caliber rifles and carbines. Please note that this bipod is not yet rated for .50 firearms.

Quick Detach Heavy Duty XDS-2C Bipod Specifications:
- Extremely rugged construction.
- Designed and manufactured to accommodate the M14, AR-10, and other larger caliber rifles and carbines. Tool-Less installation.
- The Accu-Force QD System provides ergonomic QD lever system for quick and rock solid on-off transitions.
- The Accu-Force QD Mechanism is fully adjustable to fit worn or our of spec dovetails. The QD XDS-2C Tactical Bipod has 20° degrees of panning capability to the left and right of the center position. Panning mechanism has an easy to operate thumbnut tension adjustment.
- This Tactical Bipod has 25° degrees of canting capability each side of center. Canting mechanism has an easy to adjust thumbnut.
tension adjustment.
• Easy to operate elliptical thumbnuts are used at all adjustment points.
• Silent spring lock leg deployment capability.
• The Bipod legs can be folded and locked in a full forward position, deployed and locked in a 45° degree forward position, or deployed and locked in the standard straight down position.
• When the Quick Detach XDS-2C Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the 45° degree forward position to accommodate terrain conditions, the Bipod is 5 1/2" tall.
• When the Tactical Bipod legs are deployed and locked in the straight down position they can be independently adjusted from 7” to 8 1/2”.
• The legs of the QD XDS-2C Bipod can be used as a vertical grip.
• All connection points are designed and manufactured for extreme duty.
• Manufactured to meet current military requirements for extreme weather and drop tests.
• The QD XDS-2C Tactical Bipod comes standard with tough rubber all weather and all terrain feet.
• The rubber feet are replaceable.
• Material: Manufactured from aircraft quality 6061-T6 aluminum alloy with extreme duty connection points and fasteners.
• Finish: All aluminum components are bead blasted and Type III hard anodized per Mil-Spec in a non-reflective matte black combat finish.
• Weight: 17.5 oz.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

QD XDS-2C Tactical Bipod:   GGG-1745...$228.65
Add An Extra Set Of Bipod Feet To Your Order For $15.00 More:   GGG-1761...$244.10
Purchase An Extra Set Of Bipod Feet As Replacements:   GGG-1548...$15.45
Adapters are often necessary to attach a bipod to your favorite carbine or rifle. GG&G manufactures four Bipod Adapter Rails for light and heavy caliber applications.

Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum and Type III hard anodized matte black to meet Mil-Spec, all are built to meet the high standards of serious professional end users. The miscellaneous mounting hardware and pins, if required for specific applications, are manufactured from steel and coated as needed.

**Fitment Considerations:**
The GG&G T-Slot Adapter (GGG-1242) not only fits the standard T-Slot applications, but will also fit the Anschutz Rail.
The GG&G AR30/50 Adapter (GGG-1244) not only fits the AR30/50 but also fits the Freeland Accessory Rail.
The GG&G PSS Adapter (GGG-1246) not only fits the standard PSS applications, but will also fit a rifle stock that has 2 sling studs that are installed under the forearm.
The GG&G Savage 110BA Adapter (GGG-1091) is specifically manufactured for the Savage 110BA.

- **GG&G T-Slot Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1242...$36.55
- **GG&G PSS Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1246...$36.55
- **GG&G M14/M1A Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1243...$36.55
- **GG&G AR30/AR-50 Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1244...$36.55
- **GG&G Savage 110BA Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1091...$36.55
- **GG&G Armalite AR-50 A1 Bipod Adapter:** GGG-1777...$36.55
Why Struggle With The Socket Headed Cap Screw On The Bottom Of Your Harris Bipod? Do you Have The Correct Size Allen Wrench Handy In The Field Or Range? Upgrade Your Harris Bipod With A Tool-Less Attachment Thumb Nut!

Harris Bipod T-Nut (Tool-Less Attachment Thumbnut)
Tired of searching for a Multi-tool or a Penny to tighten up or remove your Harris Bipod in the field? Well, GG&G has the answer. Our new Harris Bipod T-Nut (“Tool-Less Attachment Thumbnut”) allows you to install, remove or adjust your bipod on the fly without tools. No modification to your Harris Bipod is needed, simply unscrew the factory clamping screw and replace it with GG&G’s new Harris Bipod T-Nut and adjust away! Will fit most clone copies as well as the original Harris Bipod.

Harris Bipod T-Nut Specifications:
• Quick and easy installation.
• Will fit most clone copies of the Harris Bipod.
• The Harris Bipod T-Nut makes removing and reinstalling your bipod fast and tool-less.
• No more screwdriver’s or Multi-tool’s needed. However, a Phillips style screw head is there in case you overtighten the thumbnut.
• The Harris Tool-Less Attachment Thumbnut has an easily adjustable elliptical thumbnut. It’s easy to use even with gloved hands.
• No modifications required.
• All edges are smoothed and rounded for the shooter’s safety.
• Material: Manufactured from steel.
• Finish: Bead blasted and manganese phosphated in a non-reflective matte black finish per mil-spec.
• Warranty: Lifetime.
• Made in America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

GG&G Harris T Nut (Tool-Less Thumbnut): GGG-1997...$14.50
The Harris Bipod is probably the most popular budget priced bipod in the market today. Unfortunately it does not easily attach to Weaver or MIL-STD-1913 dovetails. We thought it was time to offer an extremely rugged and low profile Harris Bipod Adapter to fill this important requirement.

Harris Bipod Adapter Specifications:

- The GG&G Harris Bipod Adapter incorporates a counter sunk, locking cross bolt that helps eliminate the possibility of snags.
- The clamping side bar is recessed into the overall body of the adapter to provide a smooth overall appearance.
- Solid clamping engagement even on undersize or worn dovetail rails.
- Adapter makes full surface contact with the Harris bipod interface which assures a tight fit.
- The GG&G Harris Bipod Adapter utilizes a standard swivel stud interface that is locked in a stationary position.
- Easy to install adapter is very lightweight, weighing in at only 2 oz.
- Adapter overall length is 2 ¼”.
- All edges have been deburred for the shooter’s safety.
- The GG&G Harris Bipod Adapter is manufactured from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum and Type III hard anodized in a matte black, non-reflective finish per Mil-Spec.
- All steel parts are manganese phosphated matte black per Mil-Spec.

Harris Bipod Adapter: GGG-1388...$31.35
We are in the serious business of creating high quality tactical accessories for professional use, but we think it is important to have some fun, so our new products team thought it would be great to bring this unique Claymore Mine Trailer Hitch Cover to the market place.

We know it will get a second look from the tailgaters in your community, but what the heck, you only go around one time. Our Replica Claymore Mine Hitch Cover was molded from the real deal. It is virtually the same size as the original. It measures 5 1/4" tall by 8" wide by 1 1/4" thick and is manufactured from solid polypropylene with UV additives for durability and color fastness. The hitch adapter fits 2" standard receivers. The connectors and internal space are solid so there is no chance that it can be confused as a real Claymore Mine. We do however strongly advise that you install a hitch pin lock or it may just disappear. Go Ahead Have Some Fun, But Read The Important Legal Disclosure Below!!!

**IMPORTANT NOTICE:** This product is prohibited in some states including but not limited to the following ones:
- **Colorado**—This item is prohibited under Colorado 18-12-109, Paragraph 7.
- **Florida**—This item is prohibited under Florida Statute 790.165
- **Connecticut**: Statutes indicate that this item may be prohibited.
- **New Hampshire**: Statutes indicate that this item may be prohibited.

**ATTENTION-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY PRIOR TO ORDERING:**
State, county and municipal laws pertaining to items such as the Replica Claymore Mine Hitch Cover are varied. This product is prohibited in certain states. The purchaser and end user are responsible for knowing exactly what the local laws are concerning purchasing or displaying this product and for abiding by those laws. It is your responsibility before purchasing this product to know the local laws.

Therefore GG&G Inc. does not warrant that a person may legally purchase, and or display the Claymore Mine Hitch Cover in their area. A person placing an order or using this product warrants that he or she is an adult and is under no legal restrictions which would prohibit such person from ordering, owning, displaying, possessing or transferring this product under applicable federal, state, or local law.

Replica Claymore Mine Hitch Cover: GGG-1387...$44.25
Tan Claymore Mine Trailer Hitch Cover

For the Customers that have asked us for a Desert Tan Claymore Mine Trailer Hitch Cover with the tan color molded in—here you go! We are also offering an option to have the letters painted black to stand out a bit more. The Tan Claymore is a departure from our standard OD Green version and really stands out on darker vehicles.

Our Replica Tan Claymore Mine Hitch Cover created to be the same size as the original. The Claymore body measures 5 1/4 inches tall by 8 inches wide by 1 1/4 inches thick and is manufactured from solid polypropylene with UV additives for durability and color fastness. It fits 2" standard receivers. The detonation connectors and internal space are solid so there is no chance that it can be confused as a real Claymore Mine. We do however strongly advise you to install a hitch pin lock or it may just disappear.

If a Tan Claymore Mine trailer hitch cover is not your bag, check out the Tan Claymore Desk Accessory. It’s perfect for the desk, mantle or conference room table. It looks identical to the Claymore Hitch Cover but has an easel type support.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This product is prohibited in some states including but not limited to the following ones:

- Colorado—This item is prohibited under Colorado 18-12-109, Paragraph 7.
- Florida—This item is prohibited under Florida Statute 790.165
- Connecticut: Statutes indicate that this item may be prohibited.
- New Hampshire: Statutes indicate that this item may be prohibited.

ATTENTION—PLEASE READ CAREFULLY PRIOR TO ORDERING:

State, county and municipal laws pertaining to items such as the Replica Claymore Mine Hitch Cover are varied. This product is prohibited in certain states. The purchaser and end user are responsible for knowing exactly what the local laws are concerning purchasing or displaying this product and for abiding by those laws. It is your responsibility before purchasing this product to know the local laws.

Therefore GG&G Inc. does not warrant that a person may legally purchase, and or display the Claymore Mine Hitch Cover in their area. A person placing an order or using this product warrants that he or she is an adult and is under no legal restrictions which would prohibit such person from ordering, owning, displaying, possessing or transferring this product under applicable federal, state, or local law.

Replica Tan Claymore Mine Trailer Hitch Cover: GGG-1791...$44.25
Tan Claymore Mine Trailer Hitch Cover With Black Lettering: GGG-1792...$54.25
CLAYMORE MINE DESK ACCESSORY

Of Course it’s a Replica, but it was Molded from the Real Thing and it’s Sure to get Attention!

You asked for one for Your Desk or Bookshelf and Here it is!

It Will Stand Erect on Your Desk, Conference Room Table, Bookshelf or Mantle.

The Claymore Desk Accessory is Manufactured from Solid Polypropylene Material.

Overall Dimensions: 8 1/4” Wide x 5 1/4” High

1 1/4” Thick.

Ever since we introduced the Replica Claymore Mine Hitch Cover we have had requests for a Claymore Mine replica for your desk, bookcase or workbench. You asked for it, and here it is. The Claymore Mine Desk Accessory is molded from the real deal, but instead of spikes to hold it erect, it has a small steel easel support in the back, so that it will remain upright on your desk, bookcase or den fireplace mantle. It measures approximately 5-1/4” tall by 8” wide by 1-1/4” thick and is manufactured from solid polypropylene with UV additives for durability and color fastness.

The Claymore Mine Desk Accessory is perfect to have on the conference room table during those nasty settlement negotiations. Go Ahead Have Some Fun, But Read The Important Legal Disclosure Below!!!

Replica Claymore Mine Desk Accessory: GGG-1273...$42.85
We decided to offer our Claymore Mine Desk Accessory in a Desert Tan color versus the standard green model. We are also offering an option to have the letters painted black to stand out a bit more.

The Claymore Mine Desk Accessory is molded from the real deal, but instead of spikes to hold it erect, it has a small steel easel support in the back, so that it will remain upright on your desk, bookcase or den fireplace mantle. It measures approximately 5-1/4 inches tall by 8 inches wide by 1-1/4 inches thick and is manufactured from solid polypropylene. It is painted desert tan with a matte clear coat applied.

Of Course It's Made In America By Men And Women Proud To Be Americans!

**Tan Claymore Mine Desk Accessory:** GGG-1780...$42.85
**Tan Claymore Mine Desk Accessory With Black Letters:** GGG-1781...$52.85
You know that it is darn near impossible to properly clean the M1, M1A or M14 chamber. A few years ago we came up with a simple and inexpensive way to keep that all important area clean. Since then we have improved our design by giving you the option to quickly remove the cleaning patch jag and install a chamber cleaning brush that’s included in the kit. This is a “must have” item for any shooter.

Chamber Cleaning Tools for the M14/M1A and M1 Garand Specifications:

- The rugged poly universal joint allows you the ability to easily get into the proper area for thorough chamber cleaning.
- Additional chamber cleaning brushes are now sold separately when needed.
- The chamber brush is 3” long, .490” diameter and manufactured from phosphor bronze.
- The overall length of the rifle chamber cleaning tool is approximately 15.00” and weighs only 5.45 oz.
- The jag is precision machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and slotted 2” deep to accept a cleaning patch.
- The shaft of the Chamber Cleaning Tool is steel with an ergonomic rubber handle.
- All parts that come in contact with the chamber are manufactured from non-marring material.

M14/M1A Chamber Cleaning Tool: GGG-1385...$34.58
M1 Garand Chamber Cleaning Tool: GGG-1186...$34.58
Additional Chamber Cleaning Brush: GGG-1194...$2.00
Specifications for Exelis NE PVS-14/17 PINNACLE Night Vision Monocular:

- **Generation:** 3 US
- **Field of View (Degrees):** 40
- **Magnification:** 1X
- **Resolution:** 64 lp (typical)
- **Film:** Thin Film
- **Brightness Gain:** Adjustable from 25 to more than 3000 fL/fL
- **Gate:** Autogated
- **Objective Lens:** F/1.2
- **Eyepiece Lens:** EFL 26 mm
- **Focus Range:** 25 cm to Infinity
- **Diopter Adjustment:** +4 to -6 dipters
- **Voltage Required:** 1.5 Volts
- **Battery Required:** One AA size
- **Battery Life:** Approx. 40 hrs at room temp.
- **Weight w/ batteries:** 12.4 oz (351.53 grams)
- **Dimensions:** 4.5” (L) x 2” (W) x 2.25” (H)
- **Operating Temperature Range (Degrees Celsius):** -51 to +49
- **Storage Temperature Range (Degrees Celsius):** -51 to +85
- **System Warranty:** 3 Years
- **Intensifier Warranty:** 5 Years

Features of Exelis NE PVS-14/17 PINNACLE Night Vision Monocular:

- High resolution 64 lp (typical), high gain, and high photo response in visible and near infrared
- Multifunctional: Hand-held, head-mounted or camera/camcorder adapted
- Variable Gain Control for enhanced performance in altering light conditions
- Camera and video adaptable
- Comprehensive multi year factory warranty

Package Contents:

- Exelis PVS-14/17 Gen 3 Night Vision monocular
- Head Mount Assembly - Allows for hands-free operation. Accommodates the user’s head size and eye positioning.
- Medium & Thick Brow Pads - Changeable pads.
- Head Mount Adapter - Attaches PVS-14/17 to head mount assembly. Allows the user to position the monocular in front of either eye.
- Eye Cup - Prevents the emission of stray light or facial reflections.
- GG&G Battle Pac hard case and Exelis Soft Carrying Case.
- Shoulder Strap - Attaches to the Exelis PVS-14/17 soft carrying case for easy portability.
- Lens Paper - Used to lightly clean the objective and eyepiece glass surfaces.

Call Our Office at 800-380-2540 or Visit Our Website gggaz.com for Best Value Package Pricing.
GG&G POCKET T-SHIRTS
Are Now Available

Comfortable and Great Looking!

Many of you have asked us to make our great looking GG&G Logo employee T-shirts available for sale. We have decided to make these comfortable pocket Tees available to the general public. The shirt is a heavyweight 6.1 oz cotton. The shirts are pre-shrunk with comfortable double ply neck band, and double stitched hem and sleeves. Generous long length-cut stays tucked in. The shirts are silk screened in color with the GG&G logo on the front and back of the shirt. Medium, Large, X Large, and XX Large sizes are available. All shirts are $15.00 each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>X Large</th>
<th>XX Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>GGG-7101</td>
<td>GGG-7102</td>
<td>GGG-7103</td>
<td>GGG-7104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal</td>
<td>GGG-7101T</td>
<td>GGG-7102T</td>
<td>GGG-7103T</td>
<td>GGG-7104T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHIPPING AND HANDLING

ALL REQUESTS FOR EXPEDITED DELIVERY MUST BE MADE BY TELEPHONE.

USA EXPEDITED SHIPPING: GG&G Inc. will expedite your in stock order to be delivered within 2 business days for a minimum additional charge of $30.00. The exact rate will be charged at the time the package is shipped. It is the customer’s responsibility to verify that a product is in stock at the time of order. In stock orders cannot be shipped 2nd day unless the order is placed prior to 11:00am Arizona time.

For overnight delivery of your in stock order, add a minimum of $51.00 to the rate. The exact rate will be charged at the time the package is shipped. In stock orders cannot be shipped overnight unless the order is placed prior to 11:00am Arizona time. It is the customer’s responsibility to verify that a product is in stock at the time of order.

Any damaged shipments must be reported to GG&G Inc. immediately for proper claim handling.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: Due to issues of United States National Security, GG&G is no longer taking orders or shipping product to overseas customer’s who do not have a legitimate United States freight forwarder that complies with the rules and regulations of the United States Export Administration and the International Traffic In Arms Regulations.

If you are a United States customer who has Special Requirements for overseas shipments, we may be able to accommodate you if you have the proper documentation. Please contact GG&G for the information needed.

SHIPPING TO FPO/APO/DPO ADDRESSES: GG&G will only ship to authorized and affirmed APO and FPO addresses.

If you are experiencing trouble entering your APO/FPO/DPO address at check out, follow these instructions:

In the “Shipping Address” area enter the PSC, unit number or box number.
In the “City” box enter APO, FPO, or DPO.
In the “Country” box select United States.
In the “State/Province” box enter AE, AA, or AP.
In the “Zip/Postal Code” box enter the postal code number which will be a number starting in 09, 96, or 34.
Click “Save”. The address should be accepted.

If you are still experiencing a problem, please contact our office at 800-380-2540.

Due to the large volume of orders we process, all orders for in stock items are shipped in the order they are received. In Stock Products Will Be Shipped Within 7 To 10 Business Days. (Business days do not include weekends or holidays.) Please allow 5 business days after you order before inquiring about the status of your order. We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover, American Express and PayPal.

Delivery refusal for any reason other than damage to the package will result in a 25% service fee being charged to the customer.

All orders are shipped FedEx or USPS via ground transportation and will normally arrive within 3-7 business days after shipment. Some items due to weight or size may require additional shipping charges and may take longer to arrive.

IMPORTANT: All orders over $400.00 are shipped “signature required”. It is the customer’s responsibility to notify GG&G that they wish to have their order shipped without this requirement. If the customer elects not to require a signature upon delivery, the customer assumes all responsibility for the package once the carrier certifies delivery.

CALL OUR OFFICE AT 800-380-2540 OR VISIT THE GG&G WEBSITE FOR CURRENT SHIPPING RATES.

www.gggaz.com
GG&G LIFETIME WARRANTY INFORMATION

All Warranty Returns, Merchandise Returns and Merchandise Exchanges require a Return Material Authorization Number (RMA Number). No Items Will Be Accepted Without One Being Issued! Please call 800-380-2540 between the hours of 10:00am and 4:00pm MST Monday-Friday to obtain an RMA number. To return an item to GG&G, repackage it securely with the RMA number clearly marked on the outside of the package. No Packages Will Be Accepted With An RMA Number Marked On The Outside Of The Box. Merchandise returned without authorization will be refused, and the carrier will charge you for freight in both directions. We highly recommend you use a carrier that offers the ability to track your package and that you insure the package for the full value of the product. GG&G Inc. will not be responsible for any packages that are lost while being shipped to GG&G.

All warranties for non GG&G manufactured products are through the original manufacturer. GG&G does not warrant any non GG&G manufactured products that it sells. You must contact the manufacturer directly for legitimate warranty claims.

GG&G Lifetime Warranty:
GG&G stands behind every GG&G manufactured item sold. If you are the original purchaser and a GG&G product fails due to manufacturing, assembly, or material defect, and you have not altered, modified, or abused the item, **GG&G will repair or replace a defective product, or part/component free of charge - FOR LIFE.** Please be advised that depending on the warranty claim, it may take up to three weeks to repair or replace the part, depending on inventory. GG&G does not warranty products or damage caused to GG&G manufactured products by the correct or incorrect installation of other manufacturer's products.

GG&G
WARRANTY REQUEST

3602 EAST 42ND STRAvenue
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85713
(520) 748-7167 FAX (520) 748-7583
Web Site: www.gggaz.com
GG&G MERCHANDISE RETURN AND EXCHANGE POLICY
(NON-WARRANTY)

All Warranty Returns, Merchandise Returns and Merchandise Exchanges require a Return Material Authorization Number (RMA Number). No Items Will Be Accepted Without One Being Issued! Please call 800-380-2540 between the hours of 10:00am and 4:00pm MST Monday-Friday to obtain an RMA number. To return an item to GG&G, repackage it securely with the RMA number clearly marked on the outside of the package. No Packages Will Be Accepted With An RMA Number Marked On The Outside Of The Box. Merchandise returned without authorization will be refused, and the carrier will charge you for freight in both directions. We highly recommend you use a carrier that offers the ability to track your package and that you insure the package for the full value of the product. GG&G Inc. will not be responsible for any packages that are lost while being shipped to GG&G.

All warranties for non GG&G manufactured products are through the original manufacturer. GG&G does not warrant any non GG&G manufactured products it sells. You must contact the manufacturer directly for legitimate warranty claims.

Merchandise Return Policy (Non-Warranty) And Merchandise Exchange Policy:
GG&G retail customers returning merchandise within 15 days of receipt of their order for any non-warranty reason will receive a full refund for the cost of the product (less shipping) subject to the provisions below. Please not that returns, refunds and exchanges may take up to three weeks to process, not including transit time. The refund will be credited to the credit card or PayPal account used in the transaction.

If you did not purchase the GG&G product directly from GG&G, and wish to return or exchange the product, you must contact the company or dealer you originally purchased the item from to arrange the return or exchange.

We understand that a customer may wish to exchange a GG&G product for another GG&G product for any number of reasons. Exchanged products must have been purchased directly from GG&G and for the purpose of an exchange, must do so within 15 days of receipt of their order. In addition, exchanges are subject to the following provisions:

All merchandise being returned for credit or exchange must be returned in a non-descript box or envelope with the RMA number clearly visible. Merchandise must include the original GG&G packaging, including header card, instructions and hardware (if applicable) and be in new, unused condition and not have any scratches, scuffs, or other markings, or full credit may not be issued. All items being returned for a refund or exchange will be inspected and if found to be used or damaged, a handling fee of 15% ($10.00 minimum) may be applied at our discretion. The product will then be shipped back to the customer at their expense.

If merchandise is returned for credit later than 15 days from the receipt of your order, a 15% restocking charge will be deducted from the refund with a $10.00 minimum charge. GG&G WILL NOT accept returns under any circumstances after 30 days from the date of delivery. In addition, GG&G will not accept returns which have a cost of $25.00 or less, due to processing costs. Shipping costs and any applicable sales tax charged as part of the original purchase will not be considered as part of the exchange or credit. Only the original cost of the product will be considered.

Discontinued, “Discounted Good Stuff,” or special order products cannot be returned for refund or exchange.

Optics that had mounts or rings of any type or kind attached or installed to them or onto them cannot be returned for a refund.

Complementary Products (Not Manufactured By GG&G)
Items that are unused and in the original sealed packaging can be returned subject to a 15% restocking fee. If the packaging has been opened or damaged; the unused product may be subject to a 25% restocking fee. Please note that if you are experiencing issues with any complementary products, we will direct you to work directly with the manufacturer of the item first.